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Dilwyn Jones
Welcome to the third volume of QL To-

day. We have changed the layout again,
and we hope you'll agree that this is the
best so far Let us know what you think
of itl

I now have another email address,
used lrom home - see page 2.

The QL hardware scene is getting red
hot at the moment. I saw a lot of people
at the Quanta AGM in Selston asking
about all the new
hardware platforms
soon to be available
the Q40 board, the
Milan compuler: the
Goldfire and the Mi-

nisQl prototype (an

Aurora built into a

laptop case). The

-The 
hardware $cene

is getting red hot at

the momsnt,o

occasionally have to gently twist arms a
little to get at the news, but news is what
you the readers keep asking us for Please
help me in this respect, I'm afraid I some-
tirnes get the feeling that many develo-
pers are remarkably coy about their work!

Equally, with the traditionally quiet sum-
mer period ahead of us, can I appeal for
articles for the summer issues? And if
you feel you can contribute on Ql-rela

ted sublects which we
don't cover in these pa-
ges, great, get in touch,
details of how to
contribute are on page 2.

RWAP Software have
asked us to find reviewers
for their range of software

in particular for their
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many QL emulalors also allow us to use
other computer platforms such as cheap
PCs or Apple Macs while retaining the
use of our favourite QDOS/SMSQE. lt's
not so long ago that some where asking
'where do we go 'from here?'in view of
the age of lhe original QL. The question
now is more like "which of all these up-
grade paths do I follow?' That's progress!
To help y0u, we've tried to include arti-
cles in this issue about some of the new
hardware, and we'll do our best to keep
you informed in the future.

The software scene isn't yet qurte as
"hot"as the hardware front, though there
are indications of exciling developrnents
t0 come, Progress is belng made in se-
veral areas - the colour drivers, Prowess,
the long awaited new word processors
Paragraph and Proverb, and the software
based new QL emulator for the PC
(Qemulator), for example. I generally
sense a renewed enthusiasm for soft-
ware developmeni, though I also sense
that sorne authors are holding back on
graphical applications especially, as they
fear major work rewriting their software
once the colour drivers and new window
manager systems become available.
Happity, it does really seem that it will be
a case of "when'and not 'if' the colour
drivers will become available, and enough
software authors seem to be enthusiastic
and ready to jump when the gun eventu-
ally fires

Can I appeal to the various developers
ol hardware and soflware to let us have
news of what they are doing? I

wargames D-Day and War ln The East,
and the text adventures Nemesis, The
Prawn and Horrorday. We'd also like a
reviewer for the SToQL Atari to QL gra-
phics conversion program. lf you'd like to
help, get in touch, and we'll arrange to
send you review copies.

Finally, I was most pleased to hear at
this year's Quanta AGM that Quanta have
significantly improved their financial posi-
tion this year: Starting the year with a
projected deficit of around t4,000 they
eventually ended up with only a very
modest deficit of around t200, thanks to
tough cost conirol, and all this without
raising their membership fees despile
there having been no change for years.
A strong and healthy user group is

absolutely vital to the QL community.

Maternity
Unit
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NEWS

R\VAP QL Software
I have now released v1.11 of the

public domain BasConfig program
which allows you to add Qiump
configuration blocks to a Super-
BASIC program. This version in'

corporates several bug fixes and
also implements the Long Word
Config Type which has been im'
plemenied rn some versions of
this program but not others. You

can also specify a string to be a
filename/directory or extension for
MenuConfig.

I have now received the OK to
publish three adventures formerly
sold by Talent Software: Nemesis,
The Prawn and Horrorday. I had
updated Nemesis some time ago
to eradicate certain bugs, but it
had only previously been available
as an upgrade to the original. I

have now amended Florrorday to
make this easrer to run

from hard-disks as well
as having fixed a couple
of bugs in this program
and ensuring that it is

compatible with SMSQ/E.
The advenlures are avar

lable from me lor [10
each or t25 for all three.

lam trying to also trace
another adventure f rom
the same author as Hor-
rorday - it is the follow-up
adventure called 'Fun-

Fear' - if anyone has a

copy of this adventure,
then could lhey please
get in contact with me.

Just Wordsl
SOLVIT-PLUS 3 is the

frrst major revision of the popular
program for solvers and compilers
of word games. Athough restricted
to the four main search routines,
WILD CARD, ANAGRAM.IN WORD
and SCRABBLE, SOLVIT-PLUS 3
of f ers extra facilities in these
modes. These include'
- Pointer driven and fully mouse

compatible
- Backwards movement through

word lists
- Repositioning on high resolution

screens

I-lot TiBs & Odd Froeedrrre$
OK so how clever are you then? Do you have

a short piece of code, procedure or {unction that
you are proud of? Do you have a method of
doing something with a program that you think
no one else has ever thought of? lf so we want
to hear from you now. Send us your ideas, code,
hints, tips or digital diagnoses and we will put
them on this new page from the next issue on.
We will print the best of the previous two
month's crop and give a voucher for [10 off a
piece ol software or hardware from JMS or
Q Branch. You can even put it toward your nexi
subscriptionl Come on then - impress usl (but
keep it short).

Dutch language thesaurus is also
in preparalion. These are long
term projects, and, as yet, no firm
release dates can be given.

JUST WORDSI

Geofl Wicks, 2B Ravensdale,
Basildon, Essex, SS16 5HU, United
Kingdom. Tel: 01268 281826

NE!( QL WEB SITE
by Giorgio Garabello
There is a new web page about

the QL {italian only, at the
moment). The address is,

- User configurable ink and paper
colours

- Fewer key presses on some
operaiions

- Oplional use of forward slash in

wild card searches
- Word list detokenisation utility

Non'English word lists will no
longer be supplied automatically
wiih S0LVIT'PLUS, but these will
be available free of charge to pur-
chasers on request.

QL.THTSAURUS is now version
4.01. This contains improvemenls
to error trapping and the configu-
ration block and some minor cor
rections to the data base.

Upgrades from version 2.xx of
SOLVIT"PLUS and from 2.xx and
3.xx of QL THESAURUS are t2.50
plus proof of purchase. UK users
may pay by 10 first class stamps,
and non UK users by 3 l.R.C.s

JUST WORDS! has plans for a

major revision ot STYLE-CHICK,
whah will be pointer driven, high
resolution compatible and have
extra f eatures and checks. A

http : //w w w.fo rtune city c o m I sk
yscraper/perl/357
lnfo, links and download. iorgio
Garabello can be contacted by

email on ql-torino@rotnrail.com

Steve Johnson
After suffering the burglary at

his house, Sleve spent a month
inslalling a new kitchen, losing his

computer space and aggravating
his back problems once again, His
service should now be back to
normal. He has a new email

address'
qlpd@johnso n.sof tnet.co,uk
Steve can now of fer a CD

duplication service for his custo-
mers, costrng 10 pounds per CD
inclusive of media and return
postage. Steve requests that cus-
tomers contact him to make ar-
rangements before ordering this
service. He also has a llat bed
colour scanner and a 35mm slide
scanner and would be willing to

scan photographs and
slides at 50p each.
Steve's three new PD

disks (SJPD74 to 76)
include programs such as
Winds of Change, VAT

Calculator: File lnfo ll,

Mines game, a German
text editor: V3.4 of Archi'
vers Control Panel, Text
File Viewer v1.15, Display
Extensions, National Lot-
tery Master; Code-Breaker
a list of QL users email
addresses, PR0CMAN,
Scratch (drag and drop
active scrap icon for the
bulton frame), COB Tools
(German), Computer 1

Monitor a module lor
SMSQ/E providing a soft
reset facility, Basconf ig

v1.12, and a demo of the 350+
basic extensions in the lO2 ioolkit.
The specials section of his library
adds SJS192 the Crossword
Utilities package, SJS193 is v1.63
of QTPI, while disk 194 is 0L
Toolbox 98, a collection of pointer
environment utility programs by
Adrian lves.

ln the classic books section,
C8196 contains a package called
The Life Of Horatio Nelson, by

Robert Southey. C8197 holds The

A4 QL trodeg w



Tenant of Wildfell Hall by
Anne Bronte, and f inally
C8198 contains the Project
Gutenberg editions of the
four volume colour fairy
books, Iairy tales for young
children.
A comprehensive cata-

logue disk is available from
Steve Johnson with full
details of all the disks o{ this
massive collection of low
cost QL soflware,

5. Joftnson.
36, Sldwlbk Sfreel,

Burnley Lancashire, UK.
BBIA SDZ. Tel/Fax. *44
{0,1282 70176V"

Mobile 041-A0L0557.

QXLTOOT NF\(S
QXL Tool is a new utilily

trom Jonathan Hudson. The
beta sof tware previously
known as 'rqxl' is now
released as qxltool vi.02.
This allows you to read,
write, format, makeldelete
directories in your QXL.WIN
file from Linux, Windows,
OS2, DOS etc. An archive
containing binary, source
and documentation ts

available from

www. jrhudson.de mon.co.uk
This is free and freely distribul-
able.

"Honestly, it seems to me one of
ihe most useful utilities for the
Q{X)L/QPC ever done." --- a beta
tesler

Franqois Lanciault writes
about "Paragraph", a new
word Brocessor for the
QL tbaseO on a QL Users
Mailing List announcement)

This is an updaie on my (slow...)

progress creating a WordProces-
sor lor QDOSISMSQ that runs
under the ProWess window mana-
ger

Paragraph has evolved quite a
bit since my trrst announcement in

January At first I only wanted to
produce a WP for writing simple
letters but the project has shifted
to something much bigger: I won't

bore you with a long lisl of fea-
tures (unless someone asked for
ii, anyway it is not THAT long..) but
for those who have no clue what
Paragraph is, here is a short
resume.

Paragraph is a fully WYSIWYG
wordprocessor (you actually see
the piece of paper you're writing
on). lt can be used as any other
WP to create text documents
where you can change margins,
font, font size, justification etc. lt
also has more advanced features
like tables, pictures & drawing
tools (yes, the first release will
have tables and drawing tools).
Also, you can create layouts
where you can have more than
one text region on the same page
like for multi-column output. ln fact
you can have just about anything'
three columns on top of the page,

one column in ihe middle and two
columns at the bottom with a few
piclures scattered around. Layouts

can be saved and re
used, and in fact I plan to
include a few useful lay-
outs with the program

{like FAX, reports, me-
mos etc.) Many people
asked me if Paragraph
will be commercial or
not - it will be commer-
cial at a price of about
30 pounds. I don't know
yet which distribution
channel I will use.
The program will reach
the alpha release some'
time in mid April. Eventu-
ally I will put a demo
version on the net. Bui
until the demo is availa-
ble, feel free to ask any
questions you might
have.
Finally, f or those who
don't mind travelling a

bit, I will be demonstra-
ting {selling??) Para-
graph at the U.S. show
in May Come have a

lookl

Crossword
Utilities:
A PD Fackage
Announce rnent

By fimothy Swenson
This past summer my wife,

e atherine, decided to take up
solving the 'Bonus" crossword
puzzle published in the local paper
She fied the New York Times
puzzle, but it turned out to be
harder than she liked. To help her
solve the puzzle, she started
typing in past crossword clues and
answers into Archive. She then
sorted them and printed them out
and used them to solve the future
puzzles. She started to notice that
"Bonus" reused the same clues
over and ove( making the puzzle
easier and easier to solve. Soon
she had over 4,600 entries in the
database.

Once she had built a farrly big
database, I realized that this data
base might be useful to other QL
users that solve crossword puz
zles. I started to think what else
would be useiul io solve cross-
word puzzles.

!\

Cover Disk Vo!- Q lssr,l€ 6
There were some problems with the last

cover disk for which we would like to apolo-
gise to our readers.
o The program lBMDisk was included in error

Jonathan Hudson says ihis program is
obsolete, buggy and poteniially dangerous
Please delete it.

o An obsolete version of INV-BIN and
associaied files was included. This version
is unfortunately too old to work with
Qascade and other modern c6B programs,
and with some modern operating system
versions,

o The Qascade archive had been repacked in
a way that lost important version information
and destroyed the author's intended cross-
platform portability.

o The version of unzip was obsolete, argu-
ably illegal and distributed contrary to the
current lnfoZip license.

We recommend that readers obtain later ver
sions of tNV-Blt\, Qasearje and Unzip from
the internet. All the programs are on Jonathan
Hudson's web page

w w w. irhudson.de mon.co.uk
from BBS, or from PD libraries, lnfoZip is also

available from the lnfoZip group's web site
http: //ww w.cdrom.com /pub / infazip
f fp.cdrorn.c o m /pub / inf ozip /

&K- ffodcy



I like to solve them by lrying to
fillin as many answers as lcan and
then use these answers to help
with the other words, I find myself
constantly saying something like,
'What is a 3 letter word for
that ends with D." Having a book
like "20,000 Words"or a dictionary
is useful, oniy if you know what
the word starts wilh. I wanted a

way to search a dictionary wrthout
knowing the beginning oi the
word. Fnst, I had to create a dictio-
nary. Using the answers stored in
the "Bonus'crossword database, I

added the /usr/dict/words dictio-
nary file available on most Unix
sysiems. After some massagrng, I

had the drctronary lneeded. The dic-
tionary f ile has about 25,000
words.

Next came the search engine to
work on the database. I started
thinking about how I would write a
search engrne, when I realized that
one, this ls going to be harder than
I thought, and second, why
reinvent the wheel. A version of
'grep' had ben ported over to the
QL and came with the C68 distri
bution. Grep is a pattern-matching
program from Unix that is very
useful for searching large {iles for
occurrences of a word or phrase.

Grep is not easy lo use, so I

decided to come up with a

SuperBasic program to work as a
front-end to Grep, plus I frgured out
how to get Grep to search for words
of a certarn length. Searching the
database is as srmple ol this,

'What 5 letters words have the
2nd letter as R and end in T' You
would use the string '.R.T' in the
search. Use periods {.)as unknown
letters.

Searching the Archive database
o{ clues can be done usrng the
Archive commands STARCH and
FIND. Refer to your Archrve manual

for the details on these commands
Now that all ol this is complete, I

am making the database, dictio-
nary file, Grep, and lhe front'end
programs available as a Public
Domain distribution as the f ile

Xword-zip. Look for it on a BBS
server or lnternet FTP server near
you.

PROGS
Please nole that the PROGS

web srte has moved {as has my
personal site). The addresses are
I'IOW:

wwwtriathlangS.corn/PRO GS
for the PROGS site and

w w w.tr ia thlo n98.c o m /.js achim
for my personal sile. The new

PROGS site finally contains proper
produci information about all our
software, and version reports etc
(wasn't allowed to pul commercial
info on the old site). I now also
have an alternate email address'
PROGS@triathlongS.com or
Joachim @ir ialhlon9B.com

Hope you willpay the new site a
visit, and let me know your com-
ments.

Mark Knight
Turbo and Perfection Updates

and new soflware on the way.

I have been working ridiculously
hard lately 0n my Ql-, including one
14-hour session {lkrd you not)on a

recent Saturday to finish {l hope)
The Knight Safe 2. This is the
version that does compressed
hard disk backup, with some neat
features to make it even easier to
use than the previous version. My
own recent backup, which took 13

HD floppy disks uncompressed,
took just 6 HD disks with this
version. The program works with
older QUBIDI ROMs that slill have
the file backup dates bug as well
as working properly with later
versions that don't have this bug.

I am putting the tinishing tou-
ches to lhe fractal program men-
tioned elsewhere and working
hard on more fraclal programs to
bulld up a collection. This should
soon enable me to supply
Q-Branch with a massive package
that will fill at least one HD disk
and possibly more. Most of the
programs in this colleciion will use
any Q-DOS or SMSQ/I screen
from 512x256 pixels up to the silly
1600x1200 QPC resolutions and
even beyond if you have got it, so
those with Aurora or other en-
hanced graphics options will be
able to see fractals rn amazing
detail. The programs will even use
the monochrome modes on some
of the Atari systems if you want

monochrome f ractals in absurd
levels ol delail, though you might
have lo wait a while for some o{
them.

To add to this colleclion I am
currently working in cooperation
with an extrernely skilled QL pro-
grammer lo put logether the ulti-

mate QL Mandelbrot program. This
too will use my new screen driver
code to fill the screen however
big it is. lt is being designed with
256 colours and 16 bit colour ii.e.
Q-40 mother board, 65,536 co-
loursl) in mind from the start.
Obviously I can't promise that lcan
debug the 256 colour option
before the 256 colour modes are
avarlable, but lhe program is
designed so that it will take mi-

nutes to add this facility once I

have access to a system with the
new drivers.

The new fractal package will
also include a few 3d fractals, ani-

mated by rotating them in per

spective 3d so you can see the
shapes properly. The idea is to put
together an educalional package
that will teach people something
about how fractal geometry and
chaos iheory works. Of course if
you don't care about how it works
the advantage with lractals is you
can always ignore the technical
stuf f and just enjoy looking at
them. Wait for an announcement in

the Q Branch adverlising,
Work is almost complete on the

Turbo Toolkit update and we are
awaiting source code for the code
generator and parser Digital Preci-
sion are not rnvolved rn this project
now in any way, as their agree-
ment with the copyright holders
expired some time ago. The copy-
right on Turbo is owned by Simon
N Goodwrn, Charles Dillon and
Gerry Jackson, and they have
given their blessing in principle to
the work. Once the new update is

iinrshed Turbo will become {ree-
ware and will be submitted to QL
public domain libraries.

As Chas Dillon's wife died re-
cently and he is the holder of the
source code, it is understandable
that family matters are occupying
his lrme and he is not giving
priority io this. As his Thor XVI

hard disk crashed some time ago
and has not been restored from

ffi QL Fodeg ww



the 50 floppy disk set of backups,
we willhave to wait. He has said it
will be done, but it is not a priority
and will be done when he gets
around to it. Although I am eager
to do more work on this project, in

the circumstances I have no com-
plaints about waiting.

ln the meantime I am looking for
bug reports from existrng users
OF THE LATTST VERSION ONLY

of Turbo. This reports 3.24 as the
version number as the parser is

running, and provides llrbo Toolkit
version 3.22 and Runtime version
3.20. I am NOT LOOKING FOR

INCOMPATIBILITY RTPORTS I

know that Turbo won't compile
SBASIC yet, and the problems

Turbo tasks have running on
Amiga emulalors and some other
systems are akeady on the list of
things to fix. We are looking for
proper bugs now, nol incompatibi-
lilies. lfind it interesting that I know
of just three, which is pretly good
for a compiler I have been using
for over ten years.

lnvestigation revealed just eight
bugs in Turbo Toolkit, only four of
them at all serious, and some in-

compatibilities with Minerva and
SMSQIE etc. This wasn't bad con-
srdering the complexity of Turbo
Toolkit and the fact thal when it
was designed Minerva and
SMSQ/E weren't even thought of.

The version of lurbo Toolkit now
being lested includes a means of
detecting and supporting higher
resolution screens and can even
be installed as an SMSO/E module
it is so compatible... Some im-
provement eh?

ln addition to Turbo bug reports
please let me know of any bugs
you are aware of in Perfection, as
it is hoped to update this program
soon as well. Things have gone a

bit quiet from the Freddy Vaccha
direction recently but he did say
he would supply the source code
as soon as he could organise it,

other activities permitting. The
Perfection update should be a lot
less work, as there are very few
bugs considering the complexity
of the program. We plan to provide
handling of the new large screens,
improved cursor handling and im-
proved conf iguration options.
There may be some improve

ments to the spellchecking too,
though this can't be guaranteed
until we see the source code and
our Mad Chief Programmer de-
cides if he has the time to do rt.

It all this sounds like a heavy
workload it is nothing to lhe draw-
ing and painting I am supposed to
do before May or June, when lam
hoping to have my firsi one-man
exhibition, plus my work for a Lon-
don cancer charity and for Oxfam,
redralling my novel so it's fit to
submit to a publisher and teaching
two Canadians to use a PC equip-
ped wilh Windows 95 {Yeeeuckl}
Have fun everybody...

tutark Knrght
304 Portobello Road fijorth

Kensington, London, W10 5IA,
Fngland f018il 932 6987.

Ergon Development
Davide Santachiara in ltaly

writes: Please take note of my
new [mail address which replaces
the old one:

ergon@eocities.corn

J.M-S
Rich Mellor has now created

Qshang version 1.3 that will work
on Minerva v1.97 (and presumably
earlier versions), and also allows
you to configure where the high
score table is stored. Users of
higher resoluiion displays will also
be pleased to note that the
program now works on screens
larger than 512x256 pixels.

This version is available f rom
Jochen now - keep your eye 0n
his adverts.

Jochen has also updated the
game Diamonds so that it
works in any display resolution,
an update is available too.

\(/. N. Richa rdson
Finally, Bill is available via

email'
WNC@OMPUSERVE.COM
This means, that the majority

of the QL dealers can now be
contacted via email.
K

A Review By Timothy Swenson
lf you want to create HTfu{l- doeurnents with your favourite editor,
then read sn: The I{TML Machine allows you to do this easily,
and can be found on most BBSs, You do not need to learn how ts
use a new editor which makes it extremely handy.

The hSTMt tuteehine

The outside world is slowly
creeping into the QDOS commu-
nity. More and more of the com-
puting capability that we think
we can't do with QL's is coming
into our environment. HyperText
Mela Language {HTML) is one
such example. There have been
past ariicles on HTML creating
and viewing on the QL. ln spite
of the ProWess HTML viewer
and the ill-fated, and not working,
QMOSAIC viewer there is no
HTML viewer for the average
QDOS user Despite this, cre-
ating HTML documents under
QDOS still goes on. The primary
reason being that these docu-
ments can easily be read by
other computers and be used to
create QL web pages.

ln working on some HTML files
for ProWess, Roy Wood has
created a neat little utility thal
extends all QDOS texl editors
for the writing of HTML docu-
ments. HTML is a text descrip-
tion language that adds'tags'to
documents that mean something
special to HTML viewers. Such
examples are'
< TITLE> My Title< /TITLE,
< A HREF=rrfile. nanert>
Description < /A>

Remembering allof the various
tags can be rather daunting. Roy
Wood's "The HTML Machine"
(such an interesting name) is a
p0p-up utility thal saves you the
trouble of remembering the tags
by presenting a menu to pick out
the tag you need.
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Briefly, here is how it works.
You are in your favorite editor
say QtD, and you need a tag. Hit
ALT-H and the menu pops up.

You have three choices; Entities,
Tag, Accents. You choose Tag.

You are then presented with a

whole list of the various tags.
You select 'Title' because you
need to put a title on the docu-
ment. The pop-up window now
goes away and you are back in

QtD Hit ALT-SPACI and lhe
( TITLX) ( /TITLE)
tag appears where your

cursor was. You can not go on
editing your document, calling
'The HTML Machine' when ever
you need to.
I have tried "The HTML

Machine" (Man, Roy needs to
come up with a better name.
'The HTML Machine" is a mouth
full) with QED, Metacomco's FD,

and Quill. lt works with all three
perfeetly well. it shouid work
with the other text editors.

'The HTML Machine' does
require three things,

- The Pointer Environment
-Qmenu {menu-rext}
- Qliberator Runtimes (qlib-runJ

The program is freeware and
should be available on most QL
BBS's,

The program is installed by
adding a ERT HOT-LOAD to
your boot file. Since the program
is executed each trme it is

needed, I would recommend
moving the executable lo RAM
disk. This will speed up its exe-
cution.

The other two options that I

did not mention, [nlities &
Accents, really seem lhe same
to me, but lhere are some subtle
differences. Essentially, there are
characters that are either
resevered by HTML {,,.$, etc.) or
international characlers not nor-
mally represented by ASCII Both
[ntities and Accents are mar-
kings that start off with the
ampersand symbol (&). This tells
HTML to interpret them and
translate them to something
else. Unless you are doing
non-English HTML documents, I

don't think you will use them too
much. lt is the Tags that will be
the most useful.

lnstead of writing a 'true'

HTML editor, "The HTML
Machine"allows you to do a fair
job of creating HTML files in your
favorite editor: lt saves you the
time of rnemorizing all of the
different tags and the time it

takes to type them in.ll you only
need part of a tag, it does not
take much effort to delete the
part you don't need. lf you place

the tag in the wrong place, it too
can be easily corrected. This
simple program makes it a lot
easier for the novice to start
writing HTML documents.
&

&

Q40 - The 39 Bit Higheolor Graphies
Peter Graf
Most of the hardware development for the new Ql-suceessor
"Q40' has been completed and the first prototypes are in
production now. While the adaption of SMSQ/E starts, I would
like to give some insight into the new Q40 system. Especially
the graphics of the 840 seem to be interesting for rnany users.

The original QL had some well
known restrictions: The maxi-
mum number of colors is 8, the
highest resolution is 512x256
pixels. The CPU must often wait
for the video signal generation,
the data bus is only B bits wide,
and the bus timings are slow,
from the present point of view.
Some of these restrictions have
left their vestige in today's QL
scene. The Q40 mainboard will
offer 65536 colors at a reso-
lution of fi24x512 pixels. This
amount of colors is often called
"Highcolor". The Q40 can drsplay
each piNel independenlly with
any desired color There is no
restriction by a palette, into
which some colors must be
pre-selected for use in the
current display. To represent
65536 colors, you need 16 biis,
which is two bytes or one word.
lf each pixel needs two bytes, a
picture of the size 1024x512 will
use 1048576 byles of memory.
This is 32 times more than the
QL screen. You will need a very
fast video hardware, so that
displaying many colors while
using a high resolution doesn't
get too slow. For this reason the
Q40 has a 32 bit wide data bus
to the video memory, which can
be accessed by the CPU with
high speed. Additionally a spe-
cial kind of memory is used, that

allows a real parallel access of
the CPU and the video signal
generation (dual-ported video
RAM). lt should be noticed that
taking full advantage of the gra-
phics speed also depends on
the software. lf accesses are
only word-or byte-wide, instead
of using longword instructions,
then a 32 bit wide bus can not
give much benefit.

The principal struclure ol the
Q40 graphics hardware can be
seen in the figure at the top of
the following page The CPU ac-
cesses take place on the 32 bit
data bus, the address bus and
some control signals. The se-
cond port of the dual-ported
video RAM is read by the Video
Color Chip, which generates the
digital colors. Thls information is
then converted to analogue
signals for Red, Green and Blue,

filtered and put on the output
connector The Video Conlroller
Chip controls all the processes
and generates the synchroni-
sation signals. On the Q40 main-
board both QL screen modes
are implernented in hardware.
They are available al their
original address space belween
$20000 and $27FFF This allows
for direct access to the screen
memory which is used by some
older QL prograrns, The Flash bit
in MODEB can be written to and
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read from, but it will be ignored
on the display. The Q40 offers
two Highcolor modes, one wrth
512x256 and one with 1024x512
pixels. Because of it's many
colors, the Iower resolution is
already sufficient for many appli-
cations. The memory usage is

four times less than the maxi-
mum resolution, which makes it
interesting e.g. for games. ln both
cases the screen memory starts
at $FE800000, near to the upper
end of address space. There is

always one 16 bit word for one
pixel, beginning at the upper left
corner lt goes on from left to
right and from up to down, fach
color word consists of the fol-
lowing bit sequence:
G5, G1, C,3, G2, C'L, R5, R4, n3,
n2, R1, 85, M, 83, 82, 81, RGB0

The bits G5 to Gl stand for the
green, R5 to Rl for the red, and
85 to 81 tor the blue portion.
The lowest bii RGBO is a

common least significant bit for
Red, Green and Blue. The
brightness of the green portion
is given by,
s5x(2^5) + G4*(z1r) + clx(all) +

62x(2") * 61x(2^1) * 6636x(2^0)

The brightness of the other
color portions are calculated in
accordance with this. With the
color sceme of the Q40 it is
possible to display 64 different
grey levels without color error
{When displaying grey levels,
you have G5=R5=85,
G4=R4=84, G1=R1=81.
Together wiih the common bit

RGBO there are 6 grey bits
available, which give 2^6 levels.)
The Highcolor display ol the
Q40 allows for nearly photo-
realistic images, though the
human eye can detect slightly
smaller color gradations in some
circumstances. A flat cable leads
the video output of the Q40 to a
female 9-pin SubD plug at the
computer case. The monilor can
be connected to il by a cable
with a male 9-pin SubD plug. A
15-pin high density connector

can also be used with the help
of a cheap adaptor: The Q40 has
been designed for use with
multisync monitors, but many
fixed frequency monitors also
work without problems. The Q40
uses a lrame rate of 64 Hz,
without interlacing, so it is free
from flicker The graphics power
of the Q40 leads to new possi-
ble applications in the QL sector
I hope that it willbe an inspiration
for new software developments.
n

Solvit-Flus 3
A Revr'ew by Timothy Swenson
Geoff Wicks has upgraded Solvit-Plus 2 to a full Pointer Environ-
ment program and called it Solvit-Plus 3. This review will cover
Solvit-Flus 3 and point out the ditferences between it and
Solvit-Plus 2.

lntroduction
For those that don't know what

Solvit'Plus is, it's a program de-
signed to assist in various word
games, such as Scrabble, Jumble,
and Crossword puzzles. lt allows
for 4 dilferent types of word sear-
ches on a dictionary; Wild Card,
Anagram, ln Word, and Scramble
(Scrabble). [ach search is different
in whai information you have to
find a specific word. The Wild Card
search is great for Crossword
puzzles where you know how
many letters are in the word, but
only a few of the letters. Anagram

search is used {or solving jumbled

up words that you must figure out
the real word.

Besrdes an English dictionary,
other languages are available,
such as Dutch, German, Spanish,
French, ltalian, Welsh, Danish,
Norwegian, Swedish, and Ameri'
can. For non'native English spea-
kers, the only differences between
tnglish and American is a few
changes in spelling (i.e. color in-

stead of colour).

The Package
The enirre package consists of
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three disks {2 DD and one HD) and
a 16-page 44 manual. The disks
are labeled as such,

MASTER DISK 1 - Non-Pointer
Version, Word List.

This disk includes a couple of
example B00T files, some exten-
sions that need to be loaded, the
Solvit-Plus 2 executable, and a

medium English dictionary {64,500
words).

MASTER DISK 2 Pointer
Version, Utilities.

The disk inciudes the Solvit-Plus
3 executable, and two utilities,
detokenize-obj and unzrp.

MASTER DISK 3
Mega-Drctionary

This disk contains a zip file of
the LARGE English dictionary (

253,000 words) and requires an
tD drive or larger to unzrp.

Disk 1 is pretty much what came
with Solvit-Plus 2. Solvit-Plus 2
requires two different exlensions
to be loaded and comes with
example B00T files. The Solvit-
Plus 3 version does not requrre
any other extensions other than
the Pointer fnvnonment ones.
This makes it simple to load from
the start.

The Manual
The manual is the same that

came with the Solvit"Plus 2 and
has not been updated to include
Solvit-Plus 3. For someone new to
the program, I would recommend
using the Solvit-Plus 2 first, follow-
ing the manual exactly, and the
move on to Solvit-Plus 3 when
you become familiar with Solvit
Plus 2 and how it works.

The'Quick Start" section works
as-is {or the Solvit-Plus 2, but will
not work lor Solvit Plus 3. There
are a few items that need to be
done to get Solvit-Plus 3 running.

Solvit-Plus 3 reads in a definition
(or conf iguration) tile (solvit*def )

that defines how Solvit-Plus runs.
The default file has the program
looking on FLPI- for the dictiona-
ry f ile. Since the Solvit-Plus 3 is on
Disk 2 and the dictionary is on
Disk 1, thls willnot work. You need
to it all setup so that the program
can read the dictionary file when il
executes. One way to do this is to
copy the executable and dictiona-
ry onto a working disk and run it

from there. lt looks like they both
should be able to fit on one 720K
disk. Another option is to put the
dictionary file someplace else and
change the solvit-def file to poinl
to where the dictionary now rs.

This is basically what I did. I co'
pied the english-dic file to RAMI'
I then used a text editot such as

QED or QD, and changed the one
line to point to RAMl-english-dic. I

then put in Disk 2 and executed
Solvit Plus 3. The program read
ihe cielinition file, went 1o RAMI-
to read the dictionary file and was
of f and running. I believe the
program reads the dictionary file
inlo memory, so I really had two
copies of the dictionary in

memory. With a 2 Meg Gold Card
system, this was not much of a
problem.

Differences batween
Solvit-Flus I & 3

Bef ore going too far lwanted tel

polnt out the key differences bet-
ween Solvit-Plus 2 & 3. There are
a lot of features in version 2 that
are not in version 3. Since both
version 2 and 3 come in lhe same
package, I don't see it as a major
problem, I just wanted to point
them out.

Solvit-Plus 2 supports six diffe-
rent ways to search to dictionary.
Solvit-Plus 3 only supports 4 and
leaves out Backward and Palin-

drome, lt does not allow you to
check a text file for spelling errors.
It also does not allow you to im-
porl a text file as a dictionary or to
generate a number ol staticical
Iigures on a dictionary.

To keep the development time
down, it looks as if Geoff Wicks
took the core part of Solvit-Plus
and moved that part to the Pointer
Environment version. A decision
was made that balanced features
versus effort lo provide in version
3, Since version 2 is included in the
whole package, there is no loss of
functionality to the user Any one
wishing the older features can still
use them.

Running the Sotvit-
Flris 3

Once the program comes up it
pretty much takes up the whole

screen. The obvious PE options
are there; the move item and the
sleep/button item. I've seen a
number of PE programs that do
not support being a button, so it is
nice to see this feature. The four
main search options are to the left
of the screen. Below that is the
Help and Paramalers items. Para-
meters is what Defauts used 1o be
in version 2. The bottom of the
screen has an item for selecting
the Word List (dictionary). There
are also some greyed out items
for Main Menu, New Search, Page
Up and Page Down. Any items
that are not selectable are greyed
oul and do not function. The rest
of the screen is a window to
display the results of searches.

Starting a dictionary search is

as easy as selecting the item of
the search you wanl. My firsl try
was a Wild Card search. I moved
the mouse to that item and hit the
Hit/Lef t button {the Do/Rrght
button will also work). A small
window pops up asking for the
query string. lf you selected this
item by mistake, iust hilting return
will take you back to the main
menu.

To test out Solvit-Plus 3 I

grabbed the Bonus Crossword
puzzle from my local paper and
started working on it. I found one
word that gave rne trouble, so I

decided it would be a good test
for Solvit-Plus 3. The clue was
'Theater Feature" and was a 6
letter word. I knew thal the 2nd
letter was C, the 3rd was R, the
5th was I and the 6th was N. The
query string I entered was
'?cr?en".

The small query window went
away and the main window on the
screen went black (from belng
grey) and the words thal matched
the query were displayed. ln this
case it was the one word'screen',
which seemed to be the answer I

was looking for:

I next tried the query string
'??l?ld'. To do another search, I

just selected the New Search item.
I could have selecled Main Menu
and WildCard, but one click is

better than two. This query

brought up three words, but I did
not know if they were the ones I

wanted. My next search was for
the query string '?rg??'. This
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search brought up a bunch of
words, so many that Solvil'Plus 3
had to stop linding them and
display what it had already found.
When lwas done reading that list, I

just select Page Down to get the
rest o{ the results, When I was
done with all of my searches, I

selected the Main Menu item.
When I did these tests, I also

timed them with my walch. fach
search took aboui 7 seconds. The
third search took about 6 seconds
1o return a screen lull of words
and then a few seconds more
afler I selected Page Down. I ran

the same tests using Solvit-Plus 2
and came up with about the same
iiming, lust about 7 seconds. Since
I am using a Gold Card, your tr
mings willvary depending on your
platform.

gram and not on a f ile on disk. This
is helpfullas I turn of f my disk drive
ofien. Since the disk drive has lt's
own power supply and fan, I turn it
of { to keep down the norse.

The Parameter item is used to
change the program defaults.
Things that can be changed are,
Sound On/Of f, Word Length,
Colors, Printer Device, and Word
Llst. These options are changed in

the program instead of in a Config
Block, When you save the Para-
meters they are saved in the
"solvit3-def" file. Since this confi-
guration file is lust a text file, you
could edit it, but lwould only edit it
for something like the Word List.

Some of the other options are just

numbers and its hard to tell what
you might be changing. So, edit it
at your own risk.

Summary
It's pretty obvious that the main

pornt behind Solvit-Plus 3 was to
take the main features ol the ver-
sion 2 and adapt them to the
Pointer [nvironment. No new fea-
tures were added. Actually, quite
the opposite, some features were
removed.

The program ran well. The only
'crash' was an 'out oi memory'
error I was running Solvit-Plus 3,
Xchange, and had the dictionary
file in memory. When lselected the
Parameters item I ran out of me-
mory. I think this is one of the few
times I've ever used up allof my 2
Meg. Obviously I did not really put
the program lo a thorough test.l'm
sure lhat are bound to be a few
bugs found, but as the core part of

the program probably
has not changed
between the versions,
the only bugs that should
appear willbe releated to
the Pointer Environment
screens.
Since Solvit-Plus 3 in-

cludes Solvit-Plus 2, I

don't know i{ there is any
increase in ihe price, nor
do I know what the po-

licy is f or owners ol
Solvii-Plus 2 ( they don't
tell things like that to us
reviews). lf you are a

current user of Solvit-
Plus and use the Poinler
Environrnent, I would re-
commend getting ver-
sion 3. Using the same
consistant PE interface
speeds up the program.

lf you do not use the Pt
then you really are not missing oul
on any new features. As for non'
owners ol Solvit-Plus, base any
purchase on your need. lts all a
matter of having or not having the
patience to wait the next day for
the answers.

Fditor's nofej Solvit Plus 3

costs [15,00 from Geoff Wicks
(Just Words) or from QBranch.
Upgrade f rom earlier versions
cosls t2.50
n

The other searches are: Ana-
gram, ln Word, and Scramble. ln

Word is used to lind words that
can be {ormed from the query

word. Scramble another name for
Scrabble, and finds all words that
contain all the lelters of the query
word.

The Help item brings up a 4
screen help display. Moving
though the Help screens rs done
by the Page Down item. The
screens give a brief explanation of
each search, the Paramater op
tions, and the Word List The Help
information is stored in the pro-

Things f'dlike see
The brggest failing I saw was

the lack of any update to the
manual. Granted that once a user
knows how to use version 2,

version 3 is pretty easy. Some
coverage of the configuration file
and how it affects start up could
be covered. An UPDATE-DOC tile
could be created or a short ver-
sion 3 printed manual could be
included. Once the user is past the
initial inslallation lhen any quest-
ions can be answered in the
version 2 manual.
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Sinclaln Aneheology
Review by Dilwyn Jones
Enrico Tedeschi is the author of this illustrated guide to
collectable Sinclair bits and pieces. Many QL users like me will
have been fans of (or at least users of) the various electronic
bits of kit produced by Sir Clive's various companies over the
years. This book is an ilklstrated history of atl those various bits
and pieces Sir Clive has produeed right from his early days
selling Micro Alloy Transistors.

Tho hnnk itcolf ic r litflo rrnrrcrrrl

in that it has a home-produced
look and feelto it, being 44 format
with a plastic comb binding. lt is
photocopied from part dot matrix
printouts, and part manually pa-

sted replicas of original adverts
and other paperwork. lt cannot
hope to compeie wrth more pro-
f essionally produced books in

terms of glossiness and appear-
ance, but al least the comb bind-
ing means it wrll open and lie flat
for you, and the appearance tn no
way detracts from the compre-
hensive contents. I initially thought
the spelling of Archeology to be
an erroI but my dictionary [sts two
different spellings of this word, so I

shouldn't complain lhat it doesn't
use the spelling I am accustomed
to.

The book consists of sections
detailing the various stages in the
Sinclair manufacturing era, from
the very early miniature radios and
books ol crrcuits to build using the
infamous cheap ft/icro Alloy lian-
sistors (MATs), through the hrliam-
pliliers and lCs, the calculators {l

still have an Oxford 300 which I

bought while I was at school), the
wrist calculator the black watch,
test instruments, miniature TVs, the
computers {excluding the Z8B),
and on up to the electric transport
era. There is no coverage of the
more recent involvements such as
the satellite dishes, wafer scale
integration prolects, the in-ear
minialure radio and s0 0n.

It is in ef{ect an anthology or
collection of various printed infor-
malion about the products - ad-

verts, copies of instructions, pic-

tures of Sinclair premises and so
on.

Reading this book, it became
clear to me that Sir Clive has been

rocnnncihlp fnr r lnt mnro thrn I

ever knew about. Sir Clive was a

boyhood hero to me, at a time
when I had bought the calculators,
the black watch and other pro-
ducts of that era. ll you are interes-
ted in reading about the products
and background information gene-
rally you willenioy this book. lf you
are looking for an in depih history
of Sir Clive the person, you willbe
disappointed.

The printing quality leaves a bit
to be desrred. Some of the repro-
duced adverts have small text
which has not reproduced well
enough to be readable, but on the
whole the quality is adequate with-
out being exci-
ting. The depth o{
research gone
into for this book
is obvious, and I

learned a lot
about Sir Clive
and his projects
from ihis book. I

thought I knew
most of what
there was to be
known about Sir
Clive lrom my
long association
with his products,
but this book has
shown me exact-
ly how little I real-
ly knew.

While I was
aware that Sir
Clive Sinclarr had
produced various
hrfi producls, I

didn't know ex-
actly how many
he had produced
and I certainly
wasn't aware he
had released

some power amplifier lCs with
huge heatsinks attached. And
while I vaguely remember that he
had produced a wrist caleulator I

couldn't remember what rt looked
like until I aw its picture in this
book.

lcan recommend the book from
a content point of view, bul feel
that a more prolessional looking
product would have done more
justice to such a comprehensive
collection of Sinclair information.

The author is not a QL user but
rather a collector of all things Sin-
clarr His enthusiasm and fascina-
tion with the products clearly
shines through. He has held exhi-
bitions of his Sinclair collection,
with one apparently altended by
Sir Clive himself.

Sinclair Archeology costs [10
plus t2 postage and is available
from the author at

l-love Books
54 Easthd{ Orive, Forfsfade,

Srighfon, 8ru43 2F&, Engfand
Telephone rcnrc) 4fi749.

Imail e.tedeschi@T direct.co.uk
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Sinclair QL
PD
and

$hareware
$oftware BN

38 Brrinudn

Sinclair QL
New
and

2nd User
Hardware

Road, Ravne, Braintree, Essex. CIr{7 5BU
Tel/Fax: 44 (0)1376 347852

Aurora
Tl':e QL's Graphlcs eand

c Replacement for 13 year old QL Motherboard
. QLAIGtuSVGA or Multisynch Monitors
e Uses SMSQIE Supported Operating System .;ffi suA ffi E',i:
" B Resolutions from 512x256 upto 1024x768 ''i,,.. #***...,*,:
r Super & Gold Card (Red) compatible ::::::.:. 

.i:.:i::':i.:.:::::i:::.::i:i:.:':::.::::::i:j:.:::i:..'::::::::

e Future 16 & 256 Colour modes
o superHermes, Di-Ren Kybd lntedace compatible

(P.R.P. €120.00p ) Now Only €100.00p
lnclurdes A4 Manual & VGA/SVGA/tu1$yne Monitor eable

QPLANE

Back Plane for use
in placing your
Aurora or QL into
PC Mini Tower/
Desktop Case. 2
Power connectors
ihat marry up with
special PC style
connectors. 3 slots
for plug in cards

0nly
€25.00p

2nd [.!ser Handware & $oftware
A large collection of 2nd User Hardware and
Commercial Software available. Stock
continually changing please ring for current
availability. Stock list can be found on Di-Ren's
lnternet Webpages.

%ffi@

OnEy €'E6.00p
lncludes Fixing .Senews & Spacers

Ql.JFIDE

Allows AT/lDH
Hard Disks to be
connected to your
QUAurora. A huge
amount of storage
space will become
available for files
and your proE{-ams
Compatible with
SGC/GC/TC and
all major add-ons.

ffimily
f;s$.0ffip

F$oppy ffiisks
Frc-Formatted 8L

$ 0 mslHm
€2"S0p

$@ ms/mp
€3.s0p

f{ew Hardware in Pipe$irxe
Gold Flne: Replacement for SGC, 33rnhz eold
Fire Processor, Upto 128mb RAM using 72pin
$lMM's, Bi-Directional FAR Port, On board
Switch Mode PSU will automaticalNy detect
input voltage and adjust output accordingfy"

@ &rdn;hi (Q/,,d.€ 
= ]-n, 

U** 

^-g 
L0

,--4 A #{(h4""
(lWlJ ; cvown,E*.,mr

PD - LD Clip-Art - Eleetronic Book !-lbnary Collectlons
FD Gollection - The complete QUBBE$oft Library of PD and Shareware $oftware.

t-ineDesign Clip-Art Collection 1 & 2 - Over 100mb of LineDesign Clipart & loads of Fonis.
Hlectronlc Book Library Collection - Classic Literature, Grammar course, SCI-FI & lots more

0n EZ f 35 eant
S25.00p

Inreluding eartridge

0n DSIHtr Disks
fi25.00p

lmeluding Oisks

On lomega ZaB

€20.0ep
!nc!uding ffi$sk

All prices exclude F&P please ring for details. Payments:- UK efieque, Eurocheque, Cash.
lf you wish to pay by Gredit eard all of the above is also available from QBranch.
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The Huro $s eemln$
Jochen Merz
Politicians say it is definite that the Euro will come. Microsoft and
other companies have changed the character sets to allow the
Euro symbol to be used. This means we have to do something in

the QL scene as well.

First, we have to pick a

screen characier which can be
replaced by the Euro. lt should
be one which is not used at all,

or most likely not used by
many people. The Lambda

{CHR$(175)) seems to be the
best candidate, as ordinary
printer character sets do not
contain this character

Next is the appearance on
the printer Clearly, the Euro
symbol has to be constructed.

g &E r4

lf you have not seen it yet, it
looks like a large, upper-cased
C with two horizontal lines
(similar to the Yen, which is a Y
with two horizontal lines), for-
ming a round, large [. I have
tried constructing this symbol
on various printers with various
fonts. I figured out four possibi-
lities, C, Backspace, = or {,

Backspace, = and C, Back-
space, -or 

{, Backspace, -. The
first combination looked bad in

rfir

&
ry
#,k

$
\l'r
g
t".c

all fonts, hardly distinguishable
from an O with two lines. The {

is iust not round enough. 
-fib 

be
honesl, the C with looked
best. lt is just one line, but con-
sidering that most Yen, Dollar
or Cent or Pound symbols
show one line only this is no
problem.

lf you want to try it yourself,
use
0PEN #Jrpar
{or SER, of courseJ
PRINT #3, nCil&CIIR$(8) &' -'
PRINT #3\\\\\\\
erosE #3

ters with Umlaut-
dots or accents are
being used in some
language, so that
they can be ruled
out.

We will change
the screen font in

the future and
modify the trans-
lation tables ol the
QL so that the cha-
racter will be prin-

ted as well.
After having writ-

ten these lines, I

thought it may be a good idea
to see if I can find out a bit
more about the Euro symbol.

F+n*,tu .rt
-tl
LT.L.J

Not every-
body may
have seen it
yet, and
maybe there's
some history
behind it too. I

found some
pictures which
point into the

rlFt fEdfi

same direclion which I sug-
gested you will see them
floating round in this article.

It seems that new fonts will
have the Euro-symbol at the

#35

3-v

ww ffi-*
Tw#wwa e*rF

and check the result. position which the 1./4 synrbol

We would like to pet vour occupied (probably as 5 1/4

opinion on this matter,irritb us inch disk drives disappeared

and tell us which character of and they think it is not required
anymore). However

#i tr this does not help
ffi ry current owners of

" ffi 'ffi. e# # printers, as we are

"ffi ft " d. *#, s not going to rePlace

4ffi & #' -' 
all our printers iust for

fuf' q'FE" one new character
are we?

the eL font can be replaced bv While talking about the Euro,

the Euro symbol, anO try to what are we going to do about

construct the symbol on your the Euro-cent?

printer Consider that all charac- n

AL/
.6F
\.tr
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l-lovs Quantm Y/or$qshop Revlew
Ian Pizer
A visual impression of The !-{ove Workshop, Sunday 22 February
1998 in words and pictures.

You may well wonder why I

came over from Switzerland to
this QL Workshop I persuaded
my wi{e that we should visit her
God-Child in fastbourne and
that ruse workedl Of course I

wanted to find out what was
going on in the QL/AURORA/
whatever world and of course
pick up ideas, solve some
minor irritating problems, and
maybe spend some pounds,
dollars, deutchmarks,

Roy Wood had chosen a con-
venient hotel for the workshop
and even managed to have a

Jazz Band operating at lunch-
time in case one's nerves nee-
ded soothing.

I have been to several work-
shops but this one was really
buzzing with activity and few
notables were missing, in other
words most were present.
Jochen Merz was busy as
usual updating programs and
consulting; he should introduce
a ticket system to simplify the
queuing probleml I hesilantly
bought QPC which forced me,

when I got home, to invest in a
PC {code name for a monster)
and to stretch my brain power
to the maximum. That is not a
criticism of QPC which is now
well installed, but mostly fear to
ruin a complex unknown de-
vice {the PC W95 part}. I in-

stalled a mcnitor switch so I

.an nc6 oiihor Al IAAQA nr P[-uul r UJU urrr rvl, tvl \vr \/ r vt r v

provided I remember which
mouse and keyboard is appro-
priate. Marcel Kilgus, the author
of QPC was busy moving bet-
ween Jochen and Aibin Hess-

ler's laptop (Hessler of Cueshell
lame, a great program). Albin
solved my problem of how to
copy all sub directories f rom
one drive to another usrng
Cueshell. Marcei was 16 when
he got going on QPC, is this a
record or do you have kids

{perhaps grand-children) even
younger preparing wizard pro-
grams tor QDOS? lf not, why
not?

QBRANCI"-l was well setup
next to the room entrance with
all their goodies displayed. I

was glad to see and hold the
'Braquet' and a pre-punched-

out back panel, called M C
Panel, for your connectors
at the back of your tower

,."" [wish I had that when I was
mounting AURORA in a

towerl). There was also a

neat new flattish box to
mouni your cornputer into
instead of a tower: Roy was
also showing a compre-
hensive Reference Manual

{A4x2'), prepared by Rich
Mellor containing ALL key-

words and rnore. Roy was
looking for a way of making it
available at a reasonable cost.
He also gave a talk about his
various activities which was
well attended. Roy's pilot friend
Peter Fox was also seen hove-
ring around.

ln ihe middie of the room was
the QTPI island governed by
none other than Jonathan Hud-
son himself and a colleague. I

had recently informed him by
e-mail that the "one-

liner' facility in QTPI
did not work but la-

ter found it did and
was glad to be able
to tell him that. (one-

liner saves time be-
cause all data is

rapidly spat out on
one line while it is
being recorded in

QTPI*LOG file) Jo
nathan is not only
known for QTPI bul

also QFAX, QASCADE {newish
and clever and easy to install
and free as usual) and many
others. Pity he did not have a
phone line handy so he couid
give demonstrations. Jonathan
was to give a talk but I was
unable to be present.

QUANTA of course was well
present and ready 1o answer
your queslions. I recognised
John Taylor and John Mason bui

&[- fiaday 1S



there were probably others. Why
do people not wear name tags?

Peter Graf and brother were
displaying their Q40 printed cir-
cuit board in operation. This is
an activity to support and ad-
mire and enthuse about. He has
ideas for future developments
including a Q60 using a 68060
chip.

Tony Firshman, assisted by
his clever son, had his robot
system working (operated by
son) He was offering his Rom-
Disq and a talk was given
about it by Stuart Honeywell of
Miracle Systerns who also
spoke of the ZX-8301 replace-
ment which will allow a QL to
address modern monitors, ln

the background was Laurence
Reeves, one of the important
old-timer QL programmers. I do
not know what was his activity
at the workshop.

I was pleased to find that Ron
Dunnett of QUBBESof t was
present. I had never met him
but had spoken many times
with him by phone and got in-
valuable advice and kind
words. He did not at alllook like
his phone voice or should I say,

the vision I had made in my
mind.

I apologise to those whom I

have not mentioned, either be-
cause I did not recognise them
or did not inieract with them,
including more than a few la-

dies, perhaps wives or actual
Qlers. But this was a very ex-
citing and busy workshop
Those ol you who read this
and who have never been to a
workshop 0r not been recently,
do not realise what you miss. lf
y0u have queries, dif ficulties,
want to update or learn about
new goodies, there is no better
way than to visit a QL work-
shop. Roy did a great job to
gather together so many QL
traders, programmers and en-
thusiasts. QL and derivatives
foreverl
I

Q. What is Gold Fire ?
A. Gold Fire is the replacement to

the Super Gold Card for QL/Au-
rora systems. Hopefully every-
body knows what a Super
Gold Card is.

Q. What facilities will Gold Fire
have?

A. This is a very big question so
here goes.

1. Gold Fire will be introducing a

new CPU in the shape of Mo-
torola's COLDFIRE processor

NCf5102). Although it is archi-
tecturally dif f erent this CPU
behaves like a 68tC040, similar
to the one used on the QXL,
but it is in a more compacl
package and will operate at a
much faster speed, 33 or 40
MHz compared with 25 lrr,lHz for
standard QXL. Because of its
low power consumption it is
possible to operate the Gold
Fire even with a standard QL.
We willalso be introducing, at a

later stage, the ability to use
more than one processor The
second processor will under-
take the normal processing
stufl and the in-situ processor
willbe used for dealing with l/O
(input/output) and graphics. Be-
lore this can happen the exi-
sting drivers will have to be
re-writlen. The in-situ CPU can
also be completely disabled,
should the need arise to only
upgrade the CPU, if such a
CPU becomes available but
using rt alongside the in-siiu is

not possible for some reason.
Motorola has been known to
do things like that.

2. Gold Fire will have two 72 pin
SIMM slots. They accept one
or two single sided SIMM's or
one double sided SIMM. Single
sided, meaning chips on only
one side, double-sided mean-
ing chips on both sides. A
double sided SIMM aclually
emulales two single sided
SIMM's anyway, The SIMM slots
can take standard or [DO,

Parity and Non-Parity SIMM's
with a minimum capaclty of
4mb and a maximum capacity
of 128mb. This will introduce a
large amount of memory flexi-
bility previously unheard ot in

the QL's history.
3. Gold Fire will be using an l/0

chip that is found on allmodern
PC Motherboards and llo
cards which will introduce the
following,

3.1 Floppy Disk Drive port-DS/ED,
DS/HD and DS/DD compatible.
Hardware is constructed so
that lull background operation
is possible, i.e. disk operations
do not stop programs, driver
permitting.

3.2 Bi-directional Parallel port- Pro-
viding the facility ol fulure con-
neclion of Scanners, ZIP Drives
etc,, etc., (Software permitting)

The following do not fit directly
onto the Gold Fire board, but
provision is made to add the
necessary conneciors and RS232
buffers off the board.
3,3 PC Keyboard port-No excuse

for using the standard quirky
keyboard.

3.4 PS/2 mouse port-h,lo excuse
nol to use a mouse.

3.5 Two fast Serialports- tnabling
use of modern hi-speed mo-
dems. Whether these will actu-
ally be 2 ports is debatable, but
it is certainly possible to make
one decenl port from the two
of them in order to ensure
decent handshaking at very
high speeds- the ports can go
as high as 930600. lt is con-
ceivable that both ports could
be used in a double CPU con-
figuration, the other CPU could
then have time for the CPU
inlensive nature of ihese ports.

4. Gold Fre will include an
on-board Switch Mode Power
Supply Unit negating the need
for an enormous heatsink and
fiddling about with loops ol
wire when being used in a 5V
system. The SMPSU will auto-

Gold Fve- Questions and Answers
Ron Dunnefl
A lot of people have been asking what is Gold Fire? What
facilities will it have? When will it be available? How much? What's
required to use it? ln the following article I will try and answer all
of these questions.
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matically produce the required
supply voltages from a wide
range of input voltages.

5. Gold Fire will be using a Flash
ROM, similar to the new Rom-
Disq lrom TF Services, which
will be big enough to include
SMSQ/E operating system and
all the necessary drivers. Thus
doing away with the double
booting we have to contend
with at present.

6. Gold Frre will have extensive
expansron capability, because
we intend to conlinue produc-
ing QL specific add-ons, Also,
some of these expansion
capabilities will provide speed-
up for existing hardware, such
as the Aurora,

Q. When will it be available ?

A. This is a difficult question to
answer We are working as
hard as we can to rntroduce
Gold Frre but like all good
things they take time. Nasta,
the designer has to hold down
a fulltime job so the time spent
on Gold Fire is limited lo his

spare time. Manufacturers of
the chips we are using keep
moving the goal posts and this
causes anxiety as well as
delays. The Gold Fire will be
produced using surface nrount
components whrch is new for
us and also takes arranging.
An awlul lol of time has been
consumed trying to gel around
the terrible Plug and Play faci-
lity of the l/O chip. But after all

the above and more we are
well on the way lo completing
a prototype of Gold Fire. Once
this is complete the biggest
hurdle will be Sof tware and this
is where hopefully Tony Tebby
and Jochen Merz come in lo
play. We are aiming to be in

production by the middle of
1998, this is all I can really say.

Q. How much?
A. Another difficult question to

definitively answer Put in sim
ple terms we honestly don't
know how much Gold Fire will
be selling fot but we have got
a target price we are aiming at.

A 4mb version being no dearer
than the current price of a

SuperGoldCard. trhe crunch
comes when we get to the
point of production and then
we can scour the chip distribu

tors for the best prices, start
wheeling and dealing (this is

where my barrow boy menta-
lity comes in handy). This may
sound very ifiy bui this is the
only wav we can do it as we
cannot buy components in

huge quantilies, it's worked in

the past so i can't see it not
working this time.

Q. What's required to use it ?
A. ln short a QL or an Aurora. lt

will plug into the sarne place
you would plug in a TrumpCard,
GoldCard or SuperGoldCard.
Obviously you would need to
plug the SIMM you are gorng to

use into GoldFire f irst, then
simply plug it into your QL/Au-
rora system. We will be selling
Gold Fire with or without SIMM
memory so i{ you akeady have
a spare SllVlM this can be
utilised.

That's all for now folks. lf you
have any more questions regard-
ing Gold Fre or any other product
we manufacture or sell please let
me know either through the ma-
gazine or direcily io me, and I will
compile another Question and
Answer article.
X

QHMULATOR fmn Fe {Apha VersiCIn}

Repmnt
Bilf Waugtr
Q-Emulator is a software emulator of the QL that runs in
Windows 95 for the Pe. It has been developed for Windows gb
from the originel version of Q-emulator fon the Apple Mae .

I found the f mulator on the
Worid Wide Web at,

www.geocilies.corn/silicsnVa lle
y/ Heigh tsl12 96 /q-emulato r.htrnl

It rs an alpha test version and its
use is limited to 3Oth ol AprilgS so
if you want it you might have to
wait unlil another version is made
available. lt will eventually be
shareware.

Q-emulator is written by Daniele
Terdina, and given that the version
I have tried is not the linished
article, I was pleased with ihe way
il ran on my 120MHz 486.

There is a demo program thai
you can download which features
vailous pro-
grams that
demonstrate
the graphics
capability of
the emulator
Two of these,
a wire frame i

manrpulatron
program and
the Amrga
bouncing ball,

are iarrly rm-

pressrvO, 
:

(courtesy of 
l

lhe Ql second I

screen). 
:

Another plus is the faci that you
can atlach up to eight PC drives
or directories to the ernulator I

managed to read floppy drives,
directories on the PC hard drives
and also cartridges in a Zip drive;
of course you will not be able to
read PC f iles unless you use some
software to allow this.

Keeping QL files and PC flles
apart is no problem, iust create a
directory in Win95's [xpiorer and
call it Winl- {or what ever}, you
can then ATTACH it to a Micro-
drive slot.
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RamDiskName
i-lasParPort
ParPortName
FastStarup
AutoStartSession

Sound

SIR1

STR3
SIR4

Name of ramdisk {Ram)
[nable parallel port {yes)
Name ol parallel port (Par)

Skip Ql memory test (yeslno)
Launch emulation session when
Q-emulator starts (yesino)
[nable/Disable sound [mulation
(yes/no)
Seleci which pc COM port to
assign to each QL Ser device
{yes/no/none} COMl
COM2
COM3
COM4

Ram

MainRom
BackRom

BackRom Actrve
ExpRom
ExpRorn Active
Use FloppyName

FloppyName
UseHarddiskName

HardDiskName
HasRamDrsk

the amount of ram O-emulator
will have {128k to 4Mb)

name o{Rom rmage {QL-Rom}
name ol Back Rom image

{Back-Rom)
Enable Backrom (Yes/ No)

name of [xternal Rom
[nable ExternalRom
Access Mdv slots as f loppy
alias (yes/no)
Floppy alias name (fh)
Access Mdv slots as hardisk
alias {yes/no)
HardDrsk alias name {Win}
[nable buit-in ram disk (yes/no)

Reading the drives is easy, you lust call ihem Mdvx-
or Flpx- where x is a number between one and etght
that corresponds to the microdrive slot it ts attached
to. Before you can use the emulator you need to have

a QL rom image. You can {ake thrs lronr your own QL
with the SBYTIS command and copy the resultrng ille

to the directory that holds Q-emulalor" ( default is

Q-emuLalor Alpha) and cali rt QL-Rom, I also copied
Toolkit2; to do this you copy the ftle into the dtrectory
as Back*rom.

To use Toolkit2 you need to alter Q'emul-alors con
figuration f ile {Default.qcf), which is a text file that can
be edited easily. lt features the following options.

Default.QCF,

Contiguring the lile was easy enough, but I could
not get the emulator to work if I specified 4MB ol
Ram, although selecting 4MB from the Memory menu
and then starling the emulator worked ok. This is

something I willreport to Daniele at his Emailaddress.
The Autostart feature is a really fast way to start the

emulation. lt oflers you a selection of the conliguration
files you {may) have written and {ires Q-emulator up
with lhe selected file loaded and is almost immediate.

\fhat works?
Well, everything I have had time to try, Minerva,

Qpac2, (lree) The Psron4, The tdiior (an old friend
revisited), mouse if you load the supplied Mac-
mouse drrvers.

Baud rates can be set to most of the usual QL
rates plus many PC values up to 256000 if your serial
ports support it.

\Y/hat doesn't work?
Sound unless you have PC DirectX drivers.
No iormat of QL disks.
The TRA command in JS and later roms are not

supported.
Minerva and SMSQ extensions io the serial ports

are no1 supported.

\{lhat next?
Daniele lists the following as improvements for the
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nexl release due later this year:

Format ol Odos iloppres.
MDV directory settings saved to disc.
Faster graphics,
Faster emulation.

The emulator comes with two manuals one as a text file
and one as a Html file. The manual is very informative and
easy to understand.

lf you want to be notified of the release of the nexl
version you can contact Daniele by e-mail at

sisle st @)c tp,tr ie ste.it
s

EAr{AIS- hXlf\*T
Dilwyn Jones

Those like me who have email access at work, but not
full internet access, may be interested to learn of a tip
passed lo me by a colleague, Gareth Morlais. Using lhe
automated Agora server in Japan, you can tell it to send
just about any World Wide Web page just by specifying
which page you want. There are a few restrictions - it only
allows up to 5,000 lines to be sent at a time, it has some
problems with Netnews, has limited binary lile handling
(graphlcs etc) and you cannot post material to news-
groups. You can access Search Engines lhrough the
MetaCrawler system, which queries the olher search
engines such as Lycos, Yahoo, Alta Vista etc, and returns
the HTML version of lhe search result.

For example, if you want to read some old"how many ...

does it take to change a light bulb' jokes, you can find
some at

ht tp://comedy.cla ri.net/rhf/jokes/88old/bulb.html
Send an email to
a gora @dna.af frc.go. jp
with no Subject and the following in the message body:
Send http:/lcomedy.cla ri.nel/rhfljokes/88old/bulb "html
You'll eventually get an email back from the automated

Agora program on the server in Japan with the page you
requested. lt's one thing asking for lists of jokes, but once
you have a list o{ Ql-related siies you can recover the
contents ol these tool

The first lime you use the service, it sends a Help flle
about 8 pages long with instruclions how to make use of
the {acilities provided, and warns you that your requests
are logged by the agora server and watched 'for the
maintenance of the agora server'.
I

The Sinclain X'l Rad$o
Darren D. Branagh
This review will give you an idea about the
current activities of Sir Clive Sinclair. We all

know he's quite clever in inventing things,
but the marketing was not always what we
expected.

Back in November 1997, I was doing what I

normally do tplaying wrfh his OXC- in case you
wondered! - Sdifod when the new copy of the

Sky TV Guide arrives on the doorslep - scan
through it, and circle all the decent movies with a

felt pen. However somewhere around the middle I

saw a familiar face - that of the red beard and
glasses of Sir Clive Sinclairll Needless to say, it
was an advert- not for lhe new Sinclair computer
as I had hoped, but for a much cheaper and diffe-
rent allernalive - a micro-sized in-lhe-ear radioll

The caption boasted of 'THt WORLDS SMAL-
LEST RADIO"- something I doubt, as a few japa-

nese manufacturers might contest that claim -

however small it was, and is - as I am now the
proud owner of one. [t's not bad either

i quickly seni off my t10 sterling {actually t9.50
for the radio and 50p for postage) to the Vector
Services division of Sinclair Research - Which
struck me as curious, as I thought Sir Clive had
lost all rights to use his name and had sold
'Sinclair Research" to Amstrad Plc, but there you
go - shows what I know!! The Advert said I must
wait 28 days for delivery - the standard wait for
most mail order services, and unlike Sir Clive's
style of the past, the Radio turned up in only 3

weeks - remember the delays with the QL? Ah,
those where lhe days....

First Encounter
I quickly unwrapped the packaging and took a

look at my tenners worth - not much of it, bui then
that's the idea- it's roughly the size of a new 10p
piece - circular and ear-plug shaped and fits into
the ear quite well. The Xl radio (to use its proper
name) is solely FM, so has no switch to change
bands. llning is done by pressing a small button
on the back of the earpiece - which sets the X1

to 'scan' up the frequency range until the next FM

station can be found. lf you reach the top of the
frequency range without finding your desrred
channel, the Xi willreset to the bottom of the FM

bandwidth and resume scanning upwards from
there. Switching off/on is via a small slide switch
on the edge of the radio.

Finding Your Station
Also on the back of the X1 is a small "map" if

you like of the whereabouts of various UK
stations - useless to me over here in lreland, but
quite useful I'm sure in the UK - all the major
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stations such as Radio 1, Kiss FM,

and Capital Radio are listed in or-
der of how you willfind them start-
ing from the botlom of the FM
range upwards useful as the
radio doesn't have a visual display
of any kind to tell you what fre-
quency you are listening to - either
digital or analogue.

The Raception
Overall, the reception is quite

good, considering its size. I can
pick up the two lrish national radio
stations Radio 1 and 2FM without
lwo much difficulty, with differing
clarity - and I live 1500ft up in the

Wicklow Mountains. When in

Dublin city howeve[ the choice
grows lo a dozen or so stalions-
all local, and all of them crystal
clear I found il useful loo when
commuting on the train to work in

the bank- and a lot less bulky than
the Panasonic Walkman I have.

ln Conclusion
The Sir Clive Radio is wellworth

'10 
of anyone's money-especially

rl you have at one tirne or another
owned everything Srr Clive ever
made like myself, I still use it

regularly, and although the
batteries are expensive llthium

jobs, they last well. lt's small, and it
works - what more can I sayll

For anyone that is interested the
Address lor orders is , -

SINCLAIR RESEARCH LIMITED,
VICTOR SIR\IICTS D|VISION,
13 DINNINGTON ROAD,
WILLINGBOROUGH,
NORTHANIS.,
NN8 2RL.
TNGLAND

lf you decide to order one, I

hope you enjoy using it as much
as I did.
g

PWFiie: A ProV/esS Fiie

fu{anager
Jim Hunkins
The latest file manager, called FWFile,
compeles with other file managers like QPAC 2,

CueShell or DiskMate. This review tells you all
about the pros and cons.

Certain types of programs tend to gather fanatically
loyal followings. Other types of programs tend to be
just part of things, something that you use everyday
but don't think much about. A file manager can flt both
categories. To me, a file manager is something that I

use but don't think much about.
Upon admitting this, approaching this review of

PWfile, a file manager which uses the ProWesS win-
dowing system, was a brt difficult. I wanted to provide
useful information 1o the reader but also keep it un

biased. What you, the reader will hopefully gain from
this is an idea of some of the pros and cons to PWFile

{figure n1), how it compares to two other commonly
used file managers, and unfortunately a bit of my own

opinion. Hopefully there will be enough information for
you to form your own opinion and/or to warrant look-
ing further

lwilluse two other file managers for a comparison in
this review. The file manager that I have previously
used the most is Filer which is included in QPAC ll. trhis
is partly because it was integrated wellinto my pointer
environment through the use of QPAC ll and also due
to its general ease of operation. Another file manager
commonly used is Disk Mate 5, which is a stand alone
pointer based file manager Like DiskMate 5, PWFile is
also purchased as a stand alone disk manager and is
the first one that runs under the ProWesS windowing
environment.

lgnoring for now the file manager's specific features,
the ProWesS environment brings scalable fonts,
among other things and allows the user to lit the
program lo his screen size/resolution aulomatically. I

like to put as much informalion that lcan into a window
so I use the smaller fonts with a higher resolution
screen. Others may prefer larger fonts for easier view-
ing. As with allProWesS programs, once the user sets
up their ProWesS environment all ProWesS progranns
willmatch their preferences, including of course PWFile.
Keep in mind that, as with any other ProWesS based

program, you must own
,, ProWesS if you want to run

*.*ke do h+lp

Flgure 'l: Pql{tile v{andB$s

:t Method of
Operation

ri,There are two malor f unc
tions that people use file

: managers for The f irst rs to
r view what liles exist on a
, disk in drflerent directorres

and certain statistics aboul
them, The other is to

iiperform dif ferent f unctions
ut {'aclions'} on a single or
; group of f iles.
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Display: to display files in PWfile, you sel the drive
and directory to be inspected. Setting them can be
done either by directly editing the directory entry {LMB
.Left Mouse Button') or by using the 'Dir Select'
window {figure 2) lo choose the drive and directory to

e displayed {activated by using the RMB .Right Mouse
Butlon' on the directory entry line). Af ter the directory
is chosen PWFile willredraw itself displaying alldrrecto-
ries and files within the directory.

PWFile also adds additionaldisplay options. The files
can be sorted in different ways as shown in figure 3. A

filter option is
:'. also available

ii..for using suf "

r1f ixes. Multiple

iiif ile su{fixes
i1:can be inclu-

= ded {use ;' to
rr separate them).

PWFile will
consider suf-
f ixes which

;r use either
i tfre original
,)i:,_, Of the

DOS like '.'separator You can also tell PWFile to list all

files not using the listed exlensions {the .NOT, option).
File information rs displayed on the currently high-

lighted file. The information includes the file size, the
date, and version number lt the file is of known type,
then that type is displayed, instead of the version
number

Figure 1 shows PWfile with extensions set to
'c;BASTXTrext', directory set to 'win1-comms-

bbsreader-', and sort set to decreasing size. The
display shows all the directories lirst and then the
sorted files with the listed extensions. The highlighted
file has its in{ormation displayed just above the file list,

Action: PWfile offers mulliple actions that it can
perform ifigure 4), Figure 5 shows 'Rename' as the

chosen action. ln addition to choosing an action, the
user needs to choose the destination. To perform the
action, the user simply chooses a single file or group
of fiies and hits (RMB) them or selects the'do'option.
The aclion is then performed on all of the selected

files aulomatically. lf the aclion re-

:; quires a specif ic user input, such as
;'.ithe rename action, then for each
;,lite selected, the user will be

ir prompted for the appropriate
n,response {figure 5).

i One of the most powerful actions
iro{fered is the Filelnfo Link action.
This requires that you have Filelnfo

t {V3 or higher} loaded and running.
i:This program is freeware and
irallows your system lo 'execule'

lr some action on a f ile depending on
:ii the f ile's extension. For example, if

liiyou have a '-doc' 
f ile, it is most

l: likely a QL Word Processor type
iirfile. lf FWf ile is set to Filelnfo Link
:i: for the action, then when such a file
;, is hit, FWf ile will tell Filelnfo to

;jhandle that f ile. lf you have Filelnfo
i set up righi, lhe QL word processor
ie er rtnmriirrlhr ciertad :nd thatJ qu tul I lqiluoly Jtol tcu gt iu il tg

selected file is loaded into it, ready to read or edit. All
this by simply clicking on the lile name.

For files with extensions thai Filelnfo is not set to
recognize, one o{ two things can happen. lf it is

executable, the file can be loaded and run, as if you
typed on the command line'[XEC ,filepalh-filename,'.

lf it is neither executable or recognized by Filelnfo then
it is assumed to be an 'other' lile type. ln my Filelnfo
configuration, I have Filelnfo set, wilh unknown file
types, to either load the tile into the editor QD5, the
pointer viewe[ or to learn its configuration block, all at
my choice (figure 6). This, by the way, is a good
example of how well ProWesS and pointer programs
work together

To assist in the actions to be taken, some other
useful information is displayed {f igure 1). ln the line just

above the lile list three items are shown; 'all' indicates

*.ir**r,:ry W:1{i_
winl win

Figune 3: File dffit etrWay
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the total space that all the selected files occupy, 'free

0n source'shows how much space is free on the drive
shown in the directory source, the 'on dest' display
indicates how much space is available on the desti-
nation drive. These items are useful in tracking your
drive usage and to make sure that there is enough
room on the destination drive for the files you have
selected if you plan t0 move or copy them.

A {ew other short
cut options allow you
to ,f xchange, the
source directory and
the destination direc-
tories. The ,All, op-
lion chooses or un-
chooses all the files.
The Tree option lists
all files and sub-direc-
tories under the cur-
rent directory (cau-

tion, if you have a

disk with a large
number of subdirec-
tories and {iles, this
option may take a

while before it redis
plays the updated file list).

One other and somewhat unique option is the
'include subtree'. lf you choose to copy a dnectory
with subdirectories, this will include all subdirectories
and their files in the copy action. This I have found
invaluable for floppy copies and backups.

Major Pluses
ln addition to many of the things I have already

discussed, I have found several other features to be
solid additions 1o this program.

The first is the realiza-
,:tion that DOS format
, ted floppy disks have
size limits on their

' 
names. When copy-

t ing to a DOS floppy,

iPWf ile will adjust the
rii name to f it the requr
ri;red forrnat. This in'

liicludes truncation and
:, adjustment of final '-'
;i to ',' which DOS uses
:::as an extenston sepa-
ril fatof
:l am also using the

::r'backup' action option
to backup my dala

i,, files f rom one hard
iicnue to my backup
tidrive. While this is not
i; exclusive to PWf ile, I

it:list it as one of my
::personal must f ea-

i; tures. Backup only
#l,i overwrites files with

newer ones.
PWFile follows the ProWesS slandard and supplies

online help using the ProWesS HTML reader {figure 7).

The manual is short and concise but useful. lt even
includes a few tips for installing the Filelnlo program
that PWfile can link to.

The final (but not exhaustive) item that I want to point
out is the option to use command line parameters to

con{igure PWFile.
This allows the user

ir,, io have dif ferent
ilversions with dlfie-
; rent options set up
r according to need.

r For example, you

; might have one lo
ii copy floppy disks to
:iiram disks with the
irisource, destination,

ii copy action, and
;:include submenu
i: options all preset.

Differences
ln addition to the obvious dif{erence resulting from

PWfile running under the ProWesS windowing environ-
ment and inheriting the benefits and limitations of the
environment, there are several other differences bet-
ween the file rnanagers.

I have included at the end o{ this arlicle a feature
comparison between the three file managers dis-
cussed in this article {table 1). A few explanations might
be useful. A 'G' means that the feature is globally
applied versus 'F' which indicates that the feature can
be applied on a file by file basis. For example, both

Some
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A meior hardwarc uosrade for the OL
'All Hermes'features (see beio\ifor lis0 PLUS Full I

ttrroughput on serl/ser2 not affected by sound
IBM AT keyboard interface (p!us foreign drivers)
HIGH SPEED RS232 indusry standard tws.way strial
4800cpo throughput (supergoldcard - Stri - zrnodmt)
57600bps

' THREE low speed RS232 inputs (1200 to 30bps) kjver
SERTAL MOUSE supptied. Other uses include Rfi
graphics tablet etc

' TI{REE spare VO lines (logic) wrth GND/+5V
' Capslock/scrollock LED connectof,. Turbortrylock cofinstors
' l.5k user data pennanently storeabLe in EEPROM
AII this on s onofessionsl boerd ahou* tvr&ee €&e $is,e sf

t&e-@
Cost (including rnanual/$oftrvar€) d,90 {f921S87/€90}
IBM AT UK layout Keyboard ......922 td24/&2slf.21>
Serial mouse gln (€13/tl2/S14)
Capsloc;kr/serollockLED 9,1(S1.5014U91.50)
Keyboard or mouse Xead..."."....... gS (93.501f3/93.50)
High speed serial (ser3) IEad.".".. g4 (€4.50194/94.50)

Hemes ovailable for s,25 (826/824/827j Working senl./t
cnd independeet inp$$, debounced keyboard & leeyclick"

Up to E mbyt€ of f{ash m€msry far tlrc $fure}air Q["
ryQW BEXNG S}fiPPgS

A snmll pluC hI circnuit for thc QL's ROhd port {or
Aurorai grvieg ?, 4 or E m$r{es of permancnt FLASK
menlory (ie tlere whem the QL is switched off) whieh
nnn lp ""ritlen fn **r f ha fll

The software to ace€ss it is loaded autCIriratieanly ag
power u/reset. It usss a directory driver unitten by
Tony Teb&y, and logie eodc ftsrn Sn:art Honeyball.
You ean ev€n lssd ROlv{ images.

Think of it - you could firlly b,oot an expanded QL,
ineludiag all driver#$lv{SQ etc off Rom8i*q at hard
disk spe6d {reading a{ over tnrbyte Ber seeond}.

trt is an extrernely srnall and eompaet circuit har{ and
has hard gotrd edge eonne€torso eiirninating eontaet
pndlems and eorrosion.

1 mlr"rtac DnmF\irn *q0 /f, ! f ltlrtA\! ,!eeJ wo .svrrl.uc${.....,,...,.d t \ea 
^ 
er t r &aw }

4'nrfutes RomDisq...... .... €65(€66/963/{fi1}
E crbrytes RornDisq.........gg$ (S 10CI1695/€99)

Aurora adaptor....,.................S3 ({3. 50/f3/€4}All Hermes features {see above} + a& trBM A,T
keyboard interf,ace only. Entry level zuprF{errnes"
Cost {incl key&oard lead}...{,&1 {€55. 50/S5 I 1653. 50} X?C XNT'KRF'ACAS

Cemnects to &finerrys MKItr and *ny Flrilips ltC hes

Eowgf &riy€t:bt€fagQ 15 [/o HnB wi& 1? ef t&€se w€d to
contnol E clrrent canTing outputs (sourw and slnl*eapeblc)
2 sntrr (foe' $ rel*yg, srns!! motom) ........,,., S4S (S43lt3E/€44)
4 amp roral (for morors ere).............945 (€48/f43/S50)
Sglgy! (8 3a 72v 2-way rnains relays (needs 2a power
driver)............ g${ne#Xffi7}
PefalBen.Iqterf{Sq Gives td inputloutput lines. Can be
nsed vfterever logic signals are required.. gZS @281{231f37J
Ag&19&s Xtdg!&Cg Gives eight 8 bit analogue to digt*l
iuputs {ADC} aed 8"tro I bit digitsl $o analogue outpatg
(DAC)" Us€d for tempsrsturc mc&$urem€nts, sound
sonpling (to 5 KHz)" rS plotting..... 5$0 (f31.50/[29/130)

{emplrsbg, (40"c ro +125"c).. ...,. €lCI (€10.501[10/gtu
Connector for four temp probes.....". S10 (gl0.50if 10/gll)
Data shssts.... -....................€2 $2.501W93)
CoutruN ga&wcr€ & msnuEl (for all I/I"j.. S2 (S2.50ff2ff3)

MINERVAR.TC 0!eil{} +bamsrytur 256 brcs mm.
CRASI{PROOF cloek & trtC bus for interfacing. Can
autoboot from battery backed ram. Quick start-up.

T&e ORtrGS{.4L. systerc speretfing sycfem }lpgrade

QTHE8. FgAT]"JRES ECIMMCIN TO ALLVERSTONS
DEBUGGED operating system/ autoboot oR re$€t of powm
failure/ Multiple Basid faster ssheduler- graphics (within
l0p/o of liehtdng) - string handlird WHEN ERROR/ Znd
screen/ TRACEI non-English keyboard drivers/ '\xdarm*
fast reset. VI.97 with split OUTP{,IT baud rates (+ Herrnes)
& built in Multibasic.
Ffu'Nt upgrade &te. Otircmtlsc rtnd *.3 (+f,i for nranua! if r.equd).

S€nd dtsk plus SAE cr t*o IRCg

MK[...{,40 (&4 | / #A I &43} neKffi...g6s $rt6/ 863 I {61)

Keytoardnembrane..,... 912(fl2.50/€12/8rcJ?)
1377 PAI....... .....................f3 (t3.50/€3lt4)
Circuit diaerarns ..................f,3 (E3.50lL3lf4\
68008 cpubr 8049 iPc .,.€s (fS:50/f7.50/{9i
8301/8302 or JM ROM or seriai lead.. f tll ([11.50/f l0/gl l )
Powgr -zupply (sea mail overseas)..... -....-.. S_tr 2 (f t ?/, I 6f ? I )

CIX. REP,AfRS fXIK glmlv!

Fixed price for unmodified QLs, exctr rnicrodrives. QLs
tested with Thorn-EMI rig and ROM software.

S27 includi*g 6 msnth guarentee

kr hslud. portrgc .[d p.cldng (Airurrll wtorc rpplioble]. Prics rrc: UI{ {CclEumpc nddde trCJRcs ofmrtd} Prynncnt by cheque drrm m ban} with
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PWFile and Filer allow you to set an action such as
copy to apply to any files you select. But in the case
of Filer if you don't seleci a global action, the program
will prompt you each time you hit a file (or group of
files) for the proper actron. ln PWfile a global action is

always selected, so individual file action prompting is

nol included.
Statistics in PWfile are only displayed for an individu-

ally selected file. ln Filer and DiskMate 5 file statistics
are shown for all files. ln Filer you can also turn off the
statistics to show more f iles {but in that case you can't
see the statis-
tics even on
selected liles).

PWfile does on
the other hand
offer the addi-
tional informa-
tion of iotal
space requrred
by all selected
files and space
available on
the destination
drive. Disk-
Mate 5 also
gives the
space of all

selected f iles

but does not
include desti-
nation drive
space available.

Both PWfile and DiskMate 5 show only the f ile name,
leaving the full path as a separate part of the display.
Filer gives the full palh name with every file name,
taking up much more display room per file name in

many cases.
All three programs show you when an entry is a dr

rectory. For executable files, Filer and DiskMate 5

always indicate this on each file name with an 'f'"
PWfile only shows you this if the file has been selec-
ted. On the other hand PWfile does recognize a few
more types of files and willindicate the type when the
file is selected, ll the type is not known PWfile displays
the file version number. The other two programs aF

ways show the versions number {with Filer the statis-
tics option must be selected).

PWf ile of fers a limited file name display filter capabili-
ty by allowing the user to select suffixes to either
show or to block from the display. DiskMate 5 offers
fullwild card filtering while Filer of{ers no filtering ai all.

For display order DiskMate 5 seems to be the most
versatile by allowing you to mix any number of diffe-
rent parameters to sort by. Filer allows you to choose
up to 2 different parameters. PWfile is the most limited
here but still gives a good selection of display order
options, The only combined option under PWfile is
'type & name',

Another difference is the way the destination loca-
tion for an action is selected. Both PWfile and Disk-
Mate 5 have the user sel the destination globally. Filer

has the user select the destination the frrst trme an
action requires it and retains it for future use, srmilarly
to the global setting of the other two file managers.
Filer also allows editing oi the destination on a file by
file basis when an action on a group of files requires a

destination.

\fould be Niee
As with just about anything, there is always room for

improvement. To quote from the PWfile manual'PROGS
will continue
to develop
+hin maa' '.1il ilJ il tot luot

.and sof tware.

:i Therefore, we
:rwould aPPre-

;icrate any com-
;,ments about
,iour soflware
i and manual.'.

;:So here are a
I few sugges-
:r:itions that I

i::personally be-
r:lieve would

;; make this
rlprogram even
i: more usef ul.

ii,Many of the
I' suggestions
iii:are borrowed

from other programs and all are definitely my own
personal opinion. You, the reader: will likely have other
pref erences and perhaps some other ideas for
improvement. Be my guest and pass them on,

Please keep in mind that these are only suggestions
and by no means say that PWfile is not useful. They
are just ideas for even more functionality So here we

9o..., resizing and redraw, currenily PWfile resizes and
redraws its entire window whenever it needs to update
its file list. ll would be nice if there was an option to tell
it to not resize everytime, letting the user to manually
do it when required. As for the entire redraw, it is 'dis-

tracting' when the entire window redraws. By restric-
ting the redraw to just the file list section, the redraw
should be faster and less visually distracting.

'statistics, currenlly PWfile only displays the stats for
the most recently highlighted file. lt would be nice to
have the option to list stats for all files shown {as is
available in Filer).

' types:lhe idea of types in PWfrle is excellent. How-
ever the number of types is too limited to make it
much use for mosl people. Other graphics types $uch
as graphic tormats, data base and word processor
formats, etc) would make this much more useful. ln this
way iypes would expand on the suffixes method used
by the Filelnfo link. While we are at it, displaying both
type and version number together would be good.
Currently only one or the other is displayed.

' actions: the global setlings is f ine most of the time.
By adding a 'Local' option to the action list and wilh

lw*ke ilo
vFilelnf o link inslude rubtrse

-, ,-Qgry+l*-4r

4- !ree All

? 7 0 2}(E
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this sel bringing up an action menu whenever a file
or group of files is hil would make the action
options very versatile., prifit; there is not currently a Print oplion
available. This could be added for drrectory lists,

text prints, and even a link ability to PROGS PFlist.

For now the user with Filelnf o can set its
configuration to offer prinling options., f ilters: currently PWf ile supports uslng
extensions for filtering. This could be extended to
include wild cards on the full file name as in

DiskMate 5.

' tree option' if the Tree option is accidentally hit
and the disk has a large number of sub-directories
and files, the response by PWfile can be slow. This
routine can probably be sped up. [ither way an
ESC option could be added to cancel it.

Su rn rna ry
By now you probably don'l have a clear answer

as to whether PWfile is a must buy or not. That is

because lfeelthat you are the authority on this, not
myself. So I have tried to give you a picture ol the
program and a rough comparison between it and
two olher major file managers.lfew finalcomments
may help.

First, you must have the ProWesS environment to
run this program. lf you don't have it and don't plan

to buy it for another ProWesS program, PWfile may
be loo expensive of an option.

lf you akeady have ProWesS or are planning to
buy it, PWfile works as well and sometimes better
than the other file managers. While there are a few
improvements that would make it a nearly 'perlect'
program, it does what it is intended to do well.

I find mysel{ using i1 in conjunction with Filer:

depending on what I am doing. lf I am dorng
backups, disk copies, etc., ProWesS definitely is my
top choice, But for simple fast file manipulations, I

FaflhlraTabb FryI'FiIE rilEt-
{in QFfi,C ll}

Ais*nfidb5
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Dflta Space X
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o{ten still use Filer And for a final admission, I still use the
command line for lots of file work {sigh, I am working on
that bad habit; don'l old habits die slowly...).

lf some of the above suggeslions get implemented, I will
probably retire Filer entirely and use just PWfile, And
knowing PROGS, that might lust happen.
I

\}fhat are el! these
sddresses? - Part tr

by Nasfa Eeljko Nasfasrc)

An Address Map Primer
As with any other computer the QL has its 'address

map', Behind this mysterious name which has been so
of ten used to iustify why some piece of hardware can
or cannot be added to the QL, hides a very simple
concept.

Every compuler consists oJ a CPU, memory, and
some input-output circuils. For the sake of simplicity,
and to vastly reduce the number ol signals needed in

the system, a concept of addressability was invented.
ln short, every device connected to the CPU has one
or more addresses, which the CPU outpuls on a col-
lection of lines called the address bus. Using slill more
lines, the CPU signals what it wants to do with a

device which has this address {read or write), these
lines are collectively called the controlbus. The device,
upon recognising its address then responds
appropriately, which in the vast majority of cases
involves either taking data from, or putting data to a
third collection of lines called the data bus.

ln such a system, it is said that all its devices are
'addressable', i.e. when the CPU reads or writes a loca-
tion in memory,0r communicates with the l0 circuits, it
refers to an'address', i.e wriles data to an address or
reads data from an address. The computer designer
decides which device has what address. This 'what-is-

where'is usually called the address map.
Much like a long industrialdistrict street, the address

map can have small devices, which have only one
address, and then it can also have whole'complexes'
which implement many addresses in the same physical
device, and also, it can have unpopulated addresses, in

our slreel analogy these would be vacant lots. Those
are usually intended for future expansion. Howeve(
unlike a slreet, an address map may have several

rc @L Fodwy c3



addresses or groups of addresses that actually signal the device that the address on the bus is

represenl a single device (this is called 'aliasing' and is intended for it, in effect, when the chip select is NOT
a product of 'partial decoding' both of which will be active, the device is 'deaf' and will not respond lo the
explained lateg. CPU's requests. The funclion of thE address decoder

An address map of a computer is a part of a larger is to monitor the address bits on the address bus, and
entity, called a programming model- everything whlch generate chip select signals. Sophisticated decoders
a programmer needs to know aboul the hardware to can also use control bus signals to cleverly manipulate
be able to program it. addresses for certain purposes.

Norrnally, one CPU address corresponds t0 one
address in one device. This is called 'full decoding'and
is normally employed only when it is expected that the
whole address map o{ the computer will be populated
by devices.

Several addresses can also correspond to one
device, it is said then that the device is 'aliased' to
several addresses, or that the addresses are 'aliases'

or'copies'of a single device. lf this is the case, partial
decoding is employed. This usually means lhat in

some cases the decoder ignores certain address lines
so changes in the bit values on them corresponding to
multiple addresses still look the same to the decoder
hence all those multiple addresses end "up being
decoded as one and the same address in a device for
which the decoder generates a chip select signal. This
approach is used very o{ten, mostly for the sake of
simplicity. Because modern CPUs have huge addres-
sing capability, mapping devices with only a few ad-

dresses would mean that a lot of combinations on the
bus would have to be taken care of, which can make
the decoder logic very complicated, and hence slow,
costly or both. Designers, however olten employ a
'middle way'- the decoder has special expansion lines
which actually allow the decoder to be expanded 1o

offer more sophisticated decoding.
Sometimes, for special purposes, one address can

correspond to more than one device. Al first glance,
this seems strange as in the case o{ reading data there
would be contention if the data from the multiple
devices corresponding to a single address was diffe-
rent. This is why lhis case must never occur and if this
concept, called 'shadowing' is used, data can be either
writlen to a multitude ol devices, or read from one and
written to a multitude of devrces by a single access. ln
any case, what actually happens is transparent to the
CPU- it always expects one address to be one device.

Finally, when the address capabilily is smaller than
the sum of addresses ol alldevices, the decoder might
be constructed so that data written to one device
'programs' the decoder to map out a currently un'nee-
ded device, and map another: currently needed device
into the same address or set of addresses. This is
called 'page switching' or 'bank switching' or simply
'pageing', and is a form of exiended addressing using
software control.

All of these cases are used in a typical QL. Also of
note is the f acl that the decoder need not be
centralised - for instance, in a system wilh multiple
expansion boards, each board can have ils own
decoder that caters lor mapping for that board. 0f
course, measures must be taken so that the decoders
don'l overlap in their addresses inadvertently causing
the above mentioned case where multiple devices end

Everyone does it a little difterently
There are several basic things to know about an

address map of a system, which are usually dependent
on fhe CPU emnloved - in tirne. manulacturers of CFUs
have added slight ref inements to the simplistic concept
of addressing as explained above,

1. Addressing capability. This refers to how many
addresses a CPU can address. ln general, this de-
pends on how many bits the CPU address bus has. A
CPU can use 2^{nurnber of address bits) addresses.
This is also called the 'address space'. lt should be
noled that some CPUs employ ways of reducing the
number of external lines needed to hold all the
address bits, but here we are relerring to the actual
address bus as it would be if none ol these methods
were employed. ln this case, for each address, the
address bus lines will literally hold a high or low signal
corresponding to a I or 0 in the binary representation
of the address.

2. Mulliple address spaces. Some CPUs can address
different device groups separately. This means that
signals in the control bus additionally qualify which
group of devices the address on the address bus is

intended for A common implementation ol this is
having lwo separate address spaces, one for memory
and one for lO devices. The 68xxx series CPUs used
in the QL don't have this distinction, and they treat l0
devices in the same way as memory. This means that
all devices are 'mapped' into the same address space.
68xxx series CPUs do however implement multiple
address spaces but for di{ferent reasons, which are
not very important at this point since in the QL this
feature is not utilised.

3. Address mapping. [very device, be it memory or
l0 has its own internaladdress map. This is because a

device also has its own address bus, which in general
connects to the CPU address bus. Usually the CPU
bus is output, and the device address bus is input. The
purpose of this address bus on a device is to tell the
devrce which one of the multiple memory locations, or
control registers, implemenled within the device is to
be addressed by the CPU. For instance, a 32k byte
memory chip will have 15 address lines, to tellit which
one of 2^15=32768=32k locations is to be accessed.
Similairly, an lO device may have several control
registers which are used to determrne the lO device's
operation, so these have to be addressed as well.

The piece oi hardware that decides which address
on 'ihe address bus corresponds io which device is
usually called an 'address decoder'. Devices will, in
addition to an address bus also have a'select'signal
(also known as 'chip select', sometimes there are even
multiple chip selects on a single chip). its function is to
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up being mapped to one address, and contenlion
occurs. Because ol this, such systems often employ
methods to set up the decoder on the board by some
means, such as jumpers, or special lines on the bus, or
even by programming certain other addresses.

The 'Where-is-what'of a QL
Although the QL is basically a fairly simple computer

in hardware terms, it's not to be underestimated in

matters of address maps. The reason for this is its
relative longevity and some forethought of the original
designers which offered reasonable expansion capa-
hilitiac

The original QL used a 68008 CPU, which had 1M

byte of address space. The QL internal devices
occupy 256k bytes of address space in a partially
decoded manner 256k is one quarter of the
maximum available, and it repeated 4 times within the
lM byte of CPU space. A specialsignal was provided

which
could be
used to

disable
the QL's
internal

decoder
which

switches
off all the

0L's
internaldevices, The bus signal name is DSMCL, and it
has to be pulled high (never low) if an address of
interest appears on the bus. Usually this is done to
disable aliased copies of the internal devices and map
in an add-on device by means of an external decoder
(usually situated on a board with this add-on device). ln
general, this would happen whenever an address
referring to the last 3 quarters of the address map
appears on the address bus. The QL's designers inten'
ded this part ol the map for RAM and lOiperipheral
expansion. The expansion bus holds allthe necessary
signals to handle all the decoding within the 1M byte
address space available, which means that there are
20 (2^20=tA48576=1M) address lines on the expansion
bus, named A0 to A19. A19 is the most signifficant bit,

A0 is the least signifficant bit of the binary address.

As various peripherals became available, the
numerous 'unused' or 'aliased' parts were being
plugged up. Expansion RAM, up to 512k byles, was
mapped into addresses 40000h...BFFFFh, and the
peripherals, like floppy c0ntroller boards, went into the
'lO area' starting at C0000h, usually occupying
addresses C0000h to C3FFFh. The lO area was

inlended to be used by up to 16 lO boards, occupying
16k bytes each, or 8 lO boards and 128k of ROM (lt

seems that the original specs provided for the
Xchange to be held in this ROM) lt was up to the l0
boards to decode the 16k bytes of interest within the
lO area, and also decode the 16k further for whaiever
devices were contained on the board, The specs
called for a small amount of ROM at the start of each
of these 16k blocks which the 0S would read on
power up and look for a special value, this being
4AF80001h. lf this was found, it signi{ied that the ROM
contained software to be linked into the OS to handle
the expansion devices.

Note the unused areas at 10000h and 1C000h. Also,
the inlernal lO devices were mapped into 16k of
address space, using partial decoding. ln fact, only 9
addresses were used, which were aliased many times
amongst small unused areas, to fill the 16k available.
Now this is where things become interesting.

ln the ongoing quest for more RAful, the people at
Miracle Systems realised that a whole lot of the
address map that could be used for RAM is lefi
unused. So, utilising a clever foresight in the operating
system, they mapped an additional 256k of RAM into
the addresses originally designated as the lO area,
yielding 768k of expansion RAM. The reasoning
behind ihis was that as long as the usual peripherals
were akeady provided, sacrilrcing the l0 area would be
justified. So, a disc controller was added, and a ROM
containing lbolkit ll, which was already something not
to switch on the QL without. These peripherals were
put into the previously unused area, 32k in size, at
address 10000h. lt was christened the "liumpcard' and
was an instant success, The resulting memory map rs

grven n
lable 3
at the

next
page.

0n the
other

hand, the
'stan-

dard' QL
expansion ROM size being 16k, people at Qview
thought it nice to make lhe unused portions at 10000h
and 1C000h become potentially usefull by making the
operating system search lor a characteristic
4AFB000th signature in the first 4 bytes at 10000h,
14000h and 1C000h lf a QL ROM was mapped there,

Table 2: Typical expanded QL address map

Rou slot, J.6k

ternal IO devrces, 1

2 banks of 64k" screen areas in filst

sc interface

Table 1: Original QL address rnap
00000h. . .0BFFFh OL internal ROU, 48k 2 chiDs, 32k and 16X
ocoooh...oFFEFh RoM slot. 16k
10000h. . .17FaPh Unused, 32k
18000h" . . lBFrrh OL i-nternal fO devices, 16k Partial. decode
1C000h...lFrEFh Unused, l5k
zuuuun. . . J!'!-!'!-n R,A!.I, }Z8IC 2 banlcs of 5{k, screen aEeas rn tlrsE
quuuun. . . !'!'!-!'!'n J repears of aDove, /ouK shoulcl be external.Lv d1sabled
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Table 3: Address map af QL with Trumpcard attached
o0000h. . . 0E['E'Flr OL internal ROM, llSk z chr.r)s, 3zk anct l6k
u(:uuun- - -ut't't'rn ROM sl_ot, 16k
10000h...17FI'Eh T.rumpcard ROM and IO, 32k
-LUUUUn. . . r6r-!-!-n O]. r,nternal- IO dev-l-ces, 16k l.arEl-al. oecooe
tcoooh. ".lrrFFh Unused,16k
zooooh. . .3FFFFh RAM, 12E'< z banl(s ot 61lJa. screen areas rn fJ.lst
{o000h...FFFFr11 ExDans1on RAM, 768k

the operating system would recognise it and link it into
the system automatically. This was implemented in all

Minerva versions.
ln a similar mannel the fact that the QL inlernal lO

device area at 18000h is partially decodeci, was used
by Qiump to introduce the equally partially decoded
QlMl internal mouse interface. ln essence, even lhen,
the QL's address map became very much filled. lf
anyone wanled additional peripherals, they would have
to map into the area at 1C000h, or reside in the ROM
slot. Fortunalely, by the use of the already mentioned
disable srgnal, any parl of the internal memory map of
the QL could be disabled and used differently by an
external device. This was for inslance done on the
Qubide. When it is set to operate at address 0C000h,
which is that originally occupied by the ROM slot, it will
disable the ROM slot.ln a desperate attempt to keep at
least some part of lhe memory rnap free for future
peripherals, the Qubide has an option lo work at any of
the previously unused locations at 10000h, 14000h or
1C000h in case the user had a Minerva ROM installed.

But of
course,

with the
advent
of the
Goldcard,

things
changed

once
again, lt was soon recognised that 896k of RAM
wasn't enough. Adding any more wouldn't be possible
if it was to be added as an expansion board, since the
QL's expansion bus had 20 address lines, i.e. could
address lM byte, and thal was already largerly taken
by RAM. Obviously you couldn't disable the ROM and
similar parts of the internal 0L map i{ you wanted it to
work in the first place. So was this a dead end? The
68008 used in the QL had 20 address lines, and lhat's
why the expansion bus had the same. [ven though
versions of the 68008 existed with 2 more address
lines, and other compatible CPUs were available as
well with even more address lines, they couldn'l be
made to appear at the expansion sloi without great
difficulty {like redesigning the motherboard), simply
because there were no wires to get them to the
expansion bus, even if there were f ree lines on the bus
;+^ ^l{It5Cit.

This produced a brief ffiri with one of the mentioned
68008 versions with a suffix FN, because it was
packaged in a package with 4 more pins, it had two
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more address lines. lrecall a project by ABC Electronic
(now long gone from the QL scene) called the
Mega-RAM which was an internal board that replaced
the original CPU by a circuit with the 68008FN and 2

Mb ol RAM. I must confess I have yet to see one of
those. I must also confess that I made a srmilar device
which used classrc PC RAM modules,3 pieces of lMb
each. But of course, the GoldCard was on the market
then, so this attempt, though it worked, was somewhat
f utile.

The GoldCard capilalised on an ingenious idea, lt rs

true that it's very dllficult to add iines to the bus, but

expansion bus. Even if it could, accessing any device
on the QL bus srde would hamper speed greatly.
Because of that, an interface circuit was developed,
and accesses to the expansion bus limited only to the
most essential. ln this manner for the first time, the
concept o{ 'bus address' was introduced. Some
addresses generated by the CPU do not appear on
the bus at all, and are visible only by devices located
on the GC itself. ln addition, the address map changes
it is diff erent on power up and in normaloperation, and
finally, shadowing is used with RAM areas which are
used for the screen image.

Iab{e E: GC address rnap as viewed CIn ftxe expansion bus, i"e. GC bus address nrap
oooooh" . . oBFFFh oL noM" oartiaLLv availabl-e Read onlv durinq initialisation
0c000h...oFrEFh ROM sl.ot
18000h. . . lBFFFh OL internal Io devrces
2000(}h-..zrEFrh OL RAM, screen O&1 Write onlv

Table 5: GC infernaf address rnap
000000h , . . ooaFFFh QIJ ROM imaqe fn GC RAM wrlte prot,ected durlng operation
oOcoooh..,00FFFFh Rol'1 slot uses 16 to I bit convergj.on
qLo000h...017rrg'h GC RAI{ ToofKxt II and GC aottware i$ace
018000h...018rrFh OL inter&al fO and G€ IO uses 15 to I bit conversion
urguuun...ut!!'!!n GC RA}'l
020000h...02FFFFh tr RAM R,/w, OI RAM wrrte Anvthins wrLtten copiect to QL RAM

030000h,, .rFEFFFh GC RAM
200000h. . . FFFl.rFh Not used

hold on, what if the CPU was OUTS|DI the QL?

Obviously, the 20 address lines are enough iactually,lS
are enough) to address the internalQL crrcuitry, and as
long as the CPU was oulsrde ihe QL, with the RAM
coupled directly to it, there wouldn'l be a need to put
any more address lines onto the expansion bus
simply because the RAM rs not connecled lhere and
nothing else would need them. This was all the more
enticing, since there were lines on the expansion bus
that used correctly, disabled the CPU inside the QL, as
wellas if it had aclually been pulled out f rom rls socket,
except lor the lact that it would still be using up some
power (after all, it was actually still there). This is how
the Goldcard was born, and with rt, a host o{ new
concepts were introduced to the matter of address
mapping on ihe QL,

The malor difference o[ the GC compared to
previous designs is rts speed. So lar no one dared
replace the CPU, so everything added to the QL
ultimately worked at best as fast as the CPU could
manage. But, the CPU on the GC worked at over lwtce
the clock trequency compared to the originalQL CPU,

and could access twice the amount of data in a single
cvcle lo boot- its data bus was twice the size of the
origrnal QL's, 16 instead ol B bits. From the start it was
obvious that it couldn't be drrectly coupled to the QL's

Whereas the TC had several potentially usable
address areas, the GC does not simply because no
oiher addresses except the ones given above appear
on the expansion bus, so no decoder can ever be
used to recognise them. There are unused addresses
local to the GC but since the GC doesn't have a 'local'

expansion bus, short of a heavy modification on the
GC board, they cannot be used. Only the ROM slot and
possibly parts o{ ihe QL internal lO area can be used
for peripherals on the QL expansion bus or mounted
rnside the QL rtsell. This is why it is impossible to use
Aurora extended resolutions wilh a GC, there lust isn't
a place where the necessary RAM would be located.
ln fact, the GC is so ascetrc in its addressing o{ the QL
that if you could remove the ROM during operation, it
wouldn't cornplain at all on power up, the GC willcopy
the ROM into its, much faster RAM, patch it, and add to
it as needed by taking parts lrom the GC ROM, and
then it will 'unmap' both the QL and the GC ROM, and
only use the RAM copiesl The actual contents ol lhe
QL and GC ROM are nol available once the GC has
fuily initialised.

Next trme, the address maps of the SuperGoldCard
and GoldFire will be explarned.
n
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Horrorday v3"0 (Humorous Text Advemture)

Advenfr.lre Package tr (Nernesis h{K}I, The Prawn & F{orroday}

GAEXES
Open Gol-f v5"18 (Golf Frograrn - Good Grapnrics!)

Quizmaster il v2.07 (Fub Quiz Frograrn)
Quizrnaster II Question Module 2 (TV & Films)
Quizmaster & (Orieinal + Question lvfodule 2)

UTTT...TT'T&$ 1 GSNE&.{& {NT&&&SK
Quick toIandelbrot IItr v3"0tr (Explore the Mandelbrot Set)

3D Terrain vtr.2tr (Displays Abacus files as Fictures)

SToQI. v1.29 (converts ST screens to QL forrnat]

Q-Route vtr.06 {PD \r'ersion Route Finder kograrn inc onap)

Q-Route Britain Map {As at 214198 - needs Q-Rcrute!}

roEW
NE&{
NEItr
6nllr

(3E4K)

(r28K)

fln&tv

f,t5
fn
*. z"

€10

fls
910

sx0
fln

f?5

I lr.J

f5
f"3
t.7LT

fICI
(te6K) f 10

€x0
(7e5K) f2
Wew Wers6oss fz

{JrseApe$
If you have tle latest version of one of'the above programs, tle version nurnber wiltr appear in
the boot progrann. If you wish to upgrade to a later yersion, please ask - upgrades normally cost
f I each (except for major version changes)"

OTH&K XTmRfS
I have a range of, second hand sofnnrare and hardware avaihbne, as weltr a.s $orne pubXic domain
prograrns. If you want fulI detaitrs of any of the above products or other iterns, then please send
an SAE with a blank disk.

e-{_O}v- xQ s&&&&
Contaet: Rich Mellor,26 Ashenhurst Road, Russels Flall Dudley, West Midlafids DYI zHH

(Fayment must be by eheque in Sterling payable to R. fr{ellor}
{Cnedit Card users ean order via Q$raneh}

If your s)'stem san read F{D or ED disks, please specifu.
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LettepBox
FH. Tanner writes:
May lbe permitted to
add my ha'p'orth to

the contributions of Messrs
Huyg and Wood (Byts of Wood'
Netted, I feat is best torgetted)
to the latesl, March/April, issue of
QL loday?
On the DOS command SUBST

My edition of ihe'MS-DOS Bible'
contains the warning: 'Consider

staying away from SUBST until
IBM and Microsoft rid it of it's
bugs'. And in "Using MS-DOS"
MichaelAllen says,"The letters A
to E should never be used even
if you only have two drives
fitted". lt could be that the ver-
sion of DOS used by Mr Wood
has now got it right. But us pea-
sants out here in the sticks with
earlier models should be very
careful. lt SUBST is to be used,
then a check must first be made
that the particular user's pre-
ferred disk maintenance utilities
for e.g,, back up, or defragmenta-
tion, can cope with it. Not forget-
ting the possibility that, even if
the back up is 0,k., the restore
might have other ideas.
It is precisely because of this

problem that I use the system of
interlocking R[Name commands
described by me in the March/
April 1997 issue. A possible long
term solution is suggested by a
consideration of the original pur-
pose for which SUBST was de-
signed' to assisl idiot prograrns
like Wordstar which could not
process PATHs. Perhaps Mr
Wood might consider using his
"inner circle' stalus to lean on the
authors of SMSQ, and get them
to lift their program above Word-
star level, and specify a full DOS
PATH for each QXLWIN tEditor's
note: you can do lhis in QPC for a
Iong timel.
Meanwhile, if he must play rus-

sian roulette with his hard disc,
he might consider rebooting
from a volume whose autoexec
file was free of funny reassign-
ments before attempting any
global operations. Which, in any

case, is not bad practice. Always
remember, DOS BITES. And
when it bites, it bites deep. So
don't put your fingers through
the bars.
Of course where ram disks are

concerned, and there is no main-
tenancE requirement, SUBST
comes inlo its own. Yes indeed'
as many QXL!V|Ns for which
room is available can be opened
in memory using this command.
,And il cculd be that there is

mileage to be had in opening
them on floppies, although lhave
never tried this mysell since I

cannot see the point.

I have been a user of QLs since
1986, and of a QXL since 1993. lt

has always appeared to me that
the decision t0 merge into one
language the functions of pro-
gramming and job control was a
perverse one. I have some expe-
rience as a user of a fair number
of rnainframes, minis, and micros
fror"n assorted manufacturers,
and I just cannot recollect any-
thing quite so determinedly
rabbit-hostile at the user inter-
face. Not even from ICL at their
most awful worst. And TKz
waslis a classic case ol the
hole-bound insisting on digging
deeper {But then I have never
used WINDOWS which my des-
cendants tell me is in a class of
its own where sheer wanton
malevolence towards its users is
concerned).
There never seemed to be any

need for TK2 in mV QLs. ln any
case, I had better things to do
with their memories - and ROM
sockets. The last line in the boot
file of my first QXL contained the
one word, 'PAUSE'. So that TK2
had no relevance there either ln
fact I included the area occupied
by its code among others such
as the slave block tables which I

could overwrite without bringing
everything to a juddering halt.
Last year I acqurred my second
QXL which means that I now
have one which operates in the
standard mode, as well as the
free running machine.
Since TK2 is there whether I like
it or not I have installed it. I can't

claim to have been impressed.
The -USE procedures in TK2

may have looked clever when
they first appeared, bul as lhey
have been applied by program-
mers the results are dire, I find
that PROG-USI's gas can be
set at a peep quite simply by
setting "PROG-USE NUL" in my
boot program, and leaving it that
way. lt is wholly infuriating, and
unacceplable, to have fired up a

regularly used prograrn with
once-oJf input parameters other
than one's standard defaults, and
then to come back later to find
that those defaulls have been
"updated". My word for it is
'corrupted'.

DEST-USt is best ignored.
DEV-US[? Never heard of it' l'm
probably safer that way. (Ahl l've
found il: it's SMSQ not TK2,
equally useless)
I agree entirely with all that Mr

Wood has t0 say about
DAIA-USE, which I have so far
found to be unfixable. lf a prog
uses it then the first option is to
find another that don't. Usually
this means going back to an
earlier version, which may not
always be a disadvantage. lt is

always very sad when such a

marvellous utility as Mr Gwilt's
GWASSembler goes and con-
stricts the user's options in this
way.

Mr Huyg has the identical pro-
blem with DATA-USE and these
ineffable filter strings. Another
'good' idea that should have
been put on the top shelf and
left there.
He refers to CONFIG. As Mr

Wood could tell you, I have had
my own recent problems with
this item" lt is very good... at help-
ing the user make mistakes. But I

don't need assistance in that de-
partment. I am perfectly capable
of making my own blunders,
thank you very much. Where
CONFIG is wholly useless is in

supporting recovery from error lt
is not even any use with the
detection of such errors as have
been made in the first place.
What is needed in CONFIG is a
facility to list the configurable
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parameters, and their current
values, to channel, whether file
or printer, and then mistakes
could easily be seen and rec-
lified.
Better still, CONFIG could be

junked. ARK had the right idea
when they produced Master Spy.

{What a pity ARK never comple-
ted their prolected word proces-
sor) The defaults for this most
excellent of utilities are listed as
part of the documentaticn, along
with their relative addresses in

lhe code. lt is then a simple mat-
ter to go in with an editor and
replace existing values with
one's own. How much easier it
would be if all other software did
the same. CONFIG is not even
easy to use. Trying to reCON-
FlGure a program resembles the
task with which I was once
faced, introducing medication
into the eye of a very unco-
operative eighteen month old.
Except in the matter of the lan-
guage used. She had the edge
over the authors of CONFIG
there.
ln the matter of transferring files
between DOS and SMSQ, Mr
Huyg has not only identilied the
problem, but has himself devised
a solution, which I hope he will
be enabled to make available to
the rest of us one of these days.
It is indeed a nonsense to have
to send bytes "round the out-
side", when the ISA bus is there
ready to be used.
I have my own answe[ which is

in no way competitive with his.
However the very fact that mine
has been functioning for the past
six months, and has completely
supplanted the floppies as a
means of transferring data, may
give him or others the spur to fill

whal is a real operational need,
ln the piece to which I have

already referred I described
among other things how it is
possible to open a file
d\QXL.WIN where d: is a virtual,
and not a hard device. This can
be accessed as a DOS file by
the PC, and as a SMSQ file-
structured device by the QXL,
So rnemory to memory commu-

nication belween the two sys-
tems should be possible.
Trans{ers up from QXL to PC are

easy. By convention the last file
in the win2- directory is called
win2-list, and, as described in

that article, QXLIVIN is truncated
to this point, so that when SMSQ
comes to populate the file, DOS
adds the necessary blocks. I

have placed the offset to the first
data byte of the file in the SMSQ
volums labelwhere the PASCAL
program that I have written can
read it when it opens QXL.WIN.

This program also needs to
know the byte conlent of the file.

SMSQ puts this into the file
header in the directory. Since this
header is always in the same
place for any given version of
QXL.WIN {l have several, all diffe-
rent), the offset to the length
word is also placed in the
volume label.
So that when the QXL wishes to

send bytes up it COPY*Os them
to win2-list, and I can then come
along and extract them with my
PASCAL program. I have been
surprised at how easy this has
proved to be.
Passing bytes down is another

malter Mainly because I am not
prepared to spare the necessary
programming effort to hack into
the SMSQ lile allocation table.
What I have done is to make

sure that the fiie OXL.W|N is and
remains contiguous. This is done
by instructing AUTOEXTC.BAT to
coPY it up ro d\ right ar rhe
start, and then to make it read
only so that I cannot delete it
except on purpose. lf I want to
use other versions of QXL.WIN
on the virtual disk, then they are
opened in sub-directories as-
signed to phantom devices by
SUBST
The batch command file which

controls the invocation of the
QXL reattributes QXLVVIN to
read/write while SMSQ is active,
and then restores it to read only
when conlrol is returned to the
PC And my PASCAL program
does likewise.
The first file in the directory of

d,\QXLIiVIN is win2-test, 128 kb in

length, which is never varied.lt is

initially full of spaces, and is
always treated by SMSQ as read
only. Well, almost always.
When lwish to send information
down to the QXL, my PASC,AL
program searches extended me-
mory until it comes to a block
which starts with'QLWA', which it
then assumes to be the first data
block of QXLIJVIN. (l like living
dangerously). lt 'knows' the off-
set from this point to the ftrst
data byte of win2-test. So it iusl
opens my DOS file, extracts ils
bytes, and writes them directly
into memOry starling from that
displaced address.
The resulting winZ-test can be

read by any SMSQ utility. lts
length does not greatly matler at
the rnoment since the most fre-
quent content is an assembly file
{or the GWASSembler So long
as I remember to include the
END directive then the rest of
the file is ignored. The only other
regular use is to pass down
binary files created in the PC by
the Teesside cross assembler ln

this case the last byte is fol-
lowed by "1. nnnnn", where nnnnn
is the byte count. Currently
Masler Spy is used to process
these, but eventually they will be
au tomated. Eventualiy.

Handling win2-test comes up
against these damnable slave
blocks, which are the curse of
SMSQ. lf only I could see a way
round DIL-DEFB Another mat-
ter raised by Mr Huyg. Although I

differ from him on one point. lt is
not my experience that
DEL-DEFB zaps the ramdisks.
lhad trouble with slave blocks in
my QLs years ago, when I

worked from within the QFLASH
environment, which was the only
sensible way of coping with mi-
crodrives. I was prevented from
doing mulliple backups of the
same volume, because QDOS
"knew' that the conlent of the
slaves was the same as that of
the microdrive after the first
backup. I had to trash the mdv
identity as held by QDOS {l

forget how ldid it now I'd have to
go back and look). I see no way
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of doing this with winN-.
But despite this my weird sys-

tem works fine. lt also confers
uncovenanted advantages. For
instance, I recently wanted to
produce a screen dump, So I

tried the TK2 facility. Ch dear I

could accepl that it should be
belt driven via a line shaft from a

little donkey engine in the corner
of the shop. But having to wait
while some one went out lo
^L^^ J^..,^ ^ +.^^ ^^-l ^^+,"'nnrlt-ilup uuwil d ucs dr ru l4trr wuuu
to fire up the boiler was just too
much.
ln future, screen dumps on my

machine will be ef fected by
SBYTESing the screen to
win2-list, and then a little
PASCAL program that lhave run
up for the purpose in the PC will
print il out. lt's much more easily
set up than TK2, and as fast as
the printer whose head does not
pause between pdsses: it's al-
ways a bad sign when you see a

printer waiting for input. And it
surely waits for TK2.

There is a clear requirement
here for a proper uiility to re-
place my strange spatchcocked
arrangement. lf it is not, as I hope,
authored by Mr Huyg, would
anyone else like to have a go?

l've done my bit - to show that
somelhing of this nature works,
and fills a need. My floppies are
now unused except for export/
import to/from outside the sys-
tem.
Which may allseem to be a little
hard on TK2. But then I am spea-
king of it as an exlension 1o an
already fatally flawed iob control-
ler Where it acts as a supple-
ment to the BASIC programming
language then yes, I use it all the
time, with gratilude But that is

another maiter
And before I forget. What a

splendid device is the RomDisq.
A credit to all concerned. Not
least because I lust had to plug
mine in, and it flew And every-
thing thal I had prepared in ad-
vance to run from it did likewise,
No compromises anywhere that I

can see, A winner

Geoff Wicks writes:
ls is possible for one
of the experts to write

a few words about the AmRl TT
From conversalions with clients I

have the impression that the
compatibility problems with this
system are greater than with other
Atarisystems, QXL, QPC etc.
ln particular I understand the Atari
TT has problems with Turbo com-
piled programs. lf so, can any ad-
vice be given to programmers and
,.^^-^ +^ L^l* ^.,^-^^*^ rL^^^a
uset 5 tu ilutp uvetLUIile ilte5el
On a slightly different subject are
there any TT users who have at-
tempted to run the SUGGTST
spell checker on their machine? I

have been trying to help a TT
user 1o get this running on his ma'
chine, but so far have been
unsuccessful. I would also like to
hear lrom olher users who have
or have had compatibility pro-
blems wilh SUGGEST lt runs
perfectly on rny QXL and Minerva
QLs, but not on my JM rom.

Jochen Merz replies: I will try to
clarily the siluation. The TT runs
any programs as wellas any other
SMSQII or QD0S system, provi-
ded, they do not contain SERIOUS
programming faults.
The TT is the only machine which
traps these programming faulls,
which I will explarn rn detail in a

momenl. I guess that Turbo pro-
grams do some very funny things.
When I visited Tony some time
ago we had a look at the initiali

sation code of Turbo compiled
programs. The code did some
very bizarre things so we decided
not much can be done about ii
from the SMSQ/E side, except
from correcting Turbo.
The TT shows up problems which
are not shown on most other
syslems. However: these problems
exist, and they may show up in
other systerns in unpredictable
ways. Good indicators are cor-
rupted harddisk maps, system
crashes for no reason {of course,
there always lS a reason) etc.
As the TT has a fully implemented
68030 with Memory Management
Unit, and SMSQ/E makes use of
the features of the MMU, it helps
trapping problems in iaulty soft-
ware which can lead to daia
damage or crashes.

The MMU checks every memory
access and generates a bus error
il the system tries read from me-
mory whieh does not exist or
even worse, tries to write to
memory which does not exist. ln

this case, the program is put into
an endless loop so that a debug-
ger can be invoked on that pro-
gram to diagnose what is going
wrong. For lhe user rt seems that
the program has crashed.
An example: d progmfir writes to
+tt^ ^lJ.^^^ {Fa ,n anrn I n^ ^ n Iiltc duut c55 0Jr.luzuJUr+. \Jt td tlL,
which has only 20 valid address
bits, the top of the address will be
ignored, lherefore it will write to
the address $00020504. li is a
programming fault, but it willnot be
notrced. ln this example, the wrong
address was an address in the
display so it did not do much harm.
lmagine, if the wrong address
points to an address in your hard-
disk map or a directory in the
slave blocks. On the GoldCard or
SuperGoldCard, the situalion is
similar The top bits of an address
are ignored, therefore wrong ad-
dresses can be overwritten. Rea-
ding from wrong places, getting
wrong results which lead to wrong
address calculations {which can
lead to wrong addresses being
overwritten) can be dangerous
too.
The MMU also checks if the pro-
grams atlempt to overwrite sys'
tem veclors. On a QL, it does not
matter because these vectors are
stored in ROM and cannot be
trashed. On a GoldCard, Super'
GoldCard, the RAM in this area is
write-prolected, therefore the user
does not notice the attempt to
write (illegally) to wrong areas of
memory. Reading from such an
area makes no sense eithet be-
cause the value is unpredictable, it
purely depends on the ROM and
hardware used and has no useful
meaning lo any software. 0n the
TT the MMU traps write accesses
to the system vectors. They are
held in RAM, therefore the whole
system would crash if overwrilten
by something.
You see, the TT is not incompa-
tible, it lust reveals serious pro-
gramming mistakes which can
lead to data corruption or crashes
on other QL systems. However to
allow some of the laulty software
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to work, the new procedure
PROT-MEM was implemented on
the TT Here an extract from the
manual,
The PROT-h4[M {level} procedure
sets the level of the memory
protection. All legitimate accesses
to the vector area are always
allowed. Other access faulls may
be trapped or ignored depending
on the level. The defauli level is 3
which will trap common faulls in C
programs, but allows certain fa-
"*^, '^ ^.,^+^n ^-+^^^;^^r +n F.alltuu5 5y5tcilt cAtcilStuilJ lu utr
LRtSPRed. Cautious users should
change this to level 7. Devil-may-
care users should change it to
level 0.

There are f ive levels' A,I, 2,3,7.
' Level 0 does not trap any me-
mory access faults (almost like the
0L).
- Level I traps write access faults
in all jobs except Job 0. Read
operations from a protecled area
read 0.
- Level 2 traps read access faults
in all jobs except Job 0. Write
operaiions to a protected area are
ignored.
- Level3 traps bolh read and wrile
access faults in all Jobs except
Job 0.
- Level 7 traps access faults in all
Jobs.

Rich Mellor writes:
H.L. Schaaf 's requesl
for info (Vol 2 lss 6

p50i Unfortunately, I do not know
how the aspect ratio is really
calculated for ihe horizontal scale
either except that I had worked
out a while ago that the maximum
horizontal line is calculated by
taking the maximum horizontalline

{set with SCALE} and multiplying
this by the value '1.355041505'

(note the need to place this is
quotes so that it can be stored in

{ullwithin a program).
JM ROMs use the same value as
Minerva and SMSQII (ihis equa-
tes to the Graspix factor referred
to - namely 4.7379847751.
However I can only presume JSU
ROMs use a differenl factor be-
cause they were originally inten-
ded for use on American TVs,
which have a scan rale of only 425
lines compared to the UK's 625

lines - they thus must have a much
different aspect ratio to UK TV's
(and Monitors). After all, everyone
wants the CIRCLE command to
draw a clrcle on the Monitor TV
etc don't they??
ldeally, we should be able to confi-
gure the screen aspect ratio for
the actual monitor I TV in use.... I

have no idea how SMSQ/E's /
Minerva's circles look when drawn
(or viewed) via an American TV- |

can only presume that they are
somewhat squashed.
As to how these figures are cal-
culated, can only be answered by
Tony Tebby and/or Lawrence
Reeves....

to send the tv set to him and that
he will try to look for it.

Alter a few days, he has sent a

fax to me that lhe tube is faulty

{worst case}and that he is not able
to lay his hand on any spares, bul
will try to get another 2nd hand
device for me.
After three weeks, he called me
and was very happy to get in

conlact with someone, who does
have spares for the tv set and that
it is repaired,
I was very impressed, that Bill has
looked on and on to find a solution
for my problenr. That is what I call
a good service and I can recom-
mend WN.Richardson to every-
one.

If-Z Ralf Rekondt writes:
I XX I Some words about IK-;1 Dr J. Stechra.wriles:rr --s Service, EI,x= | buperoastc rarls be_
ln these days, it is more olten the !1 --\l yoho a certain com-
suppliers intention to 

,sell 
than. to plexity of piogramming, because

give you a reasonable 
. 
servic.e. bf tne 'shorteid' begifi and end

The supplier does not get tired to hrackotino Frnrn m, nurn avnori-
tell you ihe .advantagei of this or .ni.'oi ',?.irv .r*rjr.-'lr;.;d;,
that piece of hardware. one can progress dnty Uv th'e rule
Be verv hopeful thar he,9ls9 dge; inal eacti beiin must have fts own
not get tired in doing, his,best, if .nO (srpernisic compilers do not
your hardware ever developes a itrec'fi iiils comprenensively)fault' ,J Really complex'programs need a
On the 2nd hand hardware, it is futt-pascal,'and 

'eve"n 
more com.

much more complicated, Erq:ry| piu* p'.ogrrrns need ALGOL60.
ly, if you have some kind of old because"pascal does nol have a
hardware and you need someone dynamic declaration, it doesn't
to repair it' quaranlee that procedures don't
Here is a real example of service. I fitertere, that is, they can be put
am known bv a lot et-ogqqte 91a into any part of a program withbut

i,i,J[::i,'?l*,,xl0,,, ?iEB' -ilFf: ;ll;'',ll",l*llft*:'','f: ffi;
have bought 

. 
my QL and a few refJGO ALG6L compiler'Sinclair'branded ga.mes.,,From,this Moreover the interireted langua-

lime, lstarted to collect the whole ges cannot have two ways" of
series, it is nearly 9904 complete., Eompiling, for debugging, and tor
I also found this very nice TV .,,n '

device, the sinclair pocl(_eJ TY .rrl i r,iu* been very fond of super-
ll works good for me for a,lot,of nailc, nut I hav'e eiperience ot
vears, bur developes ?,Jugi_ili: g.urg ro ,rin iomrjreiitv trail
year iust as the Olympic Games t*.0 "to search foi something
have started closer to ALGOL60, o{ which the
Very bad, as this piece of hard onlv allernative has been pascal.
ware is out of date nor,v -1ry.I Do6s anyone know where I ;ighi
seemed to be the worst case to ;m,n t'cop' for the 0L (of pIo-
get ii repaired. spero, Coniputer One, or' Hisoft
My first choice was BillRichardson pli.ili pleise contaci me at ihe
He knows a lot of people, and I ,OOo* below,
thoughr rhar rhe .lT.,u: ,rjg biL stectrla cphys, MNyAcad of
better. than .nolhing, so I asked Sciences, g Bbckhll C6ase,
him, if he knows som€one to [*"J, 7, LS7 2Re UK. Tel/Fax
repair the device. He of fered me OirgtrO Sgg+

- 
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Qunnta AGfut, $elstenu Kmg8mnd
Dilwyn Jones
This year, the Annual General Meeting of Suanta was held in the
Parish Hall, Selston, Nottinghamshire on 25th of April. The locaN

sub-group, $eQueN-, organised the event.

On the TF Services stand, atten
tion focused on the flash memory
card, RomDisq, Tony Firshman was
assessing reaction to the idea of a
second version which would fit
onlo the expansion bus connector
rather than the EPROM slot, which
could poleniially be up to 20 times
faster than the existing model
working via the expansron con
nector allowing data transfer rates
of up to 20Mb per second
on some operatrons, with
up to 32 or 64Mb capacity
in total. Tony slressed that
"it was only 'vapourware"

(his words) al the time of
the show There have also
been some discussions re-
lating to the idea of supply-
ing RomDisqs with SMSQ/t
pre-installed.

Over at ihe NIMQLUG
{North [asi Manchester QL
User Group) stand, Sarah
Gilpin demonstrated and
sold stock of the rather
unique Pandora custonn
case for the QL. [specialiy
designed to house an Aurora or
QL, this black metal case contains
several drive bays, recessed car
rying handle, power supply space
and a variely of Ql-specific con
nector holes pre-drilled, Sarah said
thal over half the original produc'
tion run ol this case had been sold
wilh little or no advertising and
publicity and if remaining stocks
were cleared, they would give
consideration to producing a se-
cond batch. At t68.50 some may
see the case as rather expensrve
compared to the cheaper tower
cases available, but the quality is
good and it's heavily cusiomised
for the QL and Aurora. Various
accessories such as a power sup-
ply and QL board adaptor kit are
available, and a complete build
service can be arranged. Sarah
Gilpin says she can be contacted
on the "Pandora Hotline" on
01204-305157, extension 177. Sa
rah and husband John were also
canvassing opinion on therr local

group's interest in bidding to host
next year's AGM in the Manches-
ter area.

An alternative Aurora casing
system was demonstrated by
Keith Mitchell ot the Brighton &
Hove group, who is designing and
building the prototypes for a
system called MinisQL (pronoun-
ced'miniscule') which will eventual-
ly be available through QBranch.

These syslems are built rnto a
very small case about the size of
a typical laplop computer with
separale keyboard and monitor
connections. lnside the case, the
Aurora, a rnini backplane smaller
than a QPlane, a Qubide, 3.5 inch
floppy drive, 2.5 inch hard drive
and power supply were tighly
packed within the metal internal
f rame of the prototype lsaw. Keith
said there was still some work to
be done to interface the key-
boards to the Aurora board, for
example, but that early indications
were ralher promising that this
could become a portable Aurora

tery powered, as there is room in

the case for a rechargeable batte-
ry which can be useful in the event
of a power failure, or for truly por-
table use if a suitable battery
powered display device is availa-
ble.

Jochen Merz and Bernd Rein-
hardt manned the JMS stand. Back
issues of that fine magazine called
QL Today were available, and
Jochen always seemed to be so
busy that il was rather hard to get
near him to talk to him in any great
detail. News of the forthcoming
super Atari/QL called Milan had
leaked out via the QL Users Email
Mailing List and several custorners
wanted to know more, especially

to compare it against the re-
cently announced Q40
board. Although Jochen was
very forthcoming on the
subjeci of the Milan, he was
nol quite as lorthcomtng cn
the subject of the colour dr
vers lor ShdSQ/t gee also
Joachim van der Auwera's
Prowess article elsewhere in
this issue), although he did lei
slip that an interrnediate ver-
sion may possibly permit the
use of enhanced coiour dis-
plays without the fullwindow
manager and system exten
sions while we wait lor the
f ull and complete system

from Tony Tebby in due course.
Bernd Reinhardt, meanwhile, has
written a piece of software allow-
rng an EPROM programmer to be
used via a serial port, and is con-
sidering writing a Print Manager
system lor the QL, making hand-
ling printers and printer drivers a
lot easier; as it will allow simpler
printer drivers and possibly mean
that authors ol sof tware don't
have to laboriously write separate
prinler drivers for allnew sof tware,
as this should lake a standard
output from most software and
the destrnation printer is simply
selected lrom a list of printers, so if

system. The expansion
conneclor of the Aurora
emerges at the back of
the case, and the various
serial and parallel ports
are avarlable at various
points around the edges
o{ the case, but perhaps
more importantly, the
whole unit can be bat-
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you change printers 0r have more
than one in use, all you have to do
is change a Print Manager printer
driver rather than having to go
through all your sof tware to
change their drivers. This proiect
is very much in the early stages at
the moment. More on this lrom
Roy Wood in "Byts of Wood' in this
issue.

Geoff Wicks ol Just Words had
a stand showing the latest pointer
driven versions of his Solvit and
Thesaurus programs. [ven though
he no longer advertises rn his own
right, preferring to let established
software companies to sell his
software, it's good to see Geoff
stillappearing a{ workshops work-
ing hard to promote and sell his
excellent programs. I hope your
QXL has got over the virus it
caught from my {loppy disk durtng
the show, Geolf (sorry!)

The QBranch stand was manned
as ever by Roy Wood and Steve
Hall. One of thetr latest products is

an SBASlClSuperBASlC Ref e-
rence Manual, a massive 1,000
page reference guide for users of
the BASIC language on the QL
and compatibles, listing lust about
every keyword and extension
available for the QL rn lust about
every toolkit I have ever
heard o{, including pointer
environment extensions.
The book is so large tl rs

likely to be supplied in two
very f ull ring binders
priced at between 30 and
40 pounds, probably with
some material also 0n
disk as part of the pack-

age.
Next to the QBranch

stand was that of RWAP
Software, which is a fairly

new company run by long time
QL user Rich Mellor RWAP is
pronounced'Rap', and is appa
rently a pseudonyrn Rich had
when he was in sixth form at
school. Rich is probabiy best
known as author o{ the
QRoute routefinder software
and the SBASlClSuperBASlC
Reterence Manual f rom
QBranch. Thanks to managing
lo contact Talent Computer
Systems and TK Compuler-
wa'e, he has recently mana
ged to re-release three early
QL text adventure games, Ne'
mesrs Mk2, The Prawn, and

Horrorday, the latter one having
had extensive work done on it to
ensure it can run from devices
other than mrcrodrive and will
work on SMSQ/E, Rich said he
has also been working on an utility
to allow BASIC programmers to
create and use Level 2 Config
blocks in their programs, but this is

currently undergoing evaluatron
and awaiiing approval bef ore
release.

Qubbesoft P/D had a stand at
the show and offered the usual
selection of PD software, second
user rtems and of course lhe
Aurora (available recently at a re-

duced price to promote sales),
Qplane and Qubide boards. Where
would we be without these now?
One item I took particular note o{

was a hard drive lormatted for use
with Qubide with a capacity of
B50Mb was there really a

demand for such a huge capacity
drive for use with a Ql-.? Ron Dun
nett explained the situation as
regards the delayed Goldfire add
on. Ron was also asked questions
aboul subjects such as the deve-
lopment of suitable drivers lo
allow the connection of low cost
ATAPI devices to the Oubide.

I had a briel chat with George
Morris from Sutton Coldfield du-
ring the show During the last cou
ple ol years, George has collected
a large amount of religious solt
ware, texts (e.g. versions of the
Bible including Greek and Hebrew
testaments for scholars, Koran,
and many olher religious works)
and cliparl, and plans to make this
available to any interested QL
users. lt is not yet clear if he will
set up in business as a lrader or
not, but it seems that the QL
scene is about to benefil in an
area not particularly wellserved at
the moment.

Various talks and demonstra-
tions were given by the traders
throughout the day on then pro-

ducts and the 0L and its future in

general. The SeQueL group itsel{
held a session, and Derek Stewarl
talked on the subject of his Hol-
born View BBS.

At 4.30pm, Quanla held its AGM
under the charrmanship of Robin
Barker Due to low number of
nominations, ihe current officiais

were relurned lo therr
posts unopposed. Charr
man Robin Barker and
Ti'easurer John kylor ex-
plained that although the
year had started with a
projected def icit in the
accounts oi around
f4,000, thanks to drastic
cost cutting measures this
had been pruned to a

deficit of less than t200
by the year end, a signi
flcant improvement. Dr Phil
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Jones {a previous newsletter
editor) raised a number of ques-
tions about details of the ac-
counts, which John Taylor and
other committee members al-
tempted to answer in detail, and
the accounts were eventually ac-
cepted after a vote. Colin Baskett
remains as newsleiter editot, and
he was formally thanked for his
work since taking on the editor-
ship. A proposal to change an
element of the conslitution con-
cerning the cailing ol Special
General Meetings by changing
from a fixed number of proposers
to a percentage of membership in

view of the now reduced mem-
bership figure was accepted. The
chairman further explained the

dif ficult situation regarding the
use of credit cards to pay lor
membership fees thanks to tn

creased costs and the enforced
introduction of electronic pay-

ment machtnes, the need lo
persuade members in Britain for
example to change lo cheque
payrnent, and how it was neces-
sary lo retain the card facilities
for the benefit of mernbers in
cerlain counlries such as the
USA who could not ratse UK

currency cheques cheaply and
easily

After the end of the AGM, a

buffel meal was served before
rnost of those present had to
leave. Some slayed on for the
evening session, an informal chat
on the QL in general and its

future took place in the centre
room (convenienlly close to the
bar) before the workshop was
f inally drawn to a close alter
10PM after a very enjoyable
weekend's QL activities. The
meeting did not look like the best
attended ever but was made to
seem worse than il really was by
virtue of the fairly large hall and

the fact that a higher number
than usual of visitors seemed to
call in briefly for only an hour or
two before leaving again. Dennis
Smith, Derek Stewart, Graham
Underwood and the other organi-
sers had done a fine 1ob in orga-
nising this event and I thoroughly
enjoyed the weekend.
n

Daren D. Eranagh
Way back in the rnists of tinne (1990. to be exact) Phil Borman
wrote a Frograrn on the QL that was to beconre the main
program used to allow a QL and a ZB8 to communicate - it was
called IMPEXP tlmport/Export) and is Legend in Qls'288 transfer
circles. Darren takes a look at the updated version.

NMPHX'9S - A Review

The original versronwas very
user [riendly, right down to "mi

rnicking" the 288's lmport/Export
programs style and command
structure on screen - ii you pres-
sed'S'tri send a lile from the ZBB.
you lust pressed'R' to recieve the
f ile on the other end; i.e. the QL.

However it did have rts restric
tions rt would only handle text
f iles. This was fine for the malority
of f iles, as most ZBB users have a
ZB8 so they can enier data or
type letters on the move. Still, lt
was a slighi disadvantage that bi
nary llles were beyond its abilities.

Well, several years later our
prayers have been answered. lvan

Hali took Phil's original Program
and updated it, now caliing it

IMP[X'95 {not to be confused with
Windows95, an operating system
by MicroSof t).

lvan, in his wisdom, has kept the
familiar on-screen presence of
Phil's original - this worked, as the
screen layout was exactly the
same as what took place on the
Z8B, making things very easy to
lollow He has inlected a little co
lour here and there, and the pro-
grani looks all the better lor it too.

The program is started by
running its own B00T which loads
Hans Lubs Pipe Driver (this is

needed as IMPEX'95 uses a NUL
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device, if you already have a NUL,
then leave this out), the Qliberator
Runtime [xtensions, The runtime
TURBO Toolkit, and then the pro-
gram itself, lMPfX95-08J, All of
this is included on the QUANTA
disk C102, along with several
other programs, and the program's
'manual' in ascii-txt and quill-doc
format. I am not sure il it is avar
lable f rom the QL PD suppliers, but
it is also available from lan Braby
of the Z8B Software Library.

On Loading, you are first asked
for the default"drive'to work from,
be it Winl-, flpl-, or whatever 0n
entering this you are then asked
which serial port the 288 is

attached to. This is exactly as with
Phils original. Enter this and the
Main Menu is displayed.

All the necessary commands
are positioned prominently on top
of the screen. These include
Receive File, Send File, End Batch,
Batch receive, ZB8 Print,
Ascii=,imp exp, and Text=,Pipe
dream, among others. The first let-
ter of each command is highligh-
led in Green, and you need only
press this corresponding letter to
select lhe command it's that
simple.

I won't dwell on these to long,
as most of you willbe familiar with
these from Phil's version - other
than to point out the main differen-
ces. 'ZBB Print' allows you to print

a document on the ZBB via the 0L
to a printer This saves the need to
buy a separate centronics or serial
printer cable for the ZBB, as you
can print via your existing QL
cable and printer!l

'Ascii='imp-exp' is ihe most im-
portant new command; it allows
the conversion of ZBB Library files
to be converied to Z8B formal for
use on lhe 288 from a QL disk. lan
Braby can supply the tNTlRt 288
software Library on just 5 DS/DD
720K disks for just t15 in totalll
This includes over 200 wonderful
programs specially Ior the Z88. lt
is speci{ically these disks that the
'Ascii=,imp-exp' command can be
used for and will convert a 288 f ile

on the supplied QL disk to ZBB
format, ready for transferring to
the ZBB immediately

'Text=,Pipedream' allows you to
send a Quill-doc or whatever to
Pipedream, and will convert any

QL wordprocessor file to a plain

Ascii-text lile ready for importing
on the ZBB.

'Name Change' allows the alte-
ring of the ZBB embedded file-
name of a file when stored on a

QL disk.
The only lault I found is that

sometimes the transler is unsuc
cessful with Binary files, the rea-
sons why I have yet to discover
and I have yet to lose any files as
a result. I also disliked the fact that
lvan has decided to delete the
DlReclory option from the Main
Menu, which means you can no
longer get a drrectory of a disk
from within the program, as with
Phil's original. Still, its a minor
grumble, and the program does

multitask, so returning to the
Superbasic cornmand line is as

easy as tapping CTRL+C.
Allin allthough, this program will

do everything that the original
IMPEXP did and more much
more, if you value the ability to
hold your binary programs on your

QL disks, as well as text frles.
I think it is a marked improve-

ment, and would recommend any-
body to upgrade to thls version.
Even complete details of the
wiring to make your own QL to
ZBB connection cable are included
in the manual {|MPEX95*DOC), so
it should be worth sending a disk
to your QUANffi Sub-Librarian for
this alonell
u
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A4ilan - the "QL 1998"?
Jochen Merz
It seems that 1998 will bring a lot of news to the QL scene. The
RomDisq sells and is a real winner, QaO will come, there will be a
lot of news on the software side {colsur drivers. for examplei
and now more really exciting news, which will please both Qlers
and ATARI r.rsers at the same tirne: another rca[ high-end
computer exists now!

As many of you know the lt is called Milan - and here
ATARIs were used tc run QL are lts specifications: the size
programs for many years, star- of the mainboard is PC-stan
ting from the "keyboard' ma dard {you can have a look at it
chine 1040 ST Mega Sf then on the cover of this rnagazine
on lo the more powerful Mega and on these pages) and its
STt and the final power-ma- dimensions and the locations
chine TT There hasn't been a of the slots are built so that it
new ATARI,

which was a

more powerful
computer than
the T{ be"

cause the com-
puter company
ATARI disap-
peared. How-
ever there are
lots of ATARI

users oul there,
demanding a

much more po

werful machine.
And this ma

chine exists
nowl AIARIS
ernulating the
QL lead the
whole QL
scene into the
future, the first higher resolu-
tion QL screen {768x280
pixels] was implemented on an

ATARI. The first 68030, with all

the cache handling experien
ces etc., was implemented on
an ATARI. Non QL (mode 4 or 8)

display modes were implemen
ted for the ATARI. Proper SCSI

device drivers were implemen-
ted for the AIqRl, The first
removeable harddisk was
supported on the ATARI (and,

therelore, on the "QL on the
ATqRr").

{its perfectly into any standard
PC case. When you get a Miian,
it comes in a nicely designed
mini-tower-case, ready to go.

But back to the slots: you find
four PCI-slots to accomodate
state of the-art PC cards, and
also three lSA-slots to take any
kind of standard PC cards. One
PCI slot is already used by a

2MB 53 Trio V64* graphics
card which allows you to run all
the display resolutions and
colours you ever dreamed ol

The main processor of the
board is a 68040 - however: in

about two or three months
tirne you will also be able io
plug a 68060 into the board.
The 68040 should already
provide you with enormous
pertormance; w€ assume that
it will run between 50 and 60
times faster than a QL.

The board also has four slots
for PS/2 SIMM RAM modules.
You can plug up to 512 Mega-
bytes of fDO RAM into the
board, which is more than
enough Anybody out there
who needs more? The basic
Milan comes with 16M8, which

should be more than adequate
for QL and ATARI applications.

There is half a Megabyte
ROM space for the operating
system onboard. Fortunately,
the ROM is implemented as
Flash EPROM (just like the
RomDisq), which means, you
can update your operating
system without having to open
the box, replace EPROMs etc.-
just load the new code into the
Flash-EPROM.

What about the ll}? Of
course, the Milan provides you
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with all the standard ports, an
ATARl-compatible modem port
is implemented and the other
ports are provided by a very
modern super-lO-chip, usually
used in PCs' bidirectional paral-

rent ways of turning an AI{RI
into an SMSQ/I machine, and
the two most commofl dtc:

ihe system is used exclu-
sively for SMSQ/[. ln this case,
it wiil boot up straight into

You can also auto-boot from
harddisk; to do this you just have
to copy ihe SMSQ-program inlo
a directory called the AUTO-fol-
der and it boots SMSQ/I auto-
matically after power-up.

- the sysiem starts into AIARI's
operating system and shows
you the desktop SMSQ/E will
be on the desktop or wilhin a

subdirectory, and all you have to
do is: double-click ii No difticull
installation required eitheri lust
copy the SMSQ/E program
somewhere onto the harddisk.
Can't be much easiel can it?

This means, we have two
candidates which wlll both try to
become the ultimate QL succes-
sor if we are looking at replace-
meni machines. The third player
rn this game is the GoldFire,
which should be quite fast too,
The question which machine is
better for which purpose will
depend on the price, what you
get for it and rnaybe how fast it
is. We will provide you with more
details as soon as the systems
are ready for a test.
w

lel-port, high-speed serial ports,
PS/2 mouse connectot con-
nector for DD/HD/tD floppy
disks, IDE port for harddisks
and CD ROMs. A HD floppy
disk is built in as well, and the
standard configuration will rnost
likely come with an B50MB
harddisk. SCSI-support will tol-
low some weeks later

The Milan is a complete,
ready-to-go systern; all you
need is a monitor of your
choice The price will be about
500 Pounds, and this includes
case, PSU, board, processo(
graphics card, 16MB RAM,
floppy disk drive, harddisk,
mouse, keyboard and an AIqRI
sof tware'package this is

really attractive for what you
get! SMSQ/I is being adapted
at the moment - Tony lbbby
has a Milan at his office and is

currently implementing drivers
and operating system.
lf you have never seen

SMSQIE {or the old QL-ATARI
drivers) running on ATARIS and
think, it is difficult to do, then
you are wrong. There are diffe-

SMSQII and you dc not have
to worry about other operating
systems. Just inseri the
SMSQ/E disk and reset, no
installation required.

H$eetr&rl$e$ fmn &L Faripherm$s
Sfuart Honeybalf
lf ycu're thinking of building some hardware to add on tn the QL
or would just like lo have an idea of how electronic gadgetry
works then what follows should hopefr:lly gCI some way towards
explaining that. lt is essentially a university degree's worth of
electronics condensed into just a few pages.

0hm's r-aw 
,,!fi';:?-i-,,i,i,fi [',l;.irur;:,]

This is the essence of how hydri8e) cells pCrd,n! z.4v
electronic components interact fyqlFt and a torch bulb rated at

with each other: Consider the 2 4V 0 BA {amps}. Voltage is

following circuit: always relative i.e you always

I1

/n
lv:
I"r 1.2V cell

1"2V cel1
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measure the voltage between
two points - this is also known
as potential difference. Current
is what flows through a con-
ductor {e.g. wire} and can be
measured by breaking the con-
ductor and inserting an amme-
ter The reason for puiting ar-
rows on both the voltage and
the current is that each can be
either positive or negative. ln

the circuit energy is transferred
from the battery to the bulb
and, in fact, all electronic cir-
cuits work by moving electrical
energy around. Firstly, though,
we must consider the concept
ol resistance measured in R

(ohms) The bulb has a resis-
tance which limits the current
for a given voltage. Ohm's Law
states:

V"l*R

That is the voltage equals
the current multiplied by the
resistance" For our circuit to
function correctly V=2.4V and
l=0.8A. (lt is a bit confusing here
since the first 'V' is short for
'voltage' whereas the second
"V' is the unit
of rneasure-
ment.) From the
above lormula
R must equal 5oonA

2.4V/0.8A=3R Dynano

{the first 'R" is
"Resistance"

and the se-
cond is the unit
'ohms').).

Power P is the rate at which
energy is transferred and is

given by:

F=Vxl

So here the power is

2 4V*0.8A=1.92W (watts). The
manufacturer designs the bulb
to have a resistance of 3R and
to shine brightly when 1,92W is

applied.
Note that the current entering

the bulb, 11, is the same as the

current leaving it, 12. This ap-
plies to any 2 leaded compo-
nent.

Also note that the voltages
around any circuit loop must
add up to zero.

V3-Vl-VZ = 2.4-L.2-L.2, I
The voltage arrows should all

point the same way around the
loop, either clockwise or anti-
clockwise, so here the battery
cell voltages are negated to
compensate.

Now look at the next circuii
depicting a bicycle dynamo

{current generator) driving 2
bulbs. The generator provides
500mA {1000mA=1A) and un-
like a battery which supplies a

steady voltage, DC (direct cur-
rent) it supplies alternating cur-
rent {AC} which means it regu-
larly and smoothly transitlons
from positive to negative and
back again ad infiniturn The
500mA is a special type of
average known as RMS which
allows us to treat AC circuits
almost like DC ones.

Note that sum of the currents
into any point must be zero.
Here we find that 11-12-13=0. The
minus signs again compensate
for the current arrows pointing
away from the point, The vol-
tage across both bulbs must be
the same i.e. 12*60R=13*15R
We kncw that l1=500mA lrom
the dynamo specification and
combining these 3 simultane-
ous equations show that the
voltage across the bulbs is 6V

The two bulbs can be viewed
as 2 resistors {Rl and R2} in
parallel. This combination is

seen by the generator as a

single resistive load which we
will call R3 What is its value?
We know the current through
the equivalent single resistance
is the 12+13 and the voltage is

the same so:

V = l2*R1 = l3*R2 - (l?+|3)xRG

which simplifies to:

iiR3=iiRl+iiRZ

ln our case the equivalent re-
sistance is 12R and using V=l*R
we see that the voltage the ge-
nerator has to produce is 6V
yielding a power V*l=3W.

What is the equivalent resis-
tance of 2 resistors in series?

rRlRz#
4 {€_*-v1 v2

v

is equivalent to:

1 R-
->----+"--

V

The current I

through both
Ri and R2 is
the same
which is also
the same as
the current
through the
equivalent re-
sistance R.

The voltage
V across R is the same as the
sum of the voltages across Rl
and R2 i.e. V=V1+v2. Therefore

l*RX_*l*Rz=l*R

which simplifies to,

R=Rl*R?

We have now seen here how
simple resistive elements inter-
act and next time we'll look at
how complex irnpedances {ca-
pacitors and inductors) interact.
I

t
R3 lev

''RlI
uul

R1
4nP

Real
Bulb
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RomDisq ZMB

RomDisq 4MB

RomDisq 8MB

Aurora Adapto

DM 129,00

Dnd 199,00

DM ?99,0CI

" DM g,g0

The RomtsisqE Fully funetionall See also
previous issue of QL Todayl Extrcmely small

board for lhe QL's R0M-Porl, works like a

permanenl RAM-disk, even if the power is iaken
away eontents are not lostl

The colour drivers are coming, ln order to be able
to upgrade to the eolour drivers, you need to have

SMSQIE. The "norrnal' SM$Q whieh is shipped
wiNh the QXL card will not be able to handle more

colours. To benefit from ihe eolours inthe future,

and benefit NOW from the extra features o{

SMSQ/E, here a speeial offer

SM$QIH for

As Aurora owners willbe able io use more colours
when the colour drivers are availablc, anothen

offer for SMSSIE for the Aursra Blus
Goldeard/SuperGoldCa rd:

S[b|SQlg fmr &&xe

r for RomDisq

Two garnes Upgrades: $iamonds and

Q$hang. They are playable on all
systems (including Minerva and SM$Q/E)

and work in higher screen resolutions too.

0ther advantages are, for example, the

ability to eonfigune the tile in whieh Qshang

saves the highscores,,

Diamonds 
t 

costs new DM 36,-
or as an lJp&rade 6]ffi $Su-

Qshang" costs new EIU! 36,-
or as an Upgrade DM [6,'

ffi&R ft&w&sF ,ew

&he &Xru

ffiffiffi
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{Srlperl&oEdCard

o
Eoo--.6co
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L)
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A new, eomnplete and detailed eatalogue is !m preparatiom3

TERMS qF PAYNfiEXT
Postcge ond pockoge [Germo*yl DM 8,99 (if totol volue of goods is up to DM 5O,, then only DM 5,99]. [Europe] DM 14,50 (iJ
totol volue of goods is up to DM 5O,- then only DM 9,5O). [Gverseosl between DM 1450 (1 item) snd DM 35,* (moximum). All

-Ilil-]!ffiffi] 
prices incl. 15X VA.T. (con be deducted for orders from a-:F-:1re--*_l r_---)ffi prices incl. 15% VA.T. (con be deducted for ordem from

t/lSA . non-EEC-countries). E&OE. Chequs in DM, l's,
#JfrWHIHH' Eurocheques ond Credit Cords occepted.rc1@
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The Future of ProV/es$ - Part I
Joaehim van der Auwera
The author of ProWesS goes into the remaining parls which form the
new window managing syslem ProWesS - providing you with
scaleable fonts and more colours (which will be represenled on

screen as soon as the new sereen driver from Tony Tebby is readp.

RLL vs Dl-L and
support of the
standard C library

Just after first appearance o{

ProWesS, lhere was a vivid dis'
cussion about the use of DLL

{or more precisely, comments
on the fact that I didn't use RLL).

ln hindsighi, il is good that I

didn't wait for RLL to appear
However I have to admil that
the DLL system also has some
limitations. ln the last nine
months there have been some
discussions between Dave Wal-
ker {who coordinates the RLL
development) and myself about
the integration of RLL and DLL
The result of this is that I have
some input about some
supported features of the RLL
system which will allow the DLL
system to be replaced by RLL
when it appears. According to
Dave Walker's web site, the RLL
system is quite close to being
finished

When the RLL system will be
available, this will open up lots
of new developments. ProWesS
encourages {almost forces)
programmers to forget about
the standard c library and only
use syslib. This was a bad
decision on my part, which
probably limited the use of
ProWesS by some of the pro-
grammers who already wrole c
programs before. Therefore,
once RLL is available, it will be
possible to combine both Pro-
WesS (notably syslib) libraries
and standard libraries in a pro-
gram lhope this will be done by
building the standard libraries on
top of syslib, bul this has not
been coordinated yet (nobody
has volunteered to do it).

Another very important result
of this will be that many slan-

dard libraries will easily be
ported to the QL, and ready to
use in ProWesS applications.
This will have many useful ef-
fects. Some of the libraries
which immediately spring to
mind are freetype (to allow-liue-
Type support in PRoforma), zlib

ia good compression library,
also used in gzip etc, allows
programs lo wrile compressed
files, which can make file mani-
pulation much easiet and which
a.o. is used for the PNG gra-
phics format), wwwlib (from
w3o) which is useful for internet
programs.

ln principle, it is nol really ne-
cessary lo make sure the stan-
dard C library is built on top of
syslib, though it could reduce
total size of often used DLL's
One lhing that I really would
want to see modified in the
standard C library is the hand-
ling of stdin, stdoutr and stderr I

would prefer lhese files to be
created only when used. This
way, they exist when used
(oflen for debugging), but do
nol clutler the screen when not
necessary {e.g. because Pro-
WesS is used for allwindowing)

lnstallatiCIn of
a pplications

The inslallation of programs
will probably be improved when
the RLL system becomes avai-
lable. Most of us who have ever
used a PC willhave noliced that
installing programs on these
systems have some serious
defects. There are many reasons
for that, which we will try to avoid
in ProWesS The installation of
programs is handled by an
installalion program. ln theory this
can do what it wanls, but there
are some general guidelines.

Several problems have to be
addressed when installing pro-
grams. For starters it has to be
easy to find a program, and
installing a new program should
affect as little as possible in
your system. ln ProWesS this
means that all files which are
needed for an application
should be positioned in the pro-
grams directory. The programs
directory normally is "win1-prg-

XXX' where XXX indicates the
program. The inslallation pro-
gram is only allowed to add
Iines in the 'mine-personal-ldr'

file in the FroWesS directory
These lines normally define a
global (or environment) variable
so that the program can be
found, and possibly creale a
button for the program. The in"

stallalion is also allowed to add
a'-mbt"file or add lines to load
the prograrn in a '-mbt' file in
the 'mine' subdirectory of Pro'
WesS. The ProWesS directory
ilself can be found using the
.PWSDIR' global variable.

ln many cases the program

will also rely on some RLLs.
Except in some approved
cases, all RLLs should be in the
programs directory The ap'
proved cases are libraries which
are general, have some mar-
shalling in the names and are
controlled by one source {so
the build date is not more recent
because you just rebuilt an old
version). RLLs will conlain ver-
sion and build date info which
will be used 1o decide whether
a RLL has to be replaced. An
RLL will only be replaced when
it is more recent and when the
interface has not changed. RLLs
with differenl interfaces can be
used by different programs al
lhe same time. This assumes
thal newer versions may con-
tain extra functionality and bug
fixes. lt also assumes that no
new bugs are introduced. I

know that this last assumption
may be invalid, but things would
be impossible withoul it.

Obviously, when a program is
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installed it may replace a RLL by
a newer compatible version. To

make sure that the program can
run without resetling the sy-
stem, il will be possible to flag
the RLL system that a newer
version of the RLL is now avai-
lable, so that the new version
will be used the next time the
RLL is requested by a program.
ln lheory this means that your
system never has to be reset
again (although of course an old
version of lhe RLL will not be
freed from memory until ali

users have slopped executing -

which can somelimes be unlike-
ly, for example when replacing
ProWesS, PRoforma or syslib,
the old version will probably
hang around as the old version
is still used in the button pro-
grams).

The major advantage of the
RLL syslem compared with
DLLs is that RLLs are loaded on
demand. The DLL system relies
on the thing system and can
dynamically link to rouiines in

the thing (the thing handles thal
itself), but does not load the
library when necessary. Though
this can be solved by using a
loader program, rl is not ideal as
the library remains available
when the user has finished. ln
this respect RLLs are much
more flexible.

The new colour
screen drivar and the
futura of PROforma

At the show in Eindhoven in
November 1997, Tony Tebby
discussed his plans for the new
screen driver which is sup-
posed to replace the current
driver This driver is mostly
known to people as it is sup-
posed to support much more
colours than is currently the
case. However, the driver con-
tains more important changes
than thal.

There is not loo much I can
say about this except that it
looks very promising and will
have support for colours and

scalable fonts. The pointer
interface will be completely
embedded and it should pro-
vide a better framework for
window managers. ln essence
this will mean that parl of the
work which is currently done by
PROforrna will be ernbedded in

the screen driver (nolably the
bitmap drivers and its use will
no longer be necessary, the
other bits remain important).

It hardly has to be said that
this will strongly impact the in-

ternal working o{ PROforma,
and thus also ProWesS. Again,
backward compatibility will be a
major issue. Normally speaking
lhe new screen driver should
only improve capabilities and
have no influence on existing
programs excepl that they
suddenly support more colours.

Tha hATAdacinni i i'v #i arr ivvJiJi i

,e ngrn€
The DATAdesign engine is an

important part of ProWesS,
even though it is currenlly not in

heavy use. ln lact lt should be
used much more. Notably some
of the configuration files would
better be stored in a database,
but I haven't done this yet as I

suspecl major changes here.

Although I am not very keen
to admit it, the DATAdesign
engine is seriously flawed in the
handling of indexes. This would
not be a major issue if indexes
wouldn't be so imporlant for the
e{ficient handling of searches
elc. As you should know the
DATAdesign engine is multi-user
This means thal several pro-
grams can access the same
database al the same time.
Records which are in use by
anolher program which has
read/write access are locked to
prevent two programs chang-
ing the record at the same time.
However the indexes in DATA-
design are local to the program.
This means that records which
are created by a different 1ob
are not contained in the index.
You could try to fix that by

regularly rebuilding the index,
but even that is not fool prool
as lhere may be records which
are in use by another iob at that
time, in which case they will

{again} not be included in the
index. There is no simple cure
except redesigning at least part
of the engine

Unfortunately however this is
not an area where I can invest a
lot of time at the moment, as
there are other things which are
more important which will gel
my altention firsi. I would hope
that somebody would be willing
to do some work on a betler
engine. ln this case, compatibili'
ty is less importanl, as a possi-
ble new engine could live
alongside the currenl DATAde-

srgn engrne.

Device drivers
There has been quite a bit of

discussion about this recently,
especially in the ql-users rnailing
lisl So I will add my lwo pennies
worth. My ideas are the
following,

- file naming structure should
change.l think it would be useful
to move lo Unix style directory
structure For compatibiliiy's
sake, it would be besl to limil
'real' file name length (name
including extension, excluding
path) to 36 characters This
should be sufficient for all
normal use. Longer names
would no longer be user
friendly anyway {you don't want
the filename to conlain the
entire text of the documenl -

that beats the purpose of
naming files) Filenames should
have their extension separaled
by a dol {yes, this is already
supported in ProWesS). The
direclories should be separated
by a slash (/). There should be
one root directory, and all the
devices should be subdirecto-
ries of that {e.g.'/winl/'for what
is now'winl-'). lf you would ask
for a direclory of the root {so
"dir l"), you would get all the
available devices. This is a big
improvement, as there is cur-
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rently no clean method on the
QL to know which devices are
available.
- All programs need local

default search path and destina-
tion directory. This can be pro-
vided by using the environment
variable system which is part o{
c6B (and ProWesS's global vari-
ables should be replaced by
that). The path can contain se-
veral directories, separated by
semicolons {;i and searched
from left 1o right

-Device driver structure could
be made more generic. You can
rnake the distinction between
block oriented devices (disks
etc.) and serial devices (serial

and parallel port). You can have
protocols to run on top of these
devices 1o provide specilic
services like talk to another
compulet or use the blocks to
provide a directory structure
and filing system This could be
a malor rmprovemenl over
current systems. lt would make
all disk based systems behave
identically, independeni 0f
whether they are interfaced by
ACSI (ST1TT), SCSI (TT),

Qubide, Rebel or Miracle i/f lt is
currently a real problem under
Qdos/SMSQ{/E) thal you can
not rely on a specific error to be
reported when a specific pro-
blem occurs. This depends on
the producel type and even
version of the device driver

- Links should be supported.
For example"lprgl' could then
be a link io the 'lwinl/prgl"
directory Allernatively the file
' I winl I pr gl LlNEdesign' could be
a link to the '/winl/develop
menl/applicationslL lNEdesign/

LlNEdesign'
-ln the resolution of filenames

and paths, it always has to be
possible to use environment
variables. They can normally be
referenced by including
'$VARNAM['. The name can be
terminated by a slash or dol or
another dollar sign.
- I have already mentioned

that each program should have
a local path and destination

These should be inherited from
the calling program, but still be
local. When a filename starls
with a siash then the filename
Included the complete path. lf
the filename does not start with
a slash then the place to search
depends on lhe action. When
you open an existing file, it

should be searched on the path.
lf you open for wriling, it should
be opened on the destination.

- The file sysiem shouid also
support the ".' and '^.' conven-
tions. Using"..', you can move a
direclory up in the path, so
'/win1/mine/.i' is the same as
'/winl/'. The dot is a currenl
directory indicator When used
at the starl of the path (e g.
'/outputtxt') it should reference
the destination, even when ope-
ning lor reading. When it occurs
in the middle, it should be
skipped, so 'try/lthis txt' is the
same as'/tryithis.txt'.

- 11 would be useful if the file
header includes an extra field
which indicates the producer of
the program. This could be
used to automatically call the
producer program when you
'execute'a file. This is similar lo
the Filelnfo linking of file exlen-
sions to programs, but without
the problem lhat an extension
could be used by several pro-
grams Of course the handling
of Filelnfo would still be useful
when the requested program is

not available.

Support programs
There is also a need for extra

support programs in ProWesS.
Since the beginning, ProWesS
relies on some (readable) files
which control the loading of
programs {mosl importantly the
'mine-personal*ldr' file), and
files which indicate what has to
be displayed in the menu but-
tons ('-mbt" files) lt would be
useful to have some simple
support programs which allow
you to delete groups of lines
from the personal-ldr file, or
allow you 1o add actions {most
importantly, definitions of global

variables and new buttons).
Another useful support progrann
would allow the crealion and
modificalion of the files which
control the menu buttons.

When???
Ah well, this of course is the

six million dollar question. There
are many things which will influ-
ence this. For starters let me
say that anything ean always
be deiayed by demands to
make some money once in a
while (some of you probably
know thal I spend my time
training and racing in triathlon
and by writing soflware for the
QL, as I don't make any money
with either any opportunity to
do some paid work can not be
passed on).

I have mentioned many chan-
ges above. Changes in Pro-
WesS, the introduction of Rl-l,
the new colour screen drivers
and definitely the new device
drivers (if they ever appear) will
cause major changes also for
the user Therefore, I hope to
lessen the amount of change
which may impact the user by
trying to combine the introduc-
tion of some of the new fea-
tures. Obviously, as most of
these changes are not in my
hands, it makes it all difficult to
control. I will for now concen-
trate on the new version of the
ProWesS window manager I

expect this to take a month or
two, not counting the new
lypes which become possible
in this new version. I am hoping
that by that lime, there will be
some major advance in the RLL
department, so that these
improvements can be combined
in the release of ProWesS v2 lf

by that time, the release of the
new screen drivers is imminent,
then that will be combined as
well. The other changes are loo
much 'dreams" to be able to
consider them now.

This article was finished on 20
January i99B
ry
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Gee Grmphies$ {0n the AL?) - pa rt 4
Herb Schaaf
Geometry, Geography, Gravity and Groves. Which way is up?

As rnentioned in the last part
cf Gee Graphicsl I hope to pre

sent a few examples o{ unrea
sonable pushrng of the QL to
its limrts as regards ARCs,
CIRCLES, and rn a subsequent
article FLLIPStS

Before we go into arcs cir
cles, and ellipses, we should try
to understand the meaning of
'angle' ln 1960 Andrew S

Groves was quoted as saying
that "Words like 'angle' or
'vertical' or 'horizontal' .... were
toreign to me I had to go over
each day's work again at night
with a dictionary at rny side."
Lrttle short words can be very
hard to define rn simpler lerms.

Gravity is a mystery that we
lind convenient for trying to
deline or explain the meaning
of 

-up"

Geometry books use a con-
vention where the ref erence
line is horizontal with its origin
at the left end and its termina-
tion at the right end. The
direction angle of some other
line in question is measured
counter-clockwise f rom the
reference line, or you could say
it is how rnuch the reference
line would have to be turned
about rts origin so that it would
be parallei to the lrne in ques-
tion. You could also see it as
the amount the line in question
would have to be turned in a

clockwise direction in order for
it to be parallel with the rete
rence line Up can be thought
of as 90 degrees or Pl/2 radi
ans.

Geography uses another {a

north er?) convention where
the direction to ihe north ts

usually ihe reference and an-
gles are measured in a clock
wrse direction to the line in

question Speaking of geogra
phy and clockwise, I suppose

that our culture developed in

the north temperate zone,
where the sun and its shadow
would appear to revolve about
a tree sundial, etc. in a direction
that came to be known as
"clockwise". Up can be thought
of as north or zero degrees.

Many ways have been
devised to divide the circle,
hours on a clock, points of the
compass, degrees minutes se-
conds, grads, mils, radians, etc.
f he QL trigonometry functions(
SIN, COS, COT TAN, ATAN,
ACOS, ACOI and ASIN) work
in radians and the QL has ihe
convenient functions DEG and
RAD to convert back and forth
between radians and degrees

ln 1990 I was trying to make
Fscher knots and RDS on the
QL and wanted a FuNction that
would give me the distance
between two points in the

FuNctions "dist*btwn" and
"angl-frm" are from that time
and siill work well for me. I

hope you can follow my 'logic'

and will find the FuNctions of
use to you l'm used to thinking
in degrees [360 to the circle)
so I have written the angl_frm
FuNctron to give the answer in

degrees.
The QL procedure ARC uses

5 arguments, the beginning
point x and y, the ending point
x and y, and the arc angle
between them. When the arc
angle gets very close to being
a full circle {and the radius ap-
proaches intrnity) the impreci
sion of the calculations can
grve bizarre results. Try vaiues
very close to 360 degrees
{2*Pl radians) for the arc angle
and see what you get. Diiferent
VtR$ give different results Try

the liitle program 'Arc_quits_

bas'on your QL. lt seems to be
fine at first, but then is pushed
beyond the limit. Two small
circles show the beginning and
end points; at tirst the arc is

Cartesian plane and the angle
of the line segment from one
point to the other ATAN didn't
seem to always give the right
answer ithis was before
SMSQ/[) so I wrote a FuNction
that worked using ASIN The

drawn, but as the arc approa-
ches a full circle the QL quits
showing the end of the arc

The QL procedure CIRCLE
uses 3 arguments, the x and y
values for the center and the

100 REMark Arc-quits-bas
110 REMark HL Schaaf April 13, 1998
120 MODE 4 : WINDOW 5L2,256,0,0
130 PAPER 0 : lNK 4 : CSIZE 3,L
140 scALE 1oo,o,o : cI,S
150 :

160REMark s = start,
170 IF VER$ = rrJSUrr ' s
180 IF VER$ = rrHBA" ' s
l-90 IF VER$ = I'JSLI" ' s
200 :

210FORa=sT0fSTEP
220 PRINT a; " degrees
230 aa = -RAD(a)
2/+A CIRCIE 59,50,112
25A CrRCr.E 67,rA,7/2
26A ARC 59,50 T0 6l-,50

of listi.ng Arc-quits*bas

ss = step siae
359.4r:ss=LE-2
359.765:ss-58-3

= 359"765 ; ss = 5E-3

f = finish,
=359.4tt=
=359.75:f=
= 359.75 : t

ss

,42
270 PAUSE 60
280 CtS
290 END FOR a
300 REMark end
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radrus. lf lhe cenler is far oft
the visible screen, the com
plete circle may not be
drawn Try the littie program
'Circles-siop-bas' on your

QL Again it seems to be
doing CK but then is pushed
beycnd the limit Circles
drawn v'rith centers to the far
left and far right seem to be
OK tor a while, but then lhe
QL will not draw them all the
way.

Looking at the ARC proce
dure I wondered about using
the five input argument
values to determrne lhe ra-

dius and center of the
matching circle, and the dr-

rections from the center to
the beginning and ending
points of the arc on the circle.
The FuNction ARC-TO*CIRC
is the result. lt calls on the
'angl*lrm' funclron whrch in

turn calls on the 'drst*btwn'

function. These FuNciions
and a PROCedure'show-me'
are all in a program called
'Show-ARCIRClt*bas' liy it

out with various input argu-
ments lt is intended to dis
play information about the
ARC and parts of the mat
ching circle Try it out on your

QL lnpui the x, y values as
requested, and an arc angle in

degrees lt will do the arc and
chord in green, the circle and

radials in white,
and then plct the
arc in closely
spaced red
points Scaiirrg is
adjusied so the
diagram will fit
The beginning
and end points
need to be at
different locatrons,
and the arc angle
cannot be zgro,
nor can the
ABSolute value of
the arc angle be
equal to or
greater than 360
degrees. lf you
have Sl\lSQ/t
here are some
input values that
may surprise you
with the arc it
draws {in green}
when unreasona-
ble values push
the QL beyond its
Itrnits,

xl=5,y1=4,x2
=3,y2=2,arc
angle = 359 99 (or
?f,O OOO\

Next lime I hope
to noodle around with ellipses

100 REMark Show--AiCircle*bas
110 RnMark HL Schaaf Apr 12, 1998
120 REMark how to take 2 points and angle
130 REMark and find center, radius, azimuths
i_40 M0DE /,

150 l,trNDoW 512,256,A,O
150 PAPER 0 : INK 2 : CSIZE 0,0
170 CrS
180 ;

190 R[Peat ARCirele
2OO PRINT\\
210 INPUT rrBeginning x ? rr;begJ
220 INPUT rrBeginni.ng y ? r';beg-;r
2J0 INPUT rrEnding x ? rt;end--x

2/+0 INPUT "Ending y ? 'r;endg
25A IY (beg--x=end*x)ANo(Ueg-5r=end-ry) : G0 T0 210
260 INPUT I'Arc angle in degrees ? rr;ad

27A IF (ABS(aa) ,= 360) 0R (ad = 0); c0 T0 260
280 arc-angle = RAD(ad)
aon "

300 arc*radius = ARC*To-CIRC (beg--x, beg-y, end-x, end*;r', arc-ang1e)
310 show-ne beg--x, begJ, end*x, end-;r, arc-angle
320 END REPeat ARCircle
330 t

51

100 REMark Circles*stop-bas
110 REMark HL Schaaf April 1J, 1998
120 1d1ND0W r72,256,A,A
UO PAPER O

140 MoDn 4
150 SCALE 100,0,0
L6A CSTZE 3,3-
170 CLS
180 REMark sl,fl = start, finish of loop 1
190 REMark s2,f2 = start, finish of loop 2
200 REMark ss = step size
2!-0 REMark pa = print at
224 7F VnR$ = trJSUrr THEN

23O s1=90tft=L25
24A s2 = 725 tf2 = 76a
25A ss=5:pa= 26
260 END IF
270 IF (VER6="1191") 0R (VER$="JSL1") THEN

280 s1, = 525 : fI = 605
294 s2 = 1771 : f2 = 1895

-300 ss=10:pa=2j
310 END IF
324 :

3J0 REMark k is the x offset of the eircle
340 FOR k = s1 T0 f1 STEP ss, s2 T0 f2 STEP

350 lNK /r

360 AT 0,pa : PRINT 'offset'
374 AT 2,pa : PRINT k
lB0 LrM 100, 0 T0 100,100
390 LINE 0,0 T0 0"100
/,0A INK 7
4l-0 REMark r for radius
/.2a FoR r = (t+fo) ro (r+roo) srEP 5

430 CIRCLE 100+k, 50, r
4/,0 clRcln -k, 50, t
/-50 END FOR r
/,60 PAUSE 50
/*70 CLS
/+80 8ND FoR k
490 REMark end of listing Circles-stop-bas

ss

- 
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3/r0 DEFi.ne FuNetion ARC-T0*CIRC (begin-are--x,begin-arc-;r,end-arc-x,end-arc*Slrarc-angle)
350 REMark errors if 0 or r= lxPl
J60 sign--of-ang1e = SGN(arc-angle)
J70 angle$= t I

180 handedness$ = rr
390 IF sign*of-arrgle = 1 :handedness$ = 'counter-clockwisel
/t00 If sign-of-argle = -1 :handedness$ = 'clockwise'
410 no-angle = (RSS(arc-ang1e) = g)
420 IF no-angle : angle$ = Ino anglel
4a rc ( (nor(arc-angle) ) 0R ( A!S(arc-ang1e) , (exrr) ) ) : pRllJT #0;,included angle
';DEG(arc*ang1e);'' is out of
ranger :ST0P
44A aeute-ang1e = (ABS(are-ang1e) , PT) AND (RnS(arc*ang1e) , 0 )
/'50 IF acute-ang1e : angle$ = racute anglel
/'6C obtuse_angle = (lBS(arc_ang1e) , PI) AND (aBS(arc_ang1e) . 2xpI)
470 IF obtuse-angle : angle$ = tobtuse-anglel
480 right-angle = (RBS(are-ang1e) = P1/2) 0R (ABS(are_ang1e) = 1.'xPI)
490 IF rigtrt-angle ; angle$ = 'right angle'
500 straight*angle = (RfS(arc-angle) = PI)
510 IF straight-angle : angle$ = 'straight angle'
520 reflex-angle = (aBS(arc-ang1e) , pl)
530 IF reflex*ang1e : angle$ = 'reflex angle'
540 round-angfe = (mS(arc-ang1e) = 2xPI)
55A IF round--angle : angle$ = rround aagle'
560 nrid-chord-x = (begin-arc--x + end-arc-x)/2
5?0 mid*chord-y = (begin--arc-5r + end*arca)/2
580 chord-angle - angl*frm (begiL-arc-x, begin-arcJ, end-areJ, end*arc_y)
590 radius-angle = ((chord-angle + 90) MOD 360)+(ebord-angle - lNT(chord-angle))
600 half-chord, = dbtw/Z
610 inside-]ra1f-ang1e = erc-a\gle/2
620 IF obtuse-angle : insideJralf_angle = PI - inside_half*angle
630 IF straight-angle : inside-half-angle = sign*of-angLexPl/2
640 arc_radius = ABS(ha1f_ehord/SlN(ABS(inside_ba1f*ang1e) ) )
650 mid*ehord*to_centey = (are_radiusx(COS(inside_ba1f*ang1e) ) )
660 n-e-t-c-:x = SG$(arc*angle)xmid-chord*to-centerx00S(RAD(radius-anele))
670 n-c*t*eJ = SGN(are-angle)xmid-chord-to-centerxSIN(RAD(radius-ang1e))
680 are-center--x = mid-ehord*x + ((aeute-angle - obtuse-angle) x rn--c_t_c__:c)
690 arc-center-;r = mid-choz'd-y + ((acute-angle - obtuse-angle) x n-c-t*eJ)
700 begin--arc-ang1e = angl-frm (arc-center--x, arc-center-;r, begirr--arc-J, begilarc-;r)
?10 end-arc-ang1e = argl*frm (arc*center-x, arc-centerJ, end-arc-x, end-arc_y)
720 begin-arc = RAD(begin*arc-ang1e)
730 end*arc = RAD(end*arc-angle)
740 I{ETurn arc-radius
750 RETurn arc-centerJ
760 RETurn arc-center-;r
770 RETurn mid-cbord--:c
780 RETurn nid-ehord3
790 RETurn begin-arc-angle
800 RETurn end*arc-ang1e
810 RETurn sign*of-angle
820 RETurn angle$
8J0 RETurn handedness$
B/+0 END DEFine ARC-TO-CIRC
a4n .

860 DEFlne PROCedure showJe (begin-arc-x, begiruarcg, end-arc--x, end*arc-y, arc-ang1e)
870 arc-radius = ARC-T0-CIRC (begin-are*x, begiri--arc-;r,end,arc-x,end*arcJ,arc-angle)
BB0 scr-scale = 4xarc-radius
890 SCALE scr*sca1e, - "66 * scr-scale + are*center-x, -.5 x ser-scale +arc-center-51
900 lNK 2 :CLS
910 PRINT \\ 'screen scale = rlscr-scale,
920 PRINT N centered at x = rlarc_centerJlt, y = ';arc*centerg
930 PRINT 'begiruarc--xr ; T0 16; 'begiruarc*;r t ;TO 32;' end-arcJt ; T0 48; t end*arc_;r'
9,40 PRINT begin_arc-,:c;T0 J-5;begin -arc-y;T0 32; end-arc:e ;T0 48; end-arc-;r
950 INK 4
960 ARC begin-are-x, begirLare;r T0 end-arcJ, end arc-gr, arc-angle
970 PRINT rarc-angle = r;arc-angle;rrradians or ";DEG(arc-angle);' degrees
' ;handedness$\tradi.us = t ;are-radius
980 LINE begin-arc-x, begirLarc-;r T0 end-are,-x, end-arcJ
990 INK 6
1000 LINE nid-ehord--x, mid-chord.-;r T0 arc*center-x, arc-eenter-y
1010 C IRCI^E arc-c ent er-x, arc-c ent erg, arc-rad iu s
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1020 LIIJS arc_center_x,arc_centerJ T0 begin_are_x,begiruarcJ
1030 INK 4
l-040 ARC begi-n-are-x, begirLarc-y T0 end*arc--x, end-arc-Jr, arc*angle
1050 INK 7
1060 LINS arc_eenter_x,are_center-;r T0 end*arc_x, end_are_;r
l-070 arc_length = ( (Zxt'Ixarc_radius)x(arc_angleZ(expf) ) )
L080 pi"xel*length = scr_seale/256
1090 pixels_per*arc = ABS{are_length/pixel*length)x1.5
1100 rNK 2
l-110 PRINTtfrom t;DEG(begin_arc); , ' to ' ;DEG(end_arc); ' -1

l-120 FOR i = begin*arc T0. (begin*arc + arc-angle) srEp (arc_ang1e)rzpixels_per*arc
1U0 ax = arc_radiusx0OS(i)
J-140 ay = are-radiusxSlN{i)
1150 P0INT arc_center_x + ax, arc_center_;r + ay
I-160 END FOR i
1170 PRINT angleg
1180 PRINT#O;r'lESCl to exit, Ispacebarl for anotherrl
11"90 IF INKEY$(-1)=cHR$(27) : EX1T ARgircle
1200 SND DEFine showie
1210 :

L220 REMark dist_btain
1230 DEFine FuNction dist_btwn(xpt,ypt,x,y)
12l+0 REMark distance between two points xpt,ypt as point of origin
1250 xdis = (x-xpt) : ydis = (y-ypt)
1260 IF ((ABS(xdis) ,- u30s) 0R (A3s(ydis) , rn3oa)) : pRINT #0;,overflow possible!,
1270 REMark if ABs xdis or ydis > 1EJ0B, will have overfloil error message
tr-280 sqdist = ((xdisttxdis)+(ydisxydis))
i-290 dbtw = 0
1300 IF (sqdist) : dbtr.i = SQRT(sqdist)
J-J1-0 RBTurn dbtw
U20 i.ETurn xdis
i-JJ0 RETurn ydis
l-Jl+O END DEFirre :REMark FN dist_btwn(xpt,ypt,x,y)
L35A :

l-360 REMark angl-frm
1370 DEFine F\rNction angl_frm(xf,yf,xt,yt)
1380 REMark angle in degrees from origin(xf,yf) to (xt,yt)
1J90 REMark --, = 0" or 360", @ = 9A", ,-- = 180', = 

-ZZO.

1400 IF dist-btwn(xf,yf,xt,yt) = 0 : pRINT #0;rsame spotln :pAUSE
J-41-0 qdx=1 : qdy = 2
L42A IF ydisr 0 : qdy=qdy+2
14-30 IF xdist 0 : qdx=qdx+2
1/*40 qprd = qdyxqdx : qsum =qdy+qdx+qprd
1_/150 quadA = ( (rNT( (qsw+t) til) tzl
1-460 quadB = (quadA-INT(quadA) )x5
1-470 quad = quadB+quadA :REMark Trig quadrant I, 11, III, or IV
1480 IF dbtw< > 0 1'HEN

L490 sinrat = (ydis,zdbtw)
1500 IF sinrat ' l- THIN sinrat = 1
1110 IF sinrat ( -1 THEN sinrat - -l_
7520 sangle = DEG(ASIN(sinrat))
L53O SELect ON quad
7540 = 1 :spolangle = sangle
V1A = 2 :spolangle = 18O-sangle
1 60 = J :spolangle = 18O-saagle
7170 = 4 :spolangle = j60+sangle
1580 = REMAINDER : PRINT #0;"quad emor arcsine":STOp
7190 END SELect
1600 END IF
r-510 :

1620 angle*from = spolangle
1630 RXTurn angle_fron
1640 RETurn quad
1650 END DEFine :REMar.k FN anglfrm(xf,yf,xt,yt)
7660 :

l-670 DEFine FuNetion SGN{n)
i-680 RETurn (n' 0) * (n,0)
1690 END DEFine SGN

1700 :

l-710 REMark end of listing Show-AR0ircle_bas
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Hmndd$s$es - Pert I
Mark Knfghf
In the prewious two issues, Mark explained everything about
floppy disks and disk drives. Now he conlinues witl"r harddisks.

1. Why use hard disks?
After listening to talk about

the inevrtability of failures wrth a

hard disk rt is sensible to consi-
der why we use them, the main
reasons are speed and conve-
nience. As an example my hard
disk holds all the software I use
most often some I use less
often and a few items I have
never used but which I might
want one day Altogether there
are well over a thousand {iles
yet it is slill only about 30% full
as I write. The huge capacrty of
even a very modest hard disk
(mine is a mere 40.5 Megabytes,
very small rndeed by modern
slandards) saves me having 1o

search for the right disks when I

want to load something. The
speed of loading is dozens of
limes faster than floppies, so
programs which take thirty se
conds or more to boot from HD

floppy disks now start in much
less than a second from the
hard disk

To sum up, at the time o{ wri
ting it is rare for any software I

use to lake more than a second
to load, while the systematic
way I have filled the disk means
I rarely have lrouble finding files
when I wanl them. I can even
run some programs without
knowing where they are on my
hard disk and I'll show you how
to do tricks like this later in the
text.

9. Why do hard disks
go wrons?

A hard disk drive usually con-
lains several highly polished
disks held in a partial vacuum
and read and written lo by liny
and much faster versions of the
heads used in a floppy drive.
There are many differences bet
ween hard disks and floppy
disks and many of them are in

the heads. Unlike those in a flop-
py drive ihe heads in a hard disk
drrve are not supposed to touch
the disk surfaces, they instead
ride over them on a thin cushion
of ail keeping oft the delicate
polished magnetic coating.

The air gap may be as narrow
as a few microns once the disks
are up to speed but the gap is
necessary to avoid damage.
When the drive is not in use the
heads are "parked"in an unused
area of the disks close to the
edge, where informalion rs

never recorded. Switching off
the power will send the heads
to this area automatically on
modern drives because a
spring system is designed to
keep them there' it takes power
to move the heads onto the
working area of the drive.

The lack of contact between
the heads and disks means
much finer and higher resolution
magnetic coalings can be used.
The coating is so fine that even
microscoprc dust particles can
damage it if caught under ihe
heads as the disks are spinning.
For this reason and others hard
drives are manufaclured in
'clean room"factories where the
standard of cleanliness is very
much higher than that required
in a surgical operaling theatre,

lnevitably though, vibration or
wear can mean that a head
does momentarily touch the
surface of one ol the disks and
permanently spoil a sector; this
is known as a 'minor head
crash". Possibly wear wrll loosen
a microscopic particle of metal
from part of the disk bearrng or
head movement mechanism, or
more likely a dust particle that
made it into the clean room will
finally find its way onto a disk
surface. Occasionally a serious
physical shock to the drive will
cause a "total head crash"

where the drive heads hit the
disks quite hard. Frictional hea-
ting then melts the magnetic
coaiing and the heads stick to
the disks' if this happens the
drive is dead and cannct usually
be repaired. Look afler your
hard disk and don't rnove the
computer nrhile it is srruitched
onl

We can see it isn t necessaty
to regard the occasional failure
of anolher sector as a sign of a
poor quality hard disk because
il is expected that during the lrfe
of a drive some seclors will be
lost. On most drives such rou-
tine failures occur about once a
yeaI or even less {requently
{perhaps not at all) in the firsl
five or six years of the drive s
life. Towards the end of its life
{aibres become much more fre-
quent and this is somelhing lo
watch for The rouiine failures
are normally rare and minoi;
spoiling just one or two sectors,
and since rt still contains thou
sands of good seclors we really
don't want to give up using it

3. \Uhat should we do
when sornething goas
wrong?

When one sector of a hard
disk has failed we may be lucky
and find only one file is da
maged; if this is the case our
backup procedure should have
saved us. Sensible hard drive
users take regular copies of
the drive and if a crash loses
one file it can simply be copied
from lhe backup to replace the
damaged version. lf the failure
is in part of the directory or
map structure on the disk
though the system may lose
track of where lots of files are,
or possibly be unable to read
the disk at all ln lhis case our
backup becornes even more
important and we should for
mat the entire hard disk and
copy all the files frorn the
backup The lesson is obvrous:
KEEP REGULAR BACKUPS,
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4. Directories and
subdirectorias.

One fealure of hard disks that
puts some QL owners off using
them is the capability and
necessity of using subdirecto
ries. However subdirectories
exisi because they make life
easier and although it rs possi"
ble to use a hard disk without
them it is a real pain. To intro-
duce them into your life il is only
necessary to own a Gold Card
or Super Gold Card and a floppy
drive, so read on and experi-
ment if you have never tried.
Consider what happens when
we take a directory of a floppy
disk that contains no subdirec-
tories. lf we lype'

dir flp1*
.,{rom the SuperBASlC com-

mand line we may see some-
thing like this,
PUMPKIN 116/+ /L4/+A Seetors
DNATI

BOOT2

Runtime-EXTS
SecreI-DAT
TopSecreI-JXE

This is a directory of course,
so what? Well this disk obvi
ously contains 1us1 five files and
subdirectories are noi needed,
bui suppose we had an HD disk
with the standard 2,880 sectors
instead of 1,440 Now suppose
instead of just lhe five files on
our disk 'PUMPKIN" we have
over two hundred files belong-
ing to three different programs.
With ED disks having 6,400
sectors things can of course be
even more unwieldy lt is not
hard to see that it could be-
come tedious looking through
directorres to find lhe name ol a
file 1o load, even if the program
we are using will let us scroll
through and pick it with the
cursor keys. With microdrives
the single directory structure
was not a problem since we
could not fit many files on a

cartridge anyway On a hard
disk capable of holding two
thousand or ten thousand files
or more ihe old way of dorng
things becomes rtdiculous. The

answer to this problem is subdi-
rectories. To make sure the
extra keywords needed are
initialised enter the following into
your QL,

tk2-ext
lmagrne we have half a dozen

document files on a disk in flp2*
and we put a blank disk in flpl-
to copy them to. lf we enter the
following command inote,
WCOPY not COPY):

wcopy f1p2- to flp1-
...and press 'A" when the

'Y/N/A/Q' prompi appears; they
will be copied onto the disk in
flpi- and we can then use DIR
to check the list of files. lf the
disk in f lpl- already contains
dozens of files and we want the
new ones separated in some
way we could try this,

nake-dir f1p1--D0CS-
wcopy f1p2* to flpl_IOCS_
Note: the capitals are not

needed, I lust happen to preier
directory names that way Now if
we press "A" when prompted
the files will be copied but a DIR
flpl- will not revealthem, instead
we might get someihing like
this,
BICYCLES 963 /744A sectors
Archive
0rders-DBF
Stock-DBF
Repairs--DBF
Repairs-PRG
lnvoice_PRG
TestPrinter_BAS
QPage-J0B
IBIVI_5202_DVR
Printer--DAT
DOCS -)

The "-,' symbol afler the
"DOCS" filename indicates that
this file is a subdirectory so
don t use the ' '' sequence in

filenames. To see the contents
of this subdirectory we must
type:

dir ftpl--docs-
.which might give us,

BICYCLES 963 /741+0 seetors
DOCS-Order--D0C
DOCS-Conf irruD0C
DOCS-Prompt--DOC
D0CS-Cancel-D0C
D0CS-Toolate-D0C

...and we see that the {iles in
the DOCS directory all have file
names beginning wlth 'DOCS-'

lf we make another directory
thus,

make_dir f1p2J0CS_
...we can copy the {iles from

one backup directory to {he
other using:

wcopy f1p1*D0CS_ to f1p2_
nnnq

Well you might say "what's the
potnt?' lf you only have this
small number of files on a disk
there may be no point at all, but
if you have loads of Quiii docu-
ments and Abacus spread-
sheets and Archive databases
and raw text files and some
other datafiles on one disk, then
the point hopefuily beconnes
obvious. You can put the Quill
documents in a subdirectcry
called "DOCS", the Abacus files
in 'SPREADS', the raw text files
:- "T\/Ti ^r^ilt tnt etL.

Persuading Quill or Abacus to
use these subdrrectories requi-
res a little trrckery as they were
wrillen long before such things
existed on the QL {and for ihat
trick read on). Using subdrrecto
ries takes a little practice but it
willsimplify your work on the QL
enormously if you take tlre
trouble to learn. lf you are
looking for a Quill documeni you
only need look in the "DOCS'

subdirectory lor the spread
sheets only in the 'SPRFADS'

subdirectory etc.
lf you haven't met thern face

to tace belore it is helpful to
know that a subdir*ctcry is
another type of tile, whicir
rnstead of containing a prograrn
or a Quill document or whai
evel contains more files. You
can also regard it as an
rmaginary 

.drive' 
separate from

the rest of the disk and with a
name of its own, so rf it is on
flpl- it is called tlpl-DOCS_ or
flpl*TXT* or whatever you
decided when you created it.

More about subdirEctories in
the next issue
I
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From now on, Roy will have the last word in his column.

It has been a busy two
months since I last put digit to
keyboard To begin with we
had the workshop rn Hove
which usually fries my brain

cells because I have lo wear
two hais, first as one of the
organisers because it is my
local user group and second
as a trader running Q Branch. I

would like to thank John Wake-
freld and Hugh Rooms for run-
ning the Bring and Buy stand
and Peter Fox for helping me
to organise the talks. Lots of
people were interested in the
Q40 which was shown in

England for the frrst time. Peter
and Klaus Graf flew tn to de
monstrate the prototype and
talk about the project and I

believe that they enjoyed their
tirst UK QL show Another
focus of interest was Keith
Miichell's working prototype of
the 'MrnrsQl' This project grew
out of an original idea by Keith
who baught the first unit and
installed a system into it

Almost immediately after this
it seemed I was off to Paris tor
the French User Group's show I

travelled there with Keith, his

wife and Bill Richardson and we
arrived on the evening before
the show Keith's 'MinisQL'

proved to be a show draw here
too and, srnce Tony Tebby was
able to use the machine, a solu
tion for the bug with Aurora s
display size of 1024 x 576 was
soon found. Yei agaln the
worth of these meetings was
amply proven.

Tony Firshman was also do
rng a brisk trade in RomDisqs.
These irttte devices are provrng

to be a very popular product
and they are exceptionally use

ful to users without hard disks
since they provide a fast
permanent siorage medium. My
original thoughts about the
posEible uses of these devices
have not yei been realised and
Tony and lspent a while discus
sing the idea of putling a

complete SfvlSQ/E and QPAC 2

system onto one of these and
selling it as a working system.

AAurder on the
Dis-Orienieci Express.

I compleied the month with a
journey to the show in Austria.
For some inexplicable reason I

accepted Stuart Honeyball's
offer of arranging the travel
and found myself on an east
bound sleeper wiih the bicyc
ling duo This was a cross bet
ween Enid Blyton {The Famous
Two Go to Salzberg) and Aga-
tha Christre {that was the date
the train was built in early
tif ties all we needed was
Peter Ustinov as Hercules Par-
rot and a corpse). Next time I

will fly there, it is cheaper: faster
and more comfortable. lf we
had been veal calves there
would have been people on
the platform protesting about
the lack of space and drinking
water in the carriages. The
show was Ok though, if a little
over stretched by being a two
day event.

The Trials and Tribu-
lations of Hardware
AAanufacture.

ll you are one o{ those peo
ple who thinks that hardware is

overpriced and takes too long
to arrive at the rnarketplace I

would have liked to have you

sitting in either my house or
Stuart Honeyball's this month

We have a few inccmplet*
QXL and Super Gold Card
circuit boards and we decided
to finish them otf and r,iake
them available for sale. Last
year there were problems ob
taining the 8473 chip which is

the floppy drsk controller on
the Super Gold Card bui since
we lound a source fnr these, it
seemed a good idea to use up
the last of the boards I had
bought all but one of the com-
ponents and the printer was
busy making up new rnanuals
when we were told that
ALTERA were no longer rna

king the EPlBlO eprom that
holds the QXL GLUE and Super
Gold Card INGOT codes
Having already sperit a sr^nall

fortune on the other parts
were began to trawl the inier-
net and set various supplies
searching around for these
chips but with no success.

Things began to look reall,v

bleak until Stuart spoke wrth
the ALTERA technical depart'
ment 'Oh no', he said, 'These

chrps are not obsolete. This rs a

computer error' Big sighs of
relief echoed around and we
ordered some. We had to get
them to do the programming
for us because the eprom pro
grammer that we normally use
could not handle the new batch
but that was a small price to
pay to get a the rest of the
boards working

When the chips arrived we
found that they did not work
They had changed the chip
slightly {but kept the same part
numbeil and they now did not
work in either the QXL or ihe
Super Gold Card Send ihe:^rr

back', you might say but these
are one tirne programmable
eproms. Once they are pro-
grammed they are no use fcr
anyone else (and, it turns out,
no use to us either). At the
moment I am trying to avoid
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having tc pay the 1400,00 it

cost me to buy these and
Stuart is trying to find another
chrp that does the same 1ob.

So now you know why hard
ware is such a problem

Getting it Covered.
I have had a few phone calls

frorn users who were at a loss
to know what to do with the
cover disk. Some people have
asked why we do not have a

front end on the disk which will
install programs in the same
way that the PC does. There
are a lot of valid reasons why
we do not do this, most of
which have to do with the
diflerence between the way
that the two systems operate
and start programs. Automatic
installation is not such a great
boon as tlou may think it can
cause you serious problems
and a whole lot of hair loss as
you tear great chunks of it out
whiie tryrng to get the system
tc behave as it did before you
decided to try out the new
superwhizzo file manager and
coffee maker

linstalled a new screen saver
onio my Windows 95 laptop
recently and it came with a

nifty CD player as an add on
When I ran this the whole
machine crashed 'Ah, de install

the CD player', I thought so I

went to the subdirectory where
the program was stored and
there was no de-install device
there. Next I de-installed the
whole package but the CD
player was still there. As a last
resort I deleted the CD player
folder and reinstalled the
screen saver fvery time I tried
io play a CD it told me it could
not find the CD player:

No Windoze is not like the
QL, When you install a new pro-
grarn it transfers whole chunks
of code willy-nilly across the
system, modifies all soris of
{iles that you didn't know were
there rn the first place and, if

you are as foolish as I was and
assume that you can just de'
lete things you don't want, you
pretty soon wind up with a
system that refuses to work. I

finally nnanaged to get the CD
player part working again and
now it will not play wav files but
I suppose I will work that out as
well at some point,

The other problem with all

thrs installation is storage
space. I know of a person who
tried lots of thrngs when he got
his first PC, He bought every
magazine he could get and
then tried all of the programs
on the cover disk. After a

month or two he found that he
had a 3 gig hard drive full o{
stuff and no more room. 0f
course this is a relatively stupid
way to go about things but it
does happen.

I do not think that we want
that kind of chaos on our neat
little system bui, after a chat
with Jochen, we have decided
that a bit more explanation of
what to do with the files prinied
in the magazine itself instead of
on a README-txt file might be
a better idea. All of the files on
the disk had been covered in

previous issues but it is

understandable that some of
you may have got a bit lost
when confronted by a whole
disk full. We will try to get it
right next time

lnteractivig eenrtre
This interactivity between

programs is where the big
dilemma lies for us. For most of
the QL's history we have had
neat, self contained programs
which have only relied on a

small number of bits of code
being present in order to work.
First there were toolkits for
extra commands and then tool-
kit 2 which pulled many of
these together

Pointer driven programs
needed only HOT-rext,
Ptr-gen and WMAN, Qliberated

programs needed only Qllb_run
and Turbo ccmpiled programs
needed the Turbo tooikit As
time goes by and complexity
increases we need more and
more of these add ons in order
to get more complex prograrns
but, before we get toc involvecj
we should, perhaps, stand back
and take a long look at the way
the systern is develaping
SMSQII was a rnajor advance
in this because it pui a lct of
these extra prograrns and
extensions into one package
which was the one you had to
load

Driving &'liss Daisy
Whee I

Some of the progi'ammers
siill active in the QL scerre still
work in the isolationist wa-rr bul
we should, maybe, all work in a
more co-operative way tc pro
duce programs that need less
code to do more. Cne area in
which this could be advantage
ous is in printing. frlearly every
program that we use has its
own printer driver and most of
these need to be configured
and set up What we really
need is a standard printer
device which all programs
could write to to produce harcj

copy As printers have got
more complex cver the years
the code required to produce
output has also grown rnaking
it more and more difficult for
rndividual programrners to
produce sophisticated drrvers
and good output.

A standard prrnt device whrch
would accepi a pre-determined
set of codes for most prinl
events and then translate them
into the codes ne*ded by the
individual printers would make
the job of programming rnuch
easier People have often
asked me about this and I have
to point out lhat most printers
these days are made for PC
users and come with a driver
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written specifically for that
printer by the manulacturer
This is then installed into Win-
doze and all programs use it.

We cannot use these drivers
because they are written for a
different system bui try getting
a manufacturer to supply the
relevant information to enable
you to write these drivers for a
different system and the brick
wall looms up before you.

Add all of this to the problem
that it is very difficult for an
individual programmer to have
a range of up to date printers
on which to try out his code
and you can soon see why the
printer driver is the most
difficult part o{ the program to
write successfully,

Redoubled Glazirrg"
I apologrse for talking about

the 'other system' so much in

thrs issue but it is really impor
tant for people to realise what
they are trading up to if they
decide that they should go for
a new system. Yes, it is true
that there are some things that
a PC will do for you that no
current QL I QDOS / Minerva /
SMSQ system will but there are
always the kind of drawbacks
mentioned above to be taken
into consideration,

Microsoft's 'Word' is a very
sophisiicated word processor
but how many people use that
sophistication enough to justify
the prrce tag? More to the
point, how many of us are wil
ling to go through the h/icrohell
of dealing with these systems
when they go wrong? I have
Word but still use the QL 1

Aurora / QPC for all of my word
processing because I know
how it works and rt does all I

want it to do. No system is
perfect and all systems are
subject to change and evolu
tion but I cannot help feeling
that the complexity that many
systems impose divorces the

user from the reai workings of
the computer in a way that
makes it impossible for him to
get to grips with the problems
when they arise.

There is also a strong ele-
ment of commitment here.
QBranch sells QDOS / ShISQ
systems and sof tware and I

write for a QL Magazine lf I

cannot do this on the system I

am promoting then I am not
being either honesi or fair to
my customers or readers and I

think that is important

Colour Prejudice
Of course everyone is wai

ting for the new colour drivers
to appear....except me! I know
lhat, when they do finally arrive,
I am going to have people who
will buy them and then call me
and say 'l've bought the new
colour drivers but Quill is still
red and green. They are not
working'

This is not a criticism of my
customers just a facl of life that
most people's expectations of
things usually surpasses the
reality of them Jochen Merz,
Albin Hessler and Joachim van
der Auwera are among those
poised to rewrite some of their
rnore popular titles to take
advantage of the colours when
they arrive but this will not be
an overnight sensation.

More colours will make for a
nicer user interface and possi-
bly some better graphics on
the screen but they will not
give me any more informaiion
than the current four colours
do I am not saying this to stop
you from buying them when
they do surface. ln {act the
reverse is true. I am saying
don't throw the system out
because they are not here yet
and because you have seen a

f lashy new multimedra,
Plug'n'Pray system in your
local shop.

ACRCNYMBATICS
Finally I would like to submit

rny list of ,Acronyms which I

have been trying to get
Jochen or Dilwyn to print Tor

ages.

" IBM
I Blame Microsofl
o MICROSOFT
Most lntelligent Customers
Realrse Our Software Only
Fnnlq Jbpnaoprc
. MACINTOSH
Most Applications Crash And lf
Not The Operating Systern
Hangs

" ISD\N

It Still Downloads Nothing
r COBOL
Completely Outdated Business
Oriented Language
o LISP
Lists ln Silly Parenthesis
o FCMCIA
Peopie Can'i Nlemorise Corn
puter lndustry Acronyms
o MIPS
Meaningless lnformatian about
Processor Speed
. SMSQ/E
Some Men Slili Question Every
thing or
Smash MicroSoft Quickly [hl
"PC
Potential Catastrophe

" DOS
Dangerl Obscure Syntax

" JAVA
Just Another Verbose Applica-
tion

" AMIGA
A Merely lnsignificant games
Addiction
. WIND0WS
Weak ldiots Need Dense
Obese Windowing Systerns

"QL
Quaint but Liberating
,ISDN
It Still Does Nothing

Some of these are mrne and
some are donated by other
computer users I would love
some more now there's a

challengel
n
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Ihs 8L $howAgenda
At the mornent there are two shows confirrned for June,which happen to be on the
sam€ date: the German rneeting in Solrns (seme venL,e as last hnro years) and a regu-
lar meeting in Eindhoven, both on Sat., 97th of Jurre. As we just had an international
show in Eindhoven two nnonths agq and another one is coming up thls Auturnn, all
daalers will be at the show in Solrirs.
There are ffi'lany rneetings schaduled from Septernb€r onwards, but we will start
listing them in the neK issue: tsyfleet, another Eindhoven, maybe aR ltalian show, a

Ql- meeting in Austria, Stafford and so on.

Satundey, g7th 0f Jun€
Solrns, Germany. Solrns is located naan Wetzlan if you want to find it on a Gerrnan
map. lt is not too far away from Frankfurf end also not too far away from Cologn
(less than one hoctr driving each direCion)" From various nnotorways (A5, A45,
A480) you should get to the Bundesstrasse 849 which brings you to Obarbiel"
Follow the signs "Solms-BurEsolms'u, end when yoLJ'r€ in Solms, follow the sign
"Taunushalle", the hall in which the nneeting takes place. All dealers will be there! See
you there!

There is also one show in Fngland:

Surnday '!6th At*gt"lst: Wh Great Festern Rad$o and €omputen Rally
Doors open 10.00 am. The venue ls Wallington F{all.

l-ocated between King's Lynn & Downhann Market, Norfolk" Approx 5 miles South of
King's [-ynn on the A X0.

Que nta, TF Serviees, Qubbesoft, Q Branch,'W"tr{" Riehardson attending!

Although wa have som€ articles, ds you can seE please EO NOT STOP writing!
To giva yoLi dn idea of what is comin5 up in the nexf issug here a short list.
Darren D. Branagh has looked at rnore software packages for you.
We will have articles about printer control codes.
Tirn Swenson has a look at the new MTOOLS frorn
Jonathan Hudson. Al Feng writes about parallel printer
intarface plugq and he also reviews DBeasy.
Adrian lves leaps back from \Windows to his Qt"
... and of coursg all the series of articles will be eontinued
in the next issue. There will be more reviews, listingq
letters.""


